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CUBRENCY BQUIVMNS9

Currency Renminbi (U(S)
Currency Unit - 1 Yuan (Y) - 100 fen

Average exchange rate: 1983 1983 1986 1987 1989
YlUS$ 1.9 2 94 3.45 T.72 4.7

FISCAL YEAR.

January 1 to Decimber 31

WEIGHT. MESUSMS AND CONVURSION FACTORS

kcal * 4.1868 kilojoule. - 3.968 Btu
ocal a 106 kcal
km * 0.621 mile
klWh - 839.8 Ecal
kilogram 2 2.21 pounds
metric ton (t) e 1.000 kg
hi a 1.000 kilojoules or 239 Ecal
GJ a I million kilojoulee
tce (ton of coal equivalent) a 1.000 kg with 6.680 keal per kg

or 6.7 million keal
I ton of coal (run-of-mine average) a 3.0 million kilocalories
toe (ton of oil equivalent) a lO.2 million kilocalories
1.000 cubic meters of natural gas a 9.31 million kilocalorise

PRNCIPAL ACRONYMS AID ABBREVIATIONS

AIC - Average incremental cost, a proxy for LRMC
SAP - Benzo-a-pyrene (trace aromatic hydrocarbon)
CHP - Combined heat and power
C - Carbon
CFBC - Circulating fluidized bed comUStIn
CGCC - Coal gas combined cycle
CO - Carbon monoxide
002 - Carbon dioxide
CrE - Centrally planned economC
CUDC - China General Coal Utilization and Development Corporation
CV4 - Coal water mixture (or CWS)
CwS - Coal water slurry
Do - Dietrict heating
g?8 - Environmental protection bureaus (provincial or municipal level)
ERI - Energy Research Inetitute, SVC
ESP - Electrostatic precipitator
FBC - Fluidized bed combustion
POD - Flue gas desulfurisation
gce - grams of coal equivalent
GDP - Gross domestic product
GJ - Gigajoules
Glwh - GiSawatt hours
IEA - International Energy Agency
kg - Kilograms
kgc - kilograms of coal equivalent
kV - Kilowatts (capacity)
KWh - Kilowatt hours
1.G - liquefied petroleum gas
LM - long run marginal cost
H - million
m moeter
ma - millimeter
m

2
_ equare meters

m
3

- cubic metere
HJ - megajoules
MS31 - Ministry of Machinery and Electronices Indutries
mlt - Ministry of the Hetallurgical Industry
MOE - Ministry of Energy
Mtpy - million tons per year
MH - Megawatts
NEPA - Chinese National Environmental Protection Agency
NH3 - Normal cubic meter
°O2 - Nitrogen dioxide

N0O - Nitrate
N1o - Nitrogen oxide
OCD - Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
PAR - Polyaromatic hydrocarbons
PCF - Pulverized coal-fired (boiler)
PCI - Pulverized coal injection
pR - degree of acidity
RON - run-of-mine
stph . tons of steam per hour
S - Sulfur
$02 - Sulfur dioxide
$04 - Sulfate
so,x Sulfur oxide
SPC - State Plann.tg Commission
SSTC - State Science and Technology Commiasion
t - ton (metric)
tce - tons of coal equivalent
tkm - ton-kilometer
toe - tons of oil equivalent
tpa - tons per annum
TSP - Total suspended particles
TUgs - Township and village enterprises
pgtm

3
- micrograma per cubic meter

PRO - World Health Organization
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Foreword
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poration (CUDC), lead institution; the Energy Research Institute (ERI) under
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Special thanks go to Messrs. Li Zhongqi and Gui Kai, CUDC; Zhou Fengqi, ERI;
and Zhang Chonghua, NEPA.

The Chinese counterpart team prepared working papers for the study
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Hao Yuyong, Jia Qinxou and Xie Jianning; Working paper #2 (Domestic and
Commercial Coal Use)s Song Wucheng, Liu Zhiping, Liu Xueyi, Zhang Ying,
Zhang Tingwu, and Xin Guirong; Working paper t3 (Industrial Coal Use)s
Xin Dingguo, Hu Xiutian, Bai Rongchun, Chen Min; Working paper 15 (Electric
Power Sector): Zhi Luchuan, Chu Ming, Han Yinghua, Chen Kai; Working paper 16
(Coal Gas and District Heating): Liu Wen, Wang Yanxiang.

The Bank report and its annexes were prepared by K. Stephenson (task
manager) based on missions in April and October 1989 and individual analyses
by the following consultantst B. Adamson, University of Lund (building insu-
lation); A. Christensen, CowiConsult (district heating); H. Falkenberry, power
engineer (boiler technology); A. Gibson, Coal Processing Consultants (briquet-
ting); D. James, Ecoservices Pty. Ltd. (industry and environment); D. Prior,
energy economist (household energy); D. Simbeck, SFA Pacific Inc. (coal gasi-
fication, steel and ammonia industries); and D. Symonds, NorWest Resource
Consultants (coal washing). In addition, the Coal Research Establishment
(British Coal) calculated estimates of emissions from different coals and bri-
quettes used in Chinese households. Y. Albouy (AS3IE) contributed substan-
tially to the sections on the electric power industry and district heating and
also provided very useful general comments. S. Chattopadhya (ASTEG) and
C. Warren (IFC) contributed to the sections on coal mining and coal pricing
respectively. H. Yen and Y.J. Zhao provided research assistance. Very help-
ful comments were received from several Bank staff memberss R.P. Taylor,
R. Batstone, K. Constant, and H. Fog. W. Spofford of Resources for the Future
also provided useful comments on environmental issues.

The members of the Bank team would like to acknowledge the invaluable
support given by their Chinese colleagues in conducting this study, including
organizing and leading extensive visits and discussions with experts in vari-
ous cities in China. Without them, this report would not have been possible.

This document has a retricted distribution and may be used by recipients only in the performance
of their oficial duties. Its contents may not otherwise be disclosed without World Bank authorization.
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CHINA

EFFICIENCY AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF COAL USE

Executive Summary

Introduction

i. This study examines the major Issues relating to coal use and coal-
related air pollution in China, discusses options in the principal consuming
sectors, and suggests possible strategies for improving coal use and mitigat-
ing the environmental effects. The report comprises two volumest the main
report and a set of annexes with background and analyses on specific topics.

ii. China's High Energy Intensity and Dependence on Coal. The world's
largest producer and consumer of coal, China is heavily dependent on coal as
an energy source. Production in 1989 was 1,054 million tons, and it is
expected to increase by another 350 million tons by 2000. Coal represents
about 75 percent of commercial energy requirements, compared, for example, to
53 percent in India. In most countries, coal is used primarily in thermal
electric power generation. In China, it is heavily used in industry and
households, as well as in the electric power sector. Much of coal use is
small scale and dispersed, contributing to lower efficiency, broadening the
environmental impact, and making pollution control more difficult. Presently,
China does not have wide scope for substituting cleaner, more efficient fuels.

iii. The country has achieved substantial reductions in energy intensity
cver the past ten years, due to several factors: economic reforms over the
decade, efforts to modernize major industries, and specific government poli-
cies encouraging conservation. However, its energy intensity is still high
compared to a range of developing and industrialized countries, indicating the
potential for still further reductious. Greater market integration will bring
large benefits in terms of reduced energy intensity and improved productivity
over the longer term. Giving priority to infrastructure investments and
reducing pressures for provincial autonomy will help to build larger markets
and encourage better plant scale, taking advantage of the country's size.
Moving forward with unfinished price and enterprise reforms will also spur
further productivity and efficiency gains.

iv. Coal-Related Air Pollution. Air pollution--much of it coal-related
--is very serious. The environmental data on Chinese cities show high ambient
concentrations of particulates and 902, among the highest in the world. With
increasing coal consumption, air pollution problems in China are not going to
be solved in the next ten years. But authorities must prevent further deteri-
oration and try to reduce the very high levels of particulates. Particularly
serious are fine and ultrafine particulates (<10 microns and <2 microns
respectively) which penetrate more deeply into the lungs. Interacting with
sulfur ions, forming acid aerosols, and with various trace elements, they
appear to be linked to chronic and extreme episodic health problems, based on
current research. Realistically, extensive large scale investments in S02
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removal are not affordable in the medium term, although selective investments
may go forward in areas where local acid fog is severe.

v. Environmental policy in China has rapidly developed over the past
decade. A system for environmental management has been put in place, and
various regulations have been promulgated, including standards for airborne
emission levels and ambient concentrations of pollutants. Pollution levy
systems have been operating for several years, administered at the municipal
level. Enforcement varies, and investments are sometimes incomplete, however,
due to insufficient resources and budgetary allocations for environmental
investments and the owner-regulator conflicts typical of a centrally-planned
economy.

vi. This study specifically focuses on local air pollution issues rather
than the global impact. Limiting coal-related C02 emissions over the longer
term will depend on progress in regard to conservation, introduction of effi-
ciency improvements (managerial and technical), and further fuel diversifica-
tion~

Policy Recommendations

vii. Energy efficiency gains are often disaggregated over a range of
activities. It is usually easier to influence such activities through eco-
nomic forces rather than government directives and supply planning. The gov-
ernment should concentrate its resources on those areas where it can be most
effective, while encouraging market signals to dc. the rest. At the same time,
there are externalities which are not addressed by price and market incentives
and must be managed through regulatory policies.

viii. Coal Price Reform. Coal prices have increased rapidly in the last
five years, largely beca<ise the free market has expanded to as much as
40-50 percent of sales, depending on the location. This trend has stimulated
conservation in various sectors of the economy, and at the margin many users
are basing operating and investment decisions on market prices. The dual
market system creates serious distortions, however. Some high calorific value
coals are undervalued in the allocation system and may not be directed to
their most economic uses. At the sea-e time, some important markets are not
well served. For example, the household market is particularly hurt by low
mandated prices which discourage supplies of higher quality anthracite to
urban households, which could afford to pay more for fuel.

ix. Suggested elements of coal price reform include the following:

* raising allocated coal prices close to long run marginal economic
costs within two years and moving ahead with deregulation over the
next five years, as transport bottlenecks are eased;

* establishing a generous range around reference prices to allow nego-
tiation of quality and locational differentials by consumers and
suppliers;

improving the coal allocation system, in parallel, to make it more
responsive to user n-eds; and
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* adapting the fiscal arrangements and the performance targets of major
industrial users of allocated coal to the new pricing policy, in
order to help them manage the transition to deregulation, while pre-
serving incentives to raise efficiency.

x. Reform of Gas Prices and Electric Power Tariffs. Prices of natural
gas and other forms of gas are often held low, discouraging investments to
develop known resources and working against government objectives to expand
the use of gas, a cleaner, more efficient fuel. The government should move
quickly in raising gas prices to achieve at least financial cost recovery to
suppliers. SPC, MOE and NEPA should sponsor either a national or several
regional gas utilization studies to determine the economic value of varying
sources of gas (petroleum and coal based) for specific uses, considering both
efficiency and environmental benefits. Finally, gas allocation systems should
be revamped, as needed, to assure supplies go to the more efficient, produc-
tive users or to targeted consumers based on environrsental criteria.

xi. The average "official" price of electricity remains very low, but
since 1988 surcharges have been levied on industrial users, and new plants can
charge higher prices--60-100 percent over 'old electricity' prices. With new
capacity rapidly coming onstream, average tariffs may exceed average LRMC by
1995. The current structure needs revamping, however, to alleviate distor-
tions and to make retail charges more transparent and directly related to use.
Tariffs still do not reflect increases in cost of service differentials for
lower voltage levels and consumption at peak hours. Finally, individual
regional systems will have different costs of supply, depending on the extent
of hydro vs. thermal capacity.

xii. Other Unfinished Reforms. Continued enterprise and labor market
reforms, along with changes in fiscal arrangements, would encourage greater
Industry responsiveness and needed adjustment mechanisms. Lack of accounta-
bility in enterprises underlies the problems of long construction periods,
poor operating discipline, and low asset utilization. Changes are needed in
the investment allocation system also. The overwhelming preoccupation with
up-front costs in project design and investment planning, because of low man-
dated prices and slow budgetary allocations, works against a range of invest-
ments which could improve energy efficiency and pollution control. More
attention should be paid to operating savings and to economic values rather
than administrative costs. Greater flexibility in the foreign exchange allo-
cation s9stem would enhance opportunities for technical innovation and
improved quality in the domestic machinery industry, including boiler and
environmental technology. Enlarging the role of all forms of technology
transfer, including carefully structured technical assistance, would advance
domestic technology development more rapidly. There are also opportunities to
innovate and "leapfrog" to new technologies, but the right incentives and
market signals must be operating to encourage practical technology development
and sustained commercialization.

xiii. Coal Industry Reform. The state coal industry would benefit from the
enterprise and fiscal reforms discussed above. Such reforms should go forward
in the industry in parallel with coal price reform in order to improve the
financial position of state coal enterprises, while at the same time assuring
greater accountability for operating and capital decisions. They would create
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a sounder basis for moving ahead with investments to raise the level of mecha-
nization at large-scale underground and open pit fields and to improve produc-
tivity in the industry generally. At the same time, changes are needed in the
local mine sector: (a) increased regulation of local mines to improve mining
and safety practices, and (b) more funding for investments to upgrade the size
and technology of local mines, where feasible. Greater productivity in the
industry will be key in realizing the formidable increases in coal production
needed over the next decade while minimizing the human, environmental and
financial costs.

xiv. Environmental Policies. Going forward with the enterprise and market
reforms discussed above should improve the operating climate for better envi-
ronmental control and enforcement of regulations. At the same time, greater
collaboration among national-level agencies is needed in setting energy,
industrial, and environmental policies. For example, improving the coal sup-
ply and expanding the availability of gas are important environmental measures
that depend heavily on investments in the energy sector nationwide.

xv. Total resources committed to pollution abatement, although rising,
are still seriously insufficient. They represent only about 0.5 percent of
1989 GNP. To reach a level of resources equivalent to about 1 percent of GNP
would require a doubling of total expenditures from Y 7 billion to Y 16 bil-
lion annually. According to recent Chinese estimates, the resources required
to address environmental problems comprehensively are really in the order to
Y 64 billion annually (4 percent of 1989 GNP). In view of resource con-
straints, addressing pollution problems practically and aggressively will
require the followings

* identifying priorities and developing more cost effective regulatory
and investment strategies to address them; and

* developing a phased plan to increase resources for pollution abate-
ment, at the municipal level in particular.

xvi. Cost Effective Strategies for Air Pollution Abatement. Air pollution
problems will be tackled largely at the municipal level. Municipal govern-
ments in major cities should improve air quality monitoring capabilities and
begin to use air dispersion computer models to identify more systematically
the most important sources of ambient concentrations of pollutants (particu-
larly fine particulates and acid aerosols) and those with the greatest health
impact. Relatedly, indoor air pollution and its health effects should be
investigated more thoroughly (in both urban and rural areas). The results of
such exercises could assist in development of targeted regulatory and enforce-
ment policies. They could also be incorporated in cost effectiveness analyses
to identify least cost investment programs for reducing ambient concentrations
over the next 10 years. Such exercises take more than a year to complete;
hence, they should go forward as early as possible. The results must be inte-
grated into economic development plans to assure budgetary commitments.

xvii. In parallel, development of regional or interregional air quality
models should be coordinated at the national level to identify principal
sources of long-distance emissions causing acid rain, laying the groundwork
for developing least cost solutions over the longer term.
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xviii. While the cost effectiveness analyses discussed above should go for-
ward, there is a sufficient basis to suggest some immediate measures with high
payoffs in terms of efficiency and pollution abatement. They are reviewed
below and summarized at para. 1.

Improvina Coal Quality

xix. The existence of many small boilers and stoves burning high ash or
fine coal, or simply coal which does not match design requirements, contrib-
utes to low combustion efficiency, carbon loss, and ambient level air pollu-
tion. A growing residual problem from the use of high ash coals in households
and industry is ash disposal. Availability of land for ash disposal is a
critical problem in urban areas. In addition, mixing of ash with municipal
garbage restricts the potential for composting and recycling of biodegradable
materials. Therefore, on both environmental and efficiency grounds, central
and municipal governments should consider phasing in stronger controls on the
quality of coal going to specific users in urban areas within a reasonable
time frame. Resources must then be committed to investments in local and
state coal mining industries to beneficiate and blend the coal to meet the
stricter quality standards.

Xx. Supply of Anthracite to Household Stoves. Anthracite is a low vola-
tile coal and therefore relatively smokeless. The environmental advantages of
using anthracite as a household cooking fuel are likely to prove a critical
element in controlling pollution levels within Chinese cities, particularly
those which will not have the benefit of gas supply systems or district heat-
ing. The growing use of raw coal in farm and rural households demands a more
active policy to promote use of briquettes or anthracite in rural areas also.
In view of competing demand for anthracite in the ammonia and cement indus-
tries, there should be a specific review of the anthracite market to identify
ways to improve supplies going to the residential sector--including stronger
environmental regulations, better pricing, and introduction of a program to
spur efficiency improvements in those industries using anthracite.

xxi. The honeycomb briquettes used in many major Chinese cities appear to
be a satisfactory smokeless fuel and a practical response to the need to uti-
lize high ash anthracite or anthracite fines. They degrade easily, however,
and contribute to ash disposal problems. This study recommends exploring the
use of sized, washed anthracite or low to high temperature cured briquettes in
more versatile, efficient appliances (e.g., cooker/water heaters), thereby
reducing emissions and ash disposal costs and improving overall efficiency.
This study also finds that "top lit," down-burning bituminous briquettes are
not working well in households where they are being tried. Another approach,
if bituminous coal must be used, may be to promote use of down-burning stoves.
To raise efficiency, the turndown capabilities of cooking stoves generally
should be improved.

xxii. In order to attract better quality coal and fuel to urban households,
the existing system of large subsidies should be re-examined. Household fuel
prices are low and represent only a small part of household incomes. There is
scope for raising prices without undue burden. While a subsidy program may
still be necessary, it should be strictly targeted. Ways to reduce the burden
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on municipal governments and to relieve pressure to use local coal, irrespec-
tive of quality, must be identified and acted upon.

xxiii. Better Quality Steam Coal for Use in Boilers. Some very inexpensive
measures will improve carbon recovery and combustion efficiency: (a) matching
coal quality to boiler requirements by improving management of the coal dis-
tribution system; (b) better size distribution through screening of coal,
sending more lump coal to industrial boilers and the bulk of fine coal to
large utility boilers or industrial-size circulating FBC boilers; and (c) pel-
letization of fines for use in industrial boilers.1/ The economic returns
from such investments should be well over 15 percent.

xxiv. Investments in Coal Washing. Washing steam coal and anthracite
reduces the ash content of the coal and therefore combustion emissions. It
could also relieve transport costs and reduce the ash disposal burden in urban
areas, although it will contribute to waste buildup at minemouth. Finally,
coal washing could help achieve a more uniform coal supply, improving boiler
efficiency and availability. Only 10 percent of steam coal in China is cur-
rently washed, a very low percentage. Clearly, there is a larger role for
washing, although it will not be the appropriate solution in all cases. Envi-
ronmental authorities should work with the coal industry to evaluate the eco-
nomics of coal washing in particular regions and for specific uses (house-
holds, boilers); to expand investments in coal washing where warranted; and to
develop a stronger research capability to spur improvements in various tech-
nologies, including fine coal washing, closed water circuitry and thermal
drying.

Improving Energy Efficiency in Industry

xxv. Industrial/Heating Boilers. The largest scope for coal savings is in
improving the operating efficiency and technical quality of conventional
stoker boilers, which consume over 350 million tons of coal. Raising the
efficiency of industrial boilers from about 60 percent to 70-80 percent could
represent a savings of 60-100 million tons of coal at current levels of con-
sumption. As a simple measure for carbon recovery and improved combustion,
industrial and heating boilers should be equipped with carbon recycle equip-
ment, a technology which exists in China. Other suggested measures include
incorporating char recycle and underbed feeding of fines. Technical improve-
ments needed to reduce heat losses includes better air control, air preheat-
ing and thermal insulation, and better boiler control features.

xxvi. Raising boiler standards and devoting resources to improved design
and manufacturing capabilities are priorities in order to raise the inherent
efficiency of new boilers. This may involve importing testing and instrumen-
tation equipment and seeking more opportunities for joint venture arrange-
ments. At the same time, realistic pricing and strong environmental policies
are needed to trigger the early retirement of inefficient boilers and create
demand for better ones. On the operating side, provincial and municipal con-
servation centers should take the lead in training boiler operators in combus-
tion, maintenance and pollution control techniques and in developing a larger

1I This study recommends investigating pelletization over the costlier
manufacture of industrial briquettes.
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cadre of experts who can undertake energy audits in both large and small
plants.

xxvii. Use of Waste Heat and Coal Ash. Plans to utilize industrial waste
heat for cogeneration (by retrofitting boilers with back-pressure turbines)
should be actively supported. Returns should be above 10 percent even at the
current low financial prices. Considering the endemic power shortages, the
economic value of the additional electric power generated in a single year
would exceed the cost of retrofitting. Also, better market entry and price
incentives are needed to encourage use of boiler or collected fly ash and
washery waste in various products--cement, self-fired bricks and FBC boilers.

xxviii. Use of Industrial Plant Gases. Various municipalities are using gas
produced at municipal coke ovens. In addition, there are potentially very
large volumes of medium calorific value gas produced at state steel plants and
refineries. Much of this gas is used in-plant; some of it could be released
for badly needed town gas use, if investments are made to substitute low value
coal gas (via small gas producers) for the higher value plant gas. To create
the incentives for such investments, gas prices must be raised. Finally, coal
or coal gas could substitute for oil used in the utilities at refineries.

xxix. Use of Coalbed Methane. The economics and technology of collecting
and utilizing coalbed methane (which is vented for mine safety or naturally
seeps out of underground mines) should be evaluated more systematically, as
the volume of gas could be significant, given the often high gas content of
underground mines. There is already some production, but it is very small
compared to the potential.

xxX. Steel Industry. A large coal consumer, this industry would benefit
from the following: (a) improving the availability of low ash, prime coking
coal 21 and other commodity inputs (scrap steel, in particular); (b) optimiz-
ing operating techniques in larger plants (such as pulverized coal injection
in the blast furnace); and (c) continuing to invest in modern technology (BOF
and continuous casting). Primitive coke ovens, still found in some coal min-
ing areas, waste coking coal and should be phased out as quickly as possible.

xxxi. Ammonia Industry. Upgrading existing plants and improving operating
techniques, where feasible, offers energy savings of as much as 30 percent.
Those plants which can be upgraded should be identified and funding programs
should be set up to support such investments. On the other hand, the most
inefficient and polluting plants should be closed as quickly as possible.
Over the medium to longer term, diversification to natural gas or gas from
modern coal gasification could cut unit energy consumption by 35-50 percent.

xxxii. Cement Industry. Modernization in the cement industry, investing in
the more efficient dry process and improving pollution control, promises both
material and energy savings; more funds should be committed to upgrading where
possible. Still, transportation bottlenecks and market proximity will remain
important factors in the optimal size of plants.

21 By rationalization and improved technology choice in state washing
plants and funding of medium-size washing plants to service local
mines.
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xxxiii. Brickmakins. The key to better efficiency in this industry is diffu-
sion of known techniques within China--for exmple, continuous rather than
batch processing and self-fired bricks. This is an industry that is likely to
remain dispersed and community-centered. Progress in use of building insula-
tion, thus reducing brick thicknesses, could have an impact also.

Improving Energy Efficiency in the Electric Power Industry

xxxiv. Accelerating Large-Scale Power Development. Large-scale thermal
power development encourages energy conservation because larger, high perfor-
mance utility boilers reduce unit coal consumption. Larger plants are also
better able to support good pollution control equipment. In Central-South
China, large-scale hydro development will be economic in many cases and repre-
sents an important source of electricity there. But the capital investments
involved in building large-scale power plants, thermal or hydro, are substan-
tial and take time. More attention is needed to creating policies which
encourage the pooling of resources within provinces or regions to promote the
construction of large power plants, thereby eliminating strong pressures to
build smaller, less efficient coal-fired thermal plants at the provincial
level and below.

XXv. Developing Minemouth Power. Greater minemouth power generation is
planned and will encourage utilization of washery middlings and waste in min-
ing areas. To the extent that regional grid interconnections are needed any-
way to increase power supply reliability, minemouth power could be supplied to
major consuming nodes, reducing the amount of coal transported. However, this
will not usually be applicable for distances exceeding 500 km and for very
large energy transfers.

xxxvi. Achieving Energy Savings Through End-Use Innovations. China has the
opportunity to benefit from various innovations in materials and technologies
which offer significant energy savings. Several key areas are: lighting
(e.g., compact fluorescent lamps), machine motors, refrigerators and building
design and insulation (the last discussed at para. xliii). Some of these
technologies depend on having a well-developed electronics industry. Greater
support for technology transfer and adaptation in these areas and in the
related manufacturing infrastructure could lead to faster introduction of more
efficient end-use designs and technologies.

Raising the Efficacy of Particulate Control Equipment

xxxvii. The technology for most types of particulate control equipment is
available in China, but removal efficiencies are low. Chinese industry has
the capability to raise the efficiency of pollution control, but the resources
must be committed to improving designs and following through in manufacturing.
Moreover, priority in funding should go to measures which offer reductions in
fine and ultrafine particulates. Stronger enforcement of environmental poli-
cies will be necessary to create demand for better pollution control, which
will be more costly.

xxxviii. In the case of power plants, the policy of installing larger plants
with ESP should proceed rapidly. Older electric power plants and industrial/
heating boilers in urban areas should be candidates for receiving low ash or
washed coal to compensate for their less effective control equipment. NEPA
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and MMEI should also give immediate priority to developing and commercializing
fabric filter technology. This technology offers the potential for greater
effectiveness in reducing ultrafine particulates and could be used even on
medium size industrial boilers. The domestic industry would clearly benefit
from technology transfer to address the quality problems with filters which is
slowing development.

Developins Alternatives to Small-Scale Coal Use in Urban Households

xxxix. Ambitious targets have been set at the national level for investments
in gas supplies and district heating. The size of total annual investments to
meet coverage targets set for 2000 is formidable, estimated in the order of
Y 5-7 billion, which represents 40-60 percent of the 1990 state budget for
urban construction. Progress to date has been understandably slow, and it is
unlikely that overall targets will be met. Moreover, these investment targets
have been set without first considering whether or not they represent a least
cost strategy for pollution abatement in individual cities. They also appear
to have been made under static conditions, without good data and robust pro-
jections of household energy demand.

xl. More household energy surveys are needed as a basis for realistic
energy planning and environmental control. The very preliminary household
projections in this study indicate that heavy reliance on coal stoves and
small boilers for cooking and heating will continue, even if targets for gas
and district heating are met. These considerations underline the importance
of upgrading the quality of the coal supplied to households and promoting use
of improved stoves and more efficient appliances.

xli. Sources of Town Gas. Many municipal governments are planning invest-
ments in new coke ovens or expansion of existing ovens, which will also pro-
vide medium value gas for town use. This is a reasonable strategy as long as
overexpansion is avoided. The principal constraint will be future availabil-
ity of prime metallurgical coal. Municipal governments should also conduct
local surveys to identify ways to utilize medium calorific value gas already
being produced in large steel plants and oil refineries (refer to xxviii).

xlii. Role of District Heating. This study raises reservations about dis-
trict heating/combined heat and power (DH/CHP) by cogeneration at electric
power plants. The principal concern is that it derates utility boilers at a
time of extreme power shortages. The expansion of distribution networks for
DH is also very capital intensive. In fact, under current plans, two separate
distribution networks would be required in individual cities--for gas and DH.
Furthermore, present DH designs in China are not energy efficient. On the
other hand, the study recognizes that DHICHP reduces coal consumption and
related emissions considerably. Over the medium term, the following is sug-
gested:

* DH using industrial waste heat should be given priority as the most
efficient form of DH in the short term.

* The cost effectiveness of block heating (preferably using washed or
low ash coal) should be considered before DHICHP in areas suffering
severe electric power shortages.
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To minimize cost, DHICHP systems should be designed to provide base-
load heat only, while relying on dispersed boilers (preferably using
oil or gas) to meet peak heating needs.

xliii. Building Installations and Heat Charges. Even in new buildings,
indoor temperatures are often uncomfortably low and fluctuating, heat losses
are large, and heat is billed according to apartment area rather than consump-
tion. The housing stock is rapidly increasing; therefore, it is urgent to
improve the design and equipment in new buildings, including installing
meters, modern radiators and temperature control valves. Programs to support
investments in building insulation in housing using central heating, particu-
larly improved windows (an investment offering a potential return of over
30 percent), should be given irmediate attention. Finally, individual heat
metering and billing based on consumption are strongly recommended, where
feasible.

EncouEaging Further Fuel Diversification

xliv. Natural Gas and LPG. In view of the benefits of natural gas in a
host of applications (in industry and households), the government should
direct more attention to creating incentives and providing resources to
improve the gas supply--by utilizing existing sources (including some associ-
ated gas which is still flared) and expanding exploration for oil and natural
gas. Additional supplies of LPG, needed for household gas, depend on refinery
expansion, which is determined by future oil production.

xlv. Frontier Oil Exploration. Insufficient capital has been devoted to
frontier petroleum exploration which offers the only domestic opportunity for
future large-scale fuel diversification to both oil and gas. A more aggres-
sive strategy than heretofore is needed, including attracting more foreign
investment. Continuing the slow process of trying to evaluate prospective
areas onshore relying largely on domestic resources delays potential opportu-
nities for fuel substitution, which could offer lower fuel costs to the econ-
omy and some relief from environmental pressures.

Role of Advanced Coal-Based Technologies Over the Medium to Long Term

xlvi. The Role of Fluidized Bed Combustion (FBC). Small, bubbling bed FBC
boilers represent only about 5 percent of total steam generating capacity in
China. Also, they suffer some of the same problems affecting conventional
boilers--poor combustion (like stoker boilers, they cannot burn fines) and
poor pollution control. In the short term, emphasis should be on improving
the operation of existing bubbling bed FBC by adding carbon recycle and par-
ticulate control equipment. Over the medium term, development of industrial
size CFBC offers promise because of its advantage in using high ash bituminous
coals and washery waste. As far as the potential use of FBC for sulfur con-
trol, industry analysts indicate that the waste problems of FBC have not yet
been completely solved; this is a serious risk factor because of already
severe waste disposal problems in China. Overall, Chinese industry should
seek further opportunities to benefit from the experience of various vendors
in the West in developing and scaling up this technology.

xlvii. Sulfur Control. Large scale investments in sulfur control technology
at utility plants are only feasible in the much longer term. Over the next 10
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years, cost effective strategies for future sulfur control should be developed
in high sulfur regions. Selective investments in flue gas desulfurization
(POD) or similar technologies may go forward at new power plants In such
areas. Another option is to divert high sulfur coal to modern coal gasifica-
tion plants to produce ammonia and sulfur (both in demand in China). The
small sizes of heating and industrial boilers and household stoves prohibit
FOD investments altogether. In these cases, it is critical to assure use of
low sulfur coal (naturally occurring or washed, when cost effective) or bri-
quettes with effective sulfur binders (the latter in household stoves).

xlviii. Modern Coal Gasification. While not as economic as natural gas, coal
gas is superior to direct coal combustion on both efficiency and environmental
grounds in a variety of applications--household and industry. If large nat-
ural gas reserves are not available, modern coal gasification will be a good
second order solution over the longer term, although one that involves high
initial capital costs. The key will be to identify the most economic uses and
select.the appropriate process for a particular use. For example, modern
fixed or moving bed coal gasification appears more economic and environment-
ally sound than producing town gas using small two-stage gasifiers, even
though the latter have much lower initial capital costs. Modern coal gasifi-
cation might also provide the basis for introduction of direct reduction tech-
nology in the steel industry in the future.

xlix. Coal Water Slurry (CWS). This study recommends against CWS for use
in converting oil-fired utility boilers to coal, as it significantly derates
the boilers (20-50 percent), involves significant investment costs, and
increases particulate emissions, which must then be controlled. CWS is more
likely to be economic as an option for transporting coal, via a CWS pipeline
of sufficient volume, to dedicated coal-fired utility boilers; the economics
will depend on specific routes and sites, however.

Summary of Short and Medium Term Priorities

1. Major cities should begin municipal level cost effectiveness analyses
to identify least cost investment programs, over the medium to long term, to
reduce ambient level pollutants most dangerous to human health. Investments
in DHICHP and large scale coal gasification should be evaluated in the context
of these analyses, which must also consider other, less capital intensive
options. In the meantime, the following ten steps are priorities in the short
to medium term:

* Phasing in stronger controls on the quality of coal going to various
users in dense urban areas and to urban and rural households. In
parallel, mak'ng investments to improve the coal supply, including
simple screening and blending practices to match coal products to
user needs as well as greater coal washing, where cost effective.

* Improving the supply of anthracite briquettes (including, possibly,
low or high temperature cured briquettes) and sized, washed anthra-
cite to households. Also improving the turndown capabilities of
small coal stoves and supporting the manufacture of more versatile,
efficient appliances.
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* Improving air quality monitoring to include fine particulates and
acid aerosols (the latter best measured by proxies such as sulfates
and nitrates) and better evaluating the effects of indoor air pollu-
tion on health.

* Improving the operation and manufacture of industrial and utility
boilers and associated pollution control equipment (including devel-
opment of fabric filters).

* Continuing with investments in large scale thermal and hydro power
development and in transport infrastructure.

* Developing industry by industry strategies to rationalize existing
plants, both large and small, improving scale (e.g*, to more eco-
nomic, flexible medium size plants), process techniques, asset utili-
zation, and energy recovery.

* Making investments to use existing energy resources (undeveloped or
flared natural gas, waste heat, plant gases, coalbed methane).

* Phasing in mandatory regulations and supporting the manufacturing
base to assure that modern radiator systems and meters are installed
and insulation investments (particularly better windows) are made in
the growing housing stock (specifically housing where coal is no
longer directly burned). In parallel, revamping charges for central
heating to base them on energy consumed rather than apartment area.

v gncouraging technical innovations and making changes at the manufac-
turing stage in order to introduce, more rapidly, new energy effi-
cient technologies in areas ranging from boiler technology to light-
ing and refrigeration.

* Moving forward more vigorously with energy price reforms and reforms
of related commodity allocation systems to spur greater efficiency
throughout the economy.



I. INTENSITY OF COAL USE

A. Introduction

1.1 This study examines the major issues relating to coal use and coal-
related air pollution in China, reviews options in the principal consuming
sectors, and suggests strategies for improving coal use efficiency and miti-
gating the environmental impact. The report is divided into two volumess the
main report and a second volume containing annexes with more detailed back-
ground and analyses on individual topics.

1.2 This chapter provides an overview of the extent and causes of high
energy and coal intensity in China. Chapter II provides background on coal
production and the domestic coal market; it also suggests steps to further
coal price reform. Chapter III discusses the seriousness of air pollution
caused by coal use and examines the requirements of environmental policy.
Chapter IV reviews options for improving the coal supply which has an impor-
tant impact on energy efficiency and pollution control in a number of sectors.
Chapters V and VI discuss specific measures to improve coal use and pollution
control in industry and electric power. Chapter VII considers options for
improved urban household energy use. The final chapter suggests priorities
for public policy and investments.

B. Energy Intensity of the Economy

Recent Trends

1.3 The energy intensity of the Chinese economy is very high, raising the
cost of fueling economic growth and contributing to serious environmental
pressures. Encouragingly, that intensity has come down over the past ten
years. Real GDP growth averaged just under 10 percent per annum from 1980 to
1988, while energy and coal consumption grew at a lower rate, about 6 percent
per annum. Table 1.1 shows the trend in energy intensity of the Chinese econ-
omy, measured in terms of total commercial primary energy requirements (TCPER)
per $1,000 of GDP (in 1980 prices). By this measure, it has fallen by about
27 percent over the period.l/

1.4 Chinese authorities attribute this dramatic progress to three fac-
tors, weighted equallyt modernization and technical upgrading; managerial and
operating improvements; and structural change. The more open debate in the
late 1970s about energy needs and environmental problems led the State Council
to initiate various conservation-oriented policies in the early 1980s: intro-
duction of energy conservation programs including research and education;
institution of regulations and incentives or penalties to encourage energy
savings; and campaigns to phase out very inefficient plants. Very impor-
tantly, these policies were backed up by specific allocations of funds for
conservation investments in the last two 5-year plans.

1/ The TCPER ratio does not include noncommercial energy sources which
represent about one third of consumption in China. But, even including
noncommercial sources, the trend is the same.



1.5 Much of the impetus also came from the general climate of economic
reform and growth occurring over the last decade and efforts to modernize in
individual industries. There was no major structural shift in the economy;
actually, the share of light industry in GDP barely increased over the decade.
Instead, increases in higher value-added production occurred across numerous
industries. Furthermore, the free market for coal expanded over the period,
and prices of market coal rose sharply, encouraging conservation in various
parts of the economy, even if only at the margin in some cases. The severe
rationing of electric power no doubt had an impact also.

1.6 The resulting energy efficiency gains are disaggregated. They appear
evenly spread between light and heavy industries, with chemicals and machine
building doing best overall. Because of interfuel substitution, the intensi-
ties of different forms of energy are difficult to interpret; it is worth
noting, though, that oil and electric power intensities have also decreased
despite the fast growth of transport and residential electricity.

Table 1.1s TRENDS IN COMMERCIAL ENERGY INTENSITY
(TCPER/GDP) la

Country 1979/80 1984/85 1987/88

China 1.50 1.20 1.10
Canada 0.85 0.77 0.74
Japan 0.36 0.29 0.28
United States 0.71 0.38 0.56
India 0.61 0.64 0.64
Korea 0.67 0.61 0.60
Poland 0.96 NA 0.95
USSR 1.04 MA 1.04

/a Measured as total commercial primary energy require-
ments per $1,000 of GDP. Ratios for countries other
than China come from OECD and ADB publications. All
are computed using both 1980 prices and US dollar
exchange rates. Energy is measured in toe. These
ratios generally do not include noncommercial energy.

Sourcet Two publications by IEA/OECD: Energy in Non-OECD
Countries, Selected Issues, 1988 and Energy Poli-
cies and Programs of IEA Countries, 1987 Review;
and ADB Energy Indicators. 1989.

1.7 The energy intensity of China's economy still remains high, however.
Table 1.1 compares the TCPERIGDP ratio of China with those of a number of
other countries. The ratios are not directly comparable because of the dif-
ferent sizes and populations of countries, industrial structures, resource
endowments, and transport and heating requirements. But two observations can
be made. First, energy intensities in centrally planned economies (CPEs) tend
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to be higher than those of other countries because of a bias towards heavy
industry, which is energy intensive, and general inefficiencies from reliance
on planned allocations. China's energy intensity has been higher than other
CPEs, but over the decade has fallen to a level close to that of Poland and
the USSR, while the intensities in those countries have remained unchanged.
Second, China's energy intensity is still much higher than those of a variety
of other countries, including India (also a large, heavily populated develop-
ing country, although one with lower heating requirements), indicating that
further reductions should be achievable.

C. Dominance of Coal in the Chinese Economy

1.8 The dominance and dispersed use of coal (a solid fuel) contributes to
China's high energy intensity, compared to economies relying more on liquid
and especially gaseous fuels which are easier to transport and offer higher
efficiencies in various uses. Coal represents roughly 75 percent of China's
commercial energy needs. In comparison, Table 1.2 shows the share of coal in
commercial energy requirements of several other countries.21

Table 1.2: PERCENT SHARE OF COAL IN COMMERCIAL
PRIMARY ENERGY REQUIREMENTS, 1987/88

China 76.0Ja
Europe 19.0
India 53.0
Japan 18.5
South Korea 34.7
UK 31.4
USSR 30.0
uS 24.0

/a Data for 1989 indicate coal's share has
decreased slightly to 74 percent.

Sources IEA Coal Information 1989 and ADB
Energy Indicators, 1989.

In the industrialized countries, the role of coal in industry and households
has declined, as oil and gas have replaced it; coal is used primarily for
electric power and steel production (although in the UK there is still some
use of anthracite in households). The share of coal in commercial energy
requirements is typically 20-30 percent. The comparison with two other indus-
trializing Asian countries is interesting. India has a relatively high share
of coal in commercial energy use, although not as high as that of China. Its
total coal consumption is only about 200 million tons, however. The bulk of
it is consumed in industry and electric power; very little is used in house-
holds. In Korea, coal represents 35 percent of commercial energy require-
ments; much of it is used in traditional small stoves for household cooking

21 Tables 1.6 and 1.7 at the end of this chapter give additional data on
coal consumption by sectors.
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and hteating (as in China). Coal use in tIhe electric power sector has been
growing; coal-fired thiernmal power productions is expected to increase from
22 percent of capacity in 1988 to 35 percent by 1995.3/ Korea's industrial
sector relies on oil.

1.9 Table 1.3 below shows the major coal users in China, the level of
their cousumptioti in 1988, and the average rate of grvwth per annum over the
1980-88 period. Industrial coal consumption domiiaLas, representing 50.4
percent of total conssumption. TIhe thiousands of small industrial boilers and
kllis operating in China are truly the engitnes of econonmic growth, and they
consume over 350 million tons per annum. In addition, two major industries
use coal as a feedstock--the cokinig industry and chemical fertilizer industry.
The steel industry alone, of whIich the coking industry is a part, consumes
close to 100 million tonis of coal, including associated utilities.

Table 1.3z COAL CONSUMPTION BY MhAJOR USER, 1988

1988 Coal Growth
consumption 2 (1 p.a.)

Major users (million tonIs) Share 1980-88

Industrial boilers, furnaces
and kilns 424 43.2 5.5

Power generation 252 25.6 9.4
Residential/Comnercial la 212 21.6 6.7
Coking 71 7.2 4.0
Transport 24 2.4 -

Total Coal Consumption 983 100.0 6.2

ia Urban and rural consumption included.

Sourcet Ministry of Energy (tiOE).

1.10 The electric power sector represents almost 26 percent of consump-
tion. The gap In coal consumption between industry and electric power sectors
is narrowing because of rapidly expanding thermal capacity, which has spurred
coal demand in that sector (13 percent per annum growth in 1987 and 1988).
Demand in the transport (rail) sector, representing only 2.4 percent of con-
sumption, has been flat over the 1980-88 period, due to the transition to
diesel and electric etngines for new additions to the fleet.

1.11 Coal consumption in the residential/commercial sector has been grow-
ing strongly, due to continuing growth of the urban population and increasing

3/ Based on data from World Bank staff.



coal use in rural areas.4/ Representing 22 percent of total consumption, the
volume of coal used in Chinese households (212 million tons in 1988) is larger
than total coal consumption in many countries. The extensive traditional use
of coal in small stoves for cooking and heating is a form of dispersed, small
scale energy use which is less efficient but inexpensive relative to modern
household energy systems.S/

1.12 The Chinese economy has grown rapidly in the past decade. Although
coal output has risen at a very respectable rate, demand has tended to out-
strip available supplies, leading to severe shortages in major consuming areas
in East and Southeast China, in part due to transport bottlenecks. The situa-
tion reached crisis proportions in East China in 1989, with reports of extra-
ordinary power cuts and reduced factory hours because of lack of coal.

1.13 Growth in coal demand will remain strong over the next decade. The
Chinese government is currently forecasting a demand for coal in the year 2000
of 1.4 billion tons, in volume terms over 30 percent higher than production in
1989. In select sectors, the order of magnitude is suggested by the following
estimatest

Table 1.4: ESTIMATED COAL CONSUMPTION IN
SELECTED SECTORS, 2000 /A

Category (million tons)

Industrial boilers & kilns 540-600
Utility boilers 420-490
Steel industry 120-130
Urban households 170-230

Subtotal 1,250-1,450

La Consumption based on a calorific value for the coal of
5,000 kcal/kg. The range for industrial boilers and
kilns assumes consumption growth of 3-4 percent per
annum, 30-40 percent lower than growth over the 1980-90
decade. Utility boiler estimates are discussed in
Chapter V. Steel industry levels are derived from the
analysis in Annex 9. Urban household consumption is
taken from the analysis in Chapter VII. These projec-
tions are incomplete and meant to be indicative only.

4/ This category includes households, canteens, restaurants and public
establishments. Chinese authorities estimate in 1987 that 112-120
million tons of coal were used in urban cooking and heating, and 92-100
million tons of coal were consumed in rural households. The bulk of
energy used in rural areas is firewood and agricultural residues.

5/ Two other countries use coal rather extensively in households--Korea
and Poland (see Table 1.7).
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lIdustrial coal consumption by the year 2000 will depend on indtstrial growth
over the niext 10 years and, very importantly, on the extent te which coal use
efficietncy is improved in this large consuming sector. Consun..'c .un by the
electric power sector will be determined by the pace and extent of investments
itl larger scale, more efficient plants. Urban household consumption depends
on population itncreases and inroads by other fuels and better forms of coal
use; the lincome effect on future coal and energy demand is likely to be impor-
tant also. Finally, tlhe estimates do not include all consuming sectors, for
instanice rural lhousehold coal use, whichi is growing.

1.14 The physical quantities of additional coal needed each year to meet
such coal requirements are large. particularly for a mineral involving sub-
stanitial capital conunitinieits and long lead timtes in. developing new minting
capacity and associated infrastructure. Capital costs for additional mine
productiotn of 400 million tons are estimated at Y 100-140 billion over the
period.6/ Not included are the additional capital requirements for badly
needed infrastruc Lure.

D. Scope for Fuel Diversification

1.15 At the present time, China does not have large scope for substituting
cleaner fuels in either industrial or residential applications, although there
are still some resources (natural and coal-based gas) which are not being
fully exploited because of low prices and insufficient capital commitments.

Petroleum

1.16 Annual oil production in 1989 was 137 million tons, representing
about 19 percent of commercial energy requirements. Oil has traditionally
been a source of foreign exchange. About 20 percent is exported, although, in
the wake of lower oil prices and strong domestic demand, Chinese authorities
have reduced crude and product exports and have shifted to a lower quality
slate of exported products over the past four years. The rest of production
is increasingly absorbed by the transport and petrochemicals sectors. The
refinery sector yields about 1.2 million tons of LPG annually, used primarily
in households in a few major cities.

1.17 Over the next decade, very fast growth in the vehicle fleet (perhaps
10-15 percent per annum) and strong growth in air transportation, petrochemi-
cal production and agriculLural mechanization will put increasing pressure on
petroleum supplies. Target oil production in the year 2000 is 200 million
tons, but in view of the natural decline in production at existing aging
fields it seems unlikely that this target can be met.7/ Much greater
resources are needed to explore remaining prospective areas (such as the dif-
ficult Tarim Basin) and to continue enhanced oil recovery in older fields.

6/ Based on a unit capital cost of Y 240/ton of annual capacity escalated
by price contingencies, the lower end of the range reflecting lower
costs at local mines.

7/ There was no significant increase in production from 1988 to 1989.
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Many analysts claim that China is still underexplored and that insufficient
capital has been devoted to frontier exploration.81

1.18 Opportunities to use natural gas could improve energy efficiency in a
number of uses and reduce the environmental impact as well. But, it currently
represents only 2 percent of commercial energy consumption. Natural gas pro-
duction in 1988 was 14.3 billion m3 of which about 9 billion m3 were sold
commercially; the rest was used in oil fields or flared.91 Production in 1989
only increased by 1 percent to 14.5 billion m3. Gas "resources' are estimated
by Chinese authorities to be 33 trillion m3, but only 2.6 percent is proven.
In addition to underexploration in the petroleum sector generally, insuffi-
cient investment has been devoted to confirmation and development of gas
resources by the state petroleum companies, which are more interested in oil
production. Low producer gas prices offer little incentive at the enterprise
level to expand investments to find and utilize natural gas despite central
government calls to do so.10/

Hydro Development

1.19 Though rich in hydro potential, China has harnessed less than 5 per-
cent, primarily because most of remaining resources are located in the South-
west, some 1,500 km or more away from main demand centers. It represents an
important regional source of electric power, particularly to meet the needs of
Sichuan province where 27 percent of the country's total hydro potential is
located. Hydropower development involves large capital requirements and long
construction periods, however. Thermal power investments are often easier to
make because of lower capital costs and shorter lead times. Nevertheless,
there are a number of hydro sites in Central-South China which, on a net pres-
ent value basis, are more economic than alternative thermal power investments.
Development of these sites takes priority in power investment plans for
Sichuan, Yunnan and Guizhou, but substantial funding must be secured. East
China, though, will continue to find it necessary to rely on thermal power to
meet growing electricity demand.

8/ One analyst notes: "Total domestic investment in exploration averages
the equivalent of about $1 billion per year, which would be comparable
to the exploration and development budget of a single mid-sized
independent oil company... Expenditures for frontier exploration are
just a fraction of the total exploration and development budget... well
under $500 million per year--too little for a country of China's
magnitude and too little to sustain long-term growth in crude petroleum
production.' K. Woodard, 'Prospects for China's Petroleum Trade and
Investment', Proceedings of the Chinese-American S mposium on Energy
Markets and the Future of Energy Demand, Nanjing, June 1988, p. 31-5.

9/ About 50 percent of the gas produced is nonassociated gas, of which 90
percent occurs in Sichuan province. There are reports that still a
significant amount of associated gas is flared and therefore wasted.

10/ Another potential source of gas could be the Soviet Union, which has
large gas reserves in its Far East territories. If domestic resources
are not confirmed, the cost of importing this gas ought to be compared
with the cost of alternatives such as coal gasification over the long
term.
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Other Sources of Energy

1.20 Firewood and crop stalks account for about 57 percent of the rural
energy supply; about 70 percent of all fuelvood is used for cooking. The
extent of use has caused serious deforestation. As the standard of living
improves in rural areas, a growing number of rural households are switching to
coal (see Chapter VII). Geothermal energy has been found in a number of
locations, though most of it is undeveloped; a plant in Tibet supplies about
20 percent of Lhasa's electricity consumption. Over the next 5-10 years,
there will be opportunities to invest in alternate sources of energy--solar
and wind technologies and possibly biomass gasification. The costs of these
technologies are declining with developmental learning. They hold promise for
application in particular regions of the country. Known uranium reserves in
China are sufficient to sustain about 15,000 MW of nuclear power capacity for
30 years. The government plans to commission a few plants over the next 10
years. As in other countries, the problems of safety and waste disposal
remain concerns in nuclear power development.

E. Other Factors Contributin8 to China's High Energy (Coal) Use

1.21 Other factors contribute to the continued high energy intensity of
the economys

* the substantial share of small-scale plants even in energy and heavy
industries, employing older technologies; and

-i unfinished investment, enterprise and price reforms which do not go
far enough in creating the right incentives in the economy and slow
additional gains in productivity.

Scale and Depth of Industry

1.22 Characteristic of the Chinese economy is the extent of small plants
operating at the local level. Not only are they found in the light manufac-
turing sector, but they also represent an important share of industries pro-
ducing heavy industrial and building materials (see Table 1.5). Poor trans-
port infrastructure limits the development of larger geographic markets and
represents a practical constraint to reliance on large plants. Using older,
traditional technologies, small-scale plants can be very energy intensive as
well as producing inferior products. Yet they supply local communities with
badly needed products, thereby filling an important economic role. Collective
and township/village enterprises grew rapidly in response to the emergence of
free markets in the 1980s; they represent an entrepreneurial element in the
economy, responsive to market needs, and enjoy more autonomy than the state
sector.
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Table 1.6: tiNIT ENERGY CONSUMTION IN VARIOUS INOUSTRIES L

Product Small plant sher Energy Avernge h ! py_ccam nnrcln_inE
of production (l) measures Consumption UrnsA plant Nbodrn-plant

Electric power 481b gee/kWh 480 500400 goo
Coke <80 t eo.l/t coke NA 2-a 1.4
Crude steel /u 40 coke rate go0 600-T00 NA
Synthetic ammonla 52 U kesl/ton 16 17.6 S-11 d
Coment 82 tee/ton 0.19 0.17-0.2 0.1-0.18 L2
Brick 80 tOe/U places 128 120-200 105

/u ased on 1987 date unleso otherwise ep.lflod.
Includes plants below 100 SW; 10-20 pere nt of plants are 26 M.W

Lu Plant share Ineludes both small and medium scale plants. Plants uolng the outdated open
hearth furnace represent 17 percent. Enery consumption 1I measured by the coke rate (kg of
coke/ton of pig iron).

jg The range of energy consumptlon assumes use of natural gsa or modern coal gasfieatlon.
/a Product quality and strength to different In modern versus small troditional plants.

Source: Various sources Including the Depar .ent of Reources Saving and Comprehensive
Utilization (SPW), other World Bank reports, and calculations by study tem.

1.23 Other, institutional factors also encourage small scale. The slow,
cumbersome state investment approval system encourages enterprises and local
governments to invest in smaller plants which do not require clearance or a
financial contribution by the central government.ll/ There are also inter-
provincial restraints to trade. Reinforced by the administrative structure,
the provinces often act like a network of subeconomies, preserving their self-
reliance by inhibiting the flow of commodities and capital to other provinces,
in turn slowing the development of larger markets which would allow more firms
to capitalize on the size of the country. The reforms to date have frequently
encouraged more provincial control.

1.24 The extremes in energy intensities between small plants and large
modern plants are shown in Table 1.5; energy use in small plants can be as
much as twice that of modern plants. For example, small beehive coke ovens,
frequently operating near mining areas, use twice as much coking coal as
modem coke ovens, wasting a type of coal which is in strong demand in the
economy; they are also heavy polluters.121 Focusing on the extremes does not
give the full picture, however, as there are also opportunities for reducing

11/ The effects are manifested in two important sectors: in the coal
sector, provincial or county mine designs are sometimes not optimized
in order to stay within a certain threshold of scale and cost; and, in
the electric power industry, frequent investments in lower capacity
power plants are made at the provincial and county levels.

12/ Beehive coke ovens have been largely phased out of the heavily
populated provinces in East China, but are often found in Shanxi
province and other coal mining regions.
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energy consumption further in medium and large plants. Average energy con-
sumption in larger Chinese plants is generally higher than that of counter-
parts in other industrial countries.

1.25 The share of small plants is declining in some Industries--coking,
steel and electric power.-although maintaining progress depends on continued
investment in modem plants. The size of investments and necessary imports of
technology mean that it takes time to modernize. In other industries, such as
brick and cement, the percent share of small plants appears to have grown over
the last ten years, due to the construction boom over the period. With
increased investment in infrastructure and continued market integration, the
transition to better scale in the economy should occur naturally, and this
will play a key role in reducing energy intensity over the longer term.
Still, smaller plants are likely to continue thriving in the countless instan-
ces where their competitive advantages (management efficiency and proximity to
the market) outweigh economies of scale.

1.26 In a number of industries (coal mines and washeries, ammonia, cement
and brick plants), upgrading small plants to a size allowing them to support
better equipment and processes wovld help improve efficiency; in fact, such
plants may offer greater operating flexibility than overly large plants often
found in the state sector. A policy environment is needed which encourages
greater access to credit and technical assistance to those TVEs or collectives
with potential to improve scale and upgrade processes. At the same time,
extremely wasteful and polluting plants should be phased out, as additional
capacity comes onstream. Efforts have been made in particular industries
(ammonia, cement and brick) to upgrade some plants and phase out the most
inefficient. But they have not spread far enough.

Opportunities for Plant Rationalization in the State Sector

1.27 Despite the advantages of scale they enjoy, the larger enterprises in
the state sector continue to operate in an administrative environment which
limits enterprise autonomy and accountability, hampering market responsive-
ness, innovation, and investment and operating discipline. Many state-run
enterprises suffer from extensive plant layouts and process configurations.
At the design stage, there is a lack of flexibility or motivation to apply
technologies in more productive ways; designs tend to be replicated. Due to
Insufficient funds to make large-scale investments initially, large 'add-ons,
occur as plants expand. Consequently, excessive handling and in-plant trans-
port affect energy consumption. Large plants are also often underutilized, at
the same time that capital investment in new plants goes on. There is scope
for savings through rationalizing existing plants and improving their utiliza-
tion. Further progress in enterprise reform, plus associated changes in labor.
markets and fiscal arrangements, is essential to spur managerial responsibil-
ity and to create the motivation to raise individual plant efficiency.

Unfinished Price Reforms

1.28 Further energy price reform, in conjunction with enterprise and
fiscal reform, is badly needed to create the right signals in the economy. As
a result of the reforms to date, Chinese consumers and enterprises are now far
more responsive to price signals than in the past, and average energy prices
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have increased. Still, many energy consumers continue to enjoy large subsi-
dies in the form of low prices for fuel. Low energy prices stifle the flow of
good quality coal or cleaner fuels, such as gas, to the household market and
affect the design and operating efficiencies of industrial plants, particu-
larly the large state plants. They discourage investments in plant rationali-
zation and transactions which involve greater institutional coordination, such
as sale of excess industrial energy.

Other Constraints to Improved Efficiency, Quality and Innovation

1.29 Technology transfer, adaptation, aud innovation will be critical in
enabling China to 'leapfrog' to some promising new technologies--in supplying
or using energy--but there have to be the right incentives and market signals
to nurture practical technology development. The administrative nature of the
planning and investment allocation system continues to emphasize supply tar-
gets rather than efficiency, market responsiveness, profitability, quality,
and innovation. Annual budgetary negotiations create a bias towards capital
cost minimization without considering operating savings; this tends to dis-
courage upgrading investments or acquisition of more efficient technologies.l31
The compartmentalized FX allo-cation system hampers imports of intermediate or
final technologies which could foster more rapid modernization of domestic
equipment in a number of industries--including coal, cement, and fertilizer.
The lack of competition and interaction in local contracting even delays the
dissemination of available technology and practices used in other parts of
China (for example, in the building materials industry).

1.30 In addition, the diverse modes of technology transfer are not fully
appreciated or utilized. Too often technology transfer means only import of
capital goods rather than the acquisition of managerial know-how or broad,
sustained training. More attention should be paid to fostering licensing and
joint venture agreements and utilizing technical assistance where it can be
effective. In industries where the country already has a significant
technological capability, licensing or use of technical assistance could help
fill in gaps in domestic capabilities and upgrade technology more quickly.
Where new technologies are desired, presently there is too much emphasis on
"reinventing the wheel" rather than acquiring an existing foreign technology
and adapting it.141 Opportunities for foreign capital investment should be
promoted vigorously, particularly in the energy sector where there
traditionally has been significant foreign investor interest and where capital
needs are great.

F. Prospects for Future Gains in Energy Conservation

1.31 Future improvements in energy efficiency are not only possible but
likely, given the repeated commitments of the government and structural

13/ The preoccupation with up-front costs can also lead to protracted
negotiations with foreign partners, sometimes badly delaying projects
offering immediate benefits and high returns overall.

141 For a useful discussion of these issues, refer to Gene Tidrick,
*Productivity Growth and Technological Change," World Bank Staff
Working Paper, No. 761, 1986.
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changes in the economy towards more light industry and service-oriented activ-
ities. The more important question is the pace, which will be determined in
part by policy decisions affecting incentives operating in the economy.
Conservation efforts in the 19909 will go forward amidst economic developments
with varying potential effects: (a) greater uncertainty about the rate of
industrial growth; (b) accelerated development of transport and continued
electric power expansiong (c) continued market integration$ (d) increased
demand for cleaner fuels (as incomes continue to rise); and (e) substitution
of traditional fuels by commercial energy in rural areas. As controls of the
planned economy are dismantled, energy use may surge; it will require strong
market discipline to continue the present trend. Finally, as the less expen-
sive measures are undertaken, further conservation will entail higher capital
costs, particularly investments to change the forms of coal use or to diver-
sify energy sources.

1.32 The government needs to concentrate on those areas where it can be
most effective, while encouraging market signals to do the rest. First, some
key policy changes would encourage structural changes and operating improve-
ments which could deepen industrial efficiencys

* moving forward with enterprise and prlce reforms to enhance produc-
tivity and improve market signals to consumers and suppliersl

* revamping the investment allocation and budgetary systems to reduce
persistent biases towards small scale at the provincial level and
against capital investments improving technical or operating effi-
ciency;

* making changes in the foreign exchange allocation system to encourage
imports of intermediate goods or equipment to upgrade domestic indus-
tries; and

* promoting further foreign investment and technology transfer.

1.33 Second, enforcement of standards and regulatory policies must go hand
in hand with policy reforms to contend with externalities which are not auto-
matically addressed through price and market incentives. Indeed, future
investments to deal with the externalities of environmental degradation will
be expensive. To minimize the financial burden of environmental mitigation,
affordable, least cost solutions should be identified as early as possible.
These themes run through the succeeding chapters in considering opportunities
for improved coal utilization and related pollution abatement.
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Table 1.6: COAL CONSUMPTION IN CHINA, 1980-88
(million metric tous)

1980 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

Inidustrial 275 325 362 375 395 424
Of vlulch.
Industrial boilers 230 261 272 288 302 NA

Power generatioli 123 162 175 196 222 252
Coking 59 61 63 67 71 71
Railway 24 26 26 25 24 24
Household 126 170 191 199 208 212
Urban NA NA NA NA 120/a NA
Rural NA NA NA NA 88la NA

total 607 744 815 862 920 983

/a Estimate by NEPA.

Source: MOE and NEPA.

Table 1.7s HARD COAL CONSUMPTION BY KEY SECTORS IN OTHER COUNTRIES, 1987 la
(million metric tons)

Steel Power
Industry Stations Households

Brazil 10.2 2.5 -
India 25.0 85.9 1.3
Poland 22.2 99.3 33.9
South Korea 8.6 6.9 23.6
South Africa 8.1 73.7 1.4
West Germany 26.8 50.5 0.4
United Kingdom 11.9 88.0 7.2
USSR 157.0 151.4 -
United States 35.5 596.0 2.4

la Excludes lignite consumption.

Source: IEA, Coal Information, 1989, Paris 1989.
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II. COAL PRODUCTION AND THE DOMESTIC MARKET

A. Background on Coal Production

2.1 China became the largest coal producer in the world in the late
1980s, surpassing the US. Production has grown at an average rate of close to
6 percent per annum over the decade, reaching over 1 billion tons in 1989.
This has meant sizeable annual increases in production of 30-60 million tons
per year, impressive by any national standard. Most of the coal is needed to
meet domestic requirements; less than 2 percent is exported.l/ The majority
of coal is of coking or steaming quality, but China is also fortunate In
having very large anthracite reserves. Production by general categories of
coal is presented in Table 2.1. Trends in production and coal traded over the
last five years are presented in Table 2.8 at the end of the chapter.

Table 2 .1: COAL PRODUCTION BY TYPE OF COAL
(million tons)

1988 X 1989 X

Anthracite 202 21 218 21
Bituminous coal: 741 75 793 75
Prime coking coal (1021 1141 - -

Blending coking/steam coal 13611 [491 - -

Other steam coal [2781 [381 - -

Lignite 37 4 43 4

Total 980 100 1,054 100

Sources: Coal Industry Yearbook, 1989, Table 6, p. 3; and
MOE sources.

2.2 Coal mining is widespread; there is some production in over half of
Chinese counties. In many areas, therefore, coal is produced from mines rea-
sonably close to the market or at least within the same region.21 Major

lf About 14.7 million tons were exported in 1989, 76 percent of which was
steam coal; major buyers were Japan, Europe and Hong Kong. In the last
two years, China has had some trouble in meeting export targets because
of problems at export-dedicated mines. It expects to export 30-60
million tons by 2000.

2/ Local mines often exploit comparatively small basins with limited scope
for expansion, but the large number of such local centers makes them
important overall. Even Beijing, a city-province not normally
associated with coal mining, has some mines relatively close by, from
which it draws part of anthracite supplies for household use. Only
Tianjin and Shanghai lack any significant coal production.
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industrial centers in East, Northeast and Southeast China are coal-deficit
areas, howeverl regional and local production cannot meet demand. These large
consuming areas are becoming increasingly reliant on supplies from surplus
producing areas in North China, putting pressure on the transport/distribution
network.

Quality of Coal

2.3 The average ash content of coal is cited as 19 percent, but the typi-
cal ash content of steam coal supplied to industrial and utility boilers
appears to be higher, in the range of 20-30 percent. Many consumers complain
about the quality of coal supplied. Modern mechanized mining methods invaria-
bly create a higher proportion of fines in the coal, although the quality of
mining equipment and good maintenance (sharpening the bits which cut the
seams) can minimize the damage. However, the problem is so widespread--
including coal supplies from the many mines which are not mechanized--it
surely reflects the more general problems of insufficient care in mining and
handling and lack of screening and blending practices throughout the industry.
Coal is used mostly as run of mine (ROM) coal; there is very little beneficia-
tion of coal (screening and washing). According to 1987 data, about 21 per-
cent is screened, and 19 percent is washed; most of the washed coal is coking
coal, which must be washed for use in the steel industry. Only 10 percent of
steam coal is washed, virtually none at smaller mines.

2.4 The quality of coal in regard to sulfur content is generally good.
The sulfur content of exploitable reserves is shown in Table 2.2. The data
indicate that there is considerable coal with sulfur below 1 percent, particu-
larly in North China. But the sulfur content of coal actually used varies
considerably. The average sulfur content of commodity coal appears to be in
the range of 1.2-1.7 percent. This is due to the fact that still much of the
coal is produced provincially or locally, sometimes in areas with poorer qual-
ity coal than that in the larger producing provinces. For example, in Sichuan
and Guizhou, a considerable share of the coal contains high sulfur (4 percent
sulfur is common, and extremes of 6-8 percent have been cited).

Table 2.2: SULFUR CONTENT OF
CHINESE COAL RESERVES

Sulfur content X

<12 65-70
1-22 15-20
>22 10-20

Sources China General Coal Utilization
and Development Corporation,
Working Paper 11.
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TypSss of Mines

2.5 The size and ownership of mines are diverse, ranging from large,
deep, mechanized mines to small labor-intensive mines operating on shallow
seams. As one analyst points out, "... one can see the whole history of
mining technology in action in China.'AI Some 44 percent of total production
comes from about 600 mines operated by the central government. Most are
underground mines; about half are semi-mechanized and roughly 25 percent are
fully mechanized. There are over 60,000 local mines, often using older
traditional mining methods (although some of the provincial mines are semi-
mechanized).411 In general, the local mines tend to supply nearby markets,
while the centrally controlled mines and larger provincial mines supply large
consumers such as state steel plants and major power stations, based on cen-
trally determined priorities. Table 2.3 shows production by type of mine.

Table 2.3. PRODUCTION BY MINE TYPS La

Million tons S

Centrally-controlled state mines 435.0 44
Local mines 545.0 56
Of which: Provincial lb 66.4 (7)

Prefecture/County lb 127.5 (13)
Collective 306.7 (31)
Individual 44.8 (5)

Total 980.0 100

/a 1988 data is used. Aggregate 1989 data indicates the
state mine share remains at 44 percent.

Lb Also considered state-owned.

Sourcess Coal Industry Yearbook, 1989; Table 5, p. 3; and
MOE sources.

2.6 Much of the increase in coal production over the last eight years has
come from local mines, particularly at the county level and below. Local mine
production was stimulated by the opening up of a free market for coal in the
early 19809 and government policy encouraging such mine development, espe-
cially mines working seams involving less investment and short construction.
periods. During 1983-85, local production grew at a rate of 15 percent per
annum and in 1985 surpassed state mine production. The dynamic response of

3/ Guy Doyle, China's Potential in International Coal Trade, IEA Coal
Research, London, October 1987, p. 29.

41 The exact number of mines actually operational in the local mine sector
is not known with any certainty and is constantly changing.
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the local mine sector turned out to be essential in meeting coal requirements
of the economy over the decade. There have also been some important negative
effects, however. Most importantly, mine safety has been very poor because of
the manual methods of mining employed and little or no enforcement of safety
standards.5/ Second, many of these mines lack the size to support ancillary
activities such as screening, blending or washing, which enhance the quality
of delivered coal. Third, the proliferation of small mines at some of the
larger coalfields has prevented full exploitation of these large deposits by
more capital intensive, large scale mining methods. There are reports that
the expansion of small local mines has been slowing down over the past two
years, but this is not yet established as a trend. Small-scale production is
likely to prove unstable over the longer term as shallow reserves are depleted
and greater capital is needed to maintain output at deeper levels.

2.7 The dynamism of the local mine sector contrasts with the slower
growth of production from centrally-controlled state mines. Unfortunately,
the conditions under which the state mines operate--low plan prices for much
of production; slow investment approval; soft budgets; and subsidized capital
-- both weaken their profitability and encourage a lack of accountability and
waste of resources. The consequences are manifested in long construction
periods, overinvestment in some plant and equipment, and then low productivity
and asset utilization. Mine productivity, even in mechanized mines, is low
compared to various other coal producing countries, excluding India. The
state coal industry is lowest in profitability compared to other domestic
industries. It suffered annual losses of about Y 1.7 billion over the 1986-88
period.6/

2.8 Investments in the state mining sector slowed over the last eight
years; plans for various new mines were postponed because of other priorities
for domestic funding. As a result, not enough large mines are coming onstream
in the next several years.71 There are now signs that the government recog-
nizes the need to expand investment in the larger state-controlled coalfields.
Investments in Shanxi and in several largely unexploited coalfields in Inner
Mongolia are being stepped up. To raise capital, a system is being instituted
whereby major buyers--provinces and large enterprises--must provide funds for
mine investments in order to have a future claim on supplies. There are signs
also of more interest in attracting foreign capital.

Raising Productivity and Safety in the Coal Sector

2.9 Coal conservation and improved efficiency begin with coal mining.
And environmental concerns must include the problems of mine safety. To con-
tinue to boost production and improve safety over the longer term, steps must

5/ Estimates of mortality in local mines are very high, according to trade
journals. Refer to the Mining Journal, London, July 28, 1989.

Cl Xiaolin Xi, E.S. Rubin and M.G. Granger, "Coal Use in China and its
Environmental Implications," Proceedings, Sixth Annual International
Pittsburgh Coal Conference, September 1989, p. 207.

7/ For further discussion of this issue, refer to the Financial Times
International Coal Report, No. 228, London, June 16, 1989.
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be taken in both the local and centrally-controlled mining sectors. Urgently
needed in the local mining sector are incentives and funding to improve scale
and enterprise size, where feasible, encouraging integration of smaller mines,
particularly at the county level and below, into more efficient, productive
mines with longer lives and better safety conditions. Development of medium-
size mines (production in the range of 600,000 - 1 million tpa) would provide
sufficient scale to support investments in semi-mechanized systems, more
safety equipment, and storage and handling systems.8/ On the other hand,
there will be areas where the local resource base can only support small
minest in such cases, the priority should be to strengthen enforcement of
safety regulations.

2.10 It is also essential to continue to raise the productivity of lerge
centrally-controlled state mines, reducing unit costs of production. One
avenue will be further mechanization. Going from semi-mechanized to mecha-
nized mining can double productivity or more and also significantly improves
safety. Another is raising the quality and power of domestic mining equip-
ment, as well as wider introduction of modern monitoring and control systems.
More flexible mine designs, in conjunction with better deployment of equip-
ment, would also enhance productivity. In all these areas, opportunities for
technology transfer should be exploited more vigorously. Specific reforms in
the coal industry should include the introduction of more competition in con-
tracting design services, mine construction, and mining equipment. in devel-
oping new major coalfields, mine designs should be optimized, rather than
being forced ex ante to fit administratively-determined investment ceilings.

2.11 A related and very important requirement is continued enterprise and
price reform in the coal industry, creating the conditions for 8reater enter-
prise accountability and an improved self-financing capability. Suggested
elements of reform are discussed at para. 2.35. Parallel reform of the
investment allocation system to allow provincial and county governments to
pool funds for larger-scale mine development would help to overcome their pro-
pensity to invest in small mines to avoid the long central government approval
process. The parceling out of coalfields for smaller discrete investments
leads to lower overall production over the life of large fields.

B. Coal Distribution

Interregional Coal Movements

2.12 Interregional movements are shown in Table 2.4 below for the years
1982 and 1987. The trade flows are essentially from North China (mainly from
Shanxi province) to East, Northeast and Central South China. East China
includes the large coal-deficit provinces of Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang

8/ Policies to achieve better scale in local mining could also extend to
some downstream coal processing activities common in mining
areas--small coal washeries, primitive beehive coke ovens and
foundries. They generally operate at such a small scale and with such
primitive methods that they are often wasteful of the coal and very
polluting.
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which are also fast-growing industrial centers.9/ It is interesting to note
that the regional deficit in the East grew by 106 percent between 1982 and
1987.

Table 2.4: INTERREGIONAL COAL FLOWSs 1982 AND 1987 la
(million tons)

Net coal movement
into (-) or out of

(+) a region _ X

Region 1982 1987 Change

Northeast -22.1 -21.6 -2.3
North +55.4 +88.8 60.3
East -26.1 -53.7 105.7
Central South -15.9 -17.2 8.2
Southiwest +2.9 +2.8 -3.4
Northwest +5.8 +5.7 -1.7

/a Overseas shipments not included.

Sourcess 1982 data from World Bank; 1987 data from China
Coal Industry Yearbook, 1988.

It is the north to east trade route which has become most difficult in recent
years with serious transport bottlenecks. The principal routes involve long
distances and are often multimodal, involving an initial rail movement fol-
lowed by transshipment to sea or on to the Grand Canal which runs from Beijing
to the Yangtze River. The shipment of coal from Datong, a major producing
center in Shanxi, to Shanghai involves a rail trip to Qinhuangdao and, from
there, a sea voyage--totaling about 1,800 km.

2.13 Shanxi is the one province able to shift a growing volume of coal
outside its borders; it presently accounts for a quarter of national produc-
tion. The large reserves and good mining conditions in Shanxi make it a low
cost region, and the quality of coal is good. The nearby provinces of Inner
Mongolia, Ningxia, and Shaanxi also have significant reserves of good quality
coal. As Table 2.5 below indicates, the reliance on North Central China will
grow in the future, as reserves close to consuming centers are depleted.

Easing Coal Transport Bottlenecks

2.14 Faster expansion of the north central coalfields depends critically
on development of additional transport links--via railways, ships, barges--and
associated depots and handling equipment. Rail links are key, but other

9/ In the greater Shanghai economic zone, coal consumption is expected to
reach 206 million tons in 1990 (up from 138 million tons in 1985) and
345 million tons in 2000. Source: MMEI.
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Table 2.5: DATA ON REGIONAL COAL OUTPUT AND RESERVES, 1987
(Percentages)

Raw coal Proven reserves
Region output available for mining

North China 36.3 53.3
Northeast China 14.2 2.4
East China 14.7 5.5
South China 15.0 3.0
Southwest China 12.0 8.9
Northwest China 7.8 26.9

Source: China General Coal Utilization and Development
Corporation, Working Paper #1.

transport modes also have to be expanded. Over the 1980-88 period, investment
in the transport sector averaged about 1.5 percent of GNP. In a rapidly
expanding economy like that of China, constrained by lack of transport, more
resources should be committed to large, multimodal investments for further
development of both long distance transport and interprovincial networks.10/
This is a priority.

2.15 Other measures could also relieve the transport burdent investments
in minemouth power generation; greater washing of high ash coal before it is
transported; and a more flexible coal import/export policy. In select cases,
where the distances are not too great, minemouth thermal power could be sup-
plied to large consuming areas to increase power supply reliability, reducing
coal transport requirements. Lack of cooling water has been a constraint to
minemouth power generation in some parts of Shanxi. But there now are plans
to invest in more minemouth plants in conjunction with development of several
large steam coalfields in northern Shanxi and western Inner Mongolia.

2.16 Selective investments in coal washing could improve the quality and
calorific value of coal which is transported, reducing transport and handling
costs. High ash steam coal is commonly transported in China, in contrast to
other countries.ll/ Finally, greater flexibility in export and import of coal
is another alternative to supplying coal by long distance transport. More

10/ An ongoing coal transport study, a collaborative effort of the World
Bank, SPC and the Ministry of Railways, is evaluating ways to optimize
investments to facilitate coal transport.

11/ Refer to Chapter IV for a discussion of washing.
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coal from North China might be exported, while South and East China import
coal from ot.her supplying countries in the region.121

C. The Changing Coal Market

The Allocated vs. Free Market

2.17 The coal allocation system in Clina is complex. This is unavoidable
in a country with so many mines and consumers, but it is compounded by two
plhenomena: (i) strong growth in coal demand which caused acute shortages in
1988/89; and (ii) a dual price system with an extreme range between base
"allocated' prices and 'market" prices, creating wide price differentials
unrelated tu coal type, calorific value or quality differenices.

2.18 Allocated Coal. Allocated coal is the coal from state, provincial
and county mines distributed under state determined prices and according to
thle allocative priorities of central and provincial governments, as set forth
in annual development plans. In 1987, according to official figures, 88 per-
cent of centrally controlled mine production was sold within the state alloca-
tion system. Provincial through county mines sell much of their coal under
allocationl, althoughl pricintg is more flexible.

2.19 In-plan coal prices are not firmly fixed. ln the past few years,
surcharges have been allowed above certain production levels. Production
above quota (quotas were fixed over the period 1985-90) usually can be sold at
a 50 percent surcharge. Production above annually set targets can be sold at
higher prices (with or without ceilings). In addition, some state coal compa-
nies are allowed to negotiate higher prices with consumers for coal in special
demand.

2.20 The allocation of plan coal is organized through an annual conference
involving producers, large consumers and central government agencies. Negoti-
ations regarding the quantity and quality of coal to be supplied are con-
ducted, usually between participants who have had previous supply relation-
ships stretching back for many years. The role of the central government may
be fairly passive, except in allocations for major state enterprises with
special requirements, in industries such as steel and electric power. But
central authorities are in charge of arranging transport of allocated coal.
Routings usually follow patterns set up in previous years with only marginal
changes. Transport allocations are apparently not fully computerized, making
it impossible to optimize routing. Rigidities in the system for coal and
transport allocation and the lack of responsiveness of the system to changing

12/ Trade reports indicate that Guangzhou and Shanghai received central
government approval to import steam coal in 1989 because of severe
shortages. Some steam coal was also imported through barter
arrangements, which did not require central government approval. For
some time, there have been imports of coking coal for the steel
industry, primarily in Shanghai, because of problems in obtaining prime
coking coal and, in winter, problems with coal freezing while in
transit (due to moisture in the washed coal). Some analysts expect
coastal eastern and southern China to import on a more regular basis in
the future (wiere local funds are available) to meet the needs of steel
plants and major power stations in those areas.
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market ueeds lead to situaLiois where coal supplies are nut well matched to
coonsutmier requirements.

2.21 Market Coal. Market coal is sold at negotiated prices. Collective
and individual mines, representing the bulk of local mine production (and
35 percent of total producLion), sell their coal in the free market, as long
as they can secure access to transport. Otherwise, they sell to the state
mining bureaus. The compqetitive forces acting on such mines reflect local
conditions and prices. In deficit regions, for example Jiangsu or Liaoning,
they are able to obtain very high prices, wlhile in surplus regions, notably
Shanxi, their completitive position is weaker because of insufficient trans-
port.

2.22 Many consumers go to the negotiated market to complete their coal
supply needs. The toinage split between plan and market coal appears to be
shifting to the latter. Official data on the total volume marketed through
the negotiated market are not available, but it is in the order of 40 percent;
itn specific cities or provinces, it is higher.13/ It is worth emphasizing
that definitionis of market coal vary. Cheap "market' coal in Shenyang may
come from local mines outside the central allocation system but nevertheless
may be subject to local price controls by provincial boards.

2.23 A variety of supply mechanisms have been evolving between consumers
and producers: direct purchases from local mines close by or from state mines
in coal surplus areas of the country which have above target supplies; invest-
nients in mines or long term supply arrangements; purchases through 'middlemeng
arranging transport; and barter trade. Various large consumers, such as the
municipality of Shanghai, have made investments in regional or more distant
mines in order to assure firm supplies.14/ Provincial fuel supply companies
are known to have staff in coal producing areas whose job is to find and buy
suitable coal. Coal purchase centers also exist in various cities in eastern
Chinla to facilitate purchases on the negotiated market; recent prices are
listed in local newspapers and specialist publications. Both enterprises and
individuals can purchase coal above their allocation through these centers at
free market prices.

13/ Evidence of the extent of the negotiated market comes from major buyers
in East China. In Jiangsu province, 58 million tons were purchased by
the Jlangsu Coal Company in 1988 to supply provincial and county
enterprises and households (but not large state enterprises which
received coal separately through the state allocation plan). Only
52 percent of its purchases came from the state allocation system. Of
the coal purchased outside the state plan, 10 million tons came from
within Jiangsu and 13 million tons came from Shanxi. In Shanghai,
estimates are that 40-60 percent of the total coal supply is organized
through the allocation system (40 percent in winter; 60 percent in
summer). Many smaller state-owned enterprises (countv) rely on market
coal.

14/ The state is now instituting a policy whereby large consumers will have
to provide funds for investment, via the China General Coal
Corporation. It is not known whether this will be a substitute for or
an addition to existing relationships between consumers and suppliers.
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2.24 It is a seller's malrket, and consumers generally take whatever qual-
ity of coal is available. The provision of transport for market coal is of
critical lmportance, and there appear to be various intermediaries who under-
Lake to locate coal supplies and transport them to the consumer. Rates are
hlglh, particularly if transport is undertaken by road. Press reports and coal
purchasers complain about 5middlemen0 (mines, transporters, etc.) benefiting
fromi the coal shortage in consuming areas and the wide differentials in
prices. At the same time, there are also complaints about tlhe poor management
of the state allocation system. The central government is trying to reassert
control over the transport of coal. Given the rigidities of centrally planned
allocations, this may result in restricting badly needed flows of coal. On
the other hand, the dual pricing system gives confused signals about priori-
ties--signals that do niot fully reflect economic needs or values (see para.
2.30).

D. Coal Prices and Proposed Elements of Reform

Trends in Free Market Prices

2.25 The relatively narrow free market absorbs supply and demand pressures
throughout the economy. Prices, therefore, sometimes fluctuate sharply.
Overall, they have risen in the last four years, faster than general infla-
tion. Market prices in areas llke Shanghai and Jiangsu are at or exceed
international levels. The trend in free market prices for three mining areas
is shown in Table 2.6.

Table 2.6: EVOLUTION OF COAL PRICES ON THE FREE MARKET /a
(Yuan/ton)

1986 1987 1988 1989

FOB Shanxi 50 80 100-120 110-140
FOB Xuzhou 90 100 180 220
FOB Slhandong - - 100 200

/a These are indicative prices for steam coal. Shanxi is
the main producing province in North China. Xuzhou is
a mining area in the northern part of Jlangsu prov-
ince, a major coal consumer in East China which also
imports coal from North China. Shandong is a coastal
province in North China and is both a producer and
consumer.

2.26 Prices in Shanxi rose from Y 50-60/ton in 1986 to Y 110-140/ton in
early 1989, while minemouth prices from Xuzhou rose even more--from Y 90 to
Y 220/ton. The large gap in market prices between Shanxi and provincial pro-
ducers suggests that transport bottlenecks rather than production shortfalls
are the main cause of coal shortages. Introducing more capacity on the key
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routes fromt Shanxi would, in principle, bring down the marginal cost of trans-
portitng coal and allow Shanxi coal to compete against local production which,
in many cases, Is cumilng from higher cost miines supplying lower quality coal.

Plan vs. Market Prices

2.27 The range of delivered coal prices for steam coal (both plan and free
miaLket prlces) are shownl In Table 2.7 for three major consuming areas and one
major producitng regiotn, Shatuxi. They again reflect locational differences.

Table 2.7s PLAN VS. FREE MARKET PRICES FOR STEAM COAL,
1989 /a

Plan Negotiated

Beijing 55-70 140-150
Shenyang 45-70 80-180
Jiangsu 65-80 220-280
Slhaiixi 34-50 110-140

la These represenit indicative prices gathered during visits
to the cities cited and discussions with coal purchasing
companies and users. Shenyang is located in a coal-
producing area though not large enough to supply all
needs. Beijing has only limited production but is loca-
ted onily about 500 km from Datong, a major coal center in
Shanxi. Jiangsu is a major coal deficit province
although some coal is produced in the north at Xuzhou and
in neighboring provinces; coal delivered to the area from
North China itncurs high marginal transport costs.

2.28 Plan prices have moved upwards over the past five years. But they
have not kept up with the general inflation rate in the intervening period nor
with rapid rises in prices of construction materials (steel, cement, wood,
etc.). At the same time, the differential between market and plan coal has
widened. For example, in Nanjing, the maximum price ratio between state and
market coal prices was 2,2 in 1984. Reported price ratios in 1989 ranged up
to a factor of four. In Shenyang, factors of three were more common. This
widening of price differentials reflects the shortages of coal reported
throughout China in 1988189 as well as inflationary pressures not already
reflected in "planle prices. Partially offsetting these pressures has been the
increase in coal traded on the free market.

2.29 Wide differentials in prices are not a problem per se. One would
expect wide differentials in a large, diverse coal market, like that of China.
The problem with the present pricing system is that the differences do not
occur because of economic or quality differences; rather, they occur arbitra-
rily--according to whether the coal is sold on the allocated or free market,
or according to a mandated price structure within the allocated market.
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Effects of thie Dual Price System

2.30 The emergence of a dual pricing system for coal is perhaps a neces-
sary transition to a more rational pricing system. For many consumers and
producers--those relying solely on the free market and those making incremen-
tal purchtases or sales on it--decisions at the margin are being made on the
basis of market prices. For others, particularly power utilities in East and
South China, plan prices have been set high enough that major decisions are
not seriously distorted. However, a large amount of the coal sales, certainly
a good third or more, are made under conditions which are conducive to ineffi-
cient and wasteful practices. As the gap between plan and market prices
widens, consumers use whatever coal they can get under the allocation system,
irrespective of whiethier the quality or sourcing makes economic sense. Some
consumers make wasteful decisions on the assumption that their quota will be
raised or as leverage for having it raised.

2.31 Moreover, the rigidity of plan prices causes more volatile price
movements in the free market, particularly in periods of shortage, because of
the narrower base for adjustment. A broader free market would facilitate
smoother adjustments to changes in supply and demand across a larger number of
consumers and suppliers.

2.32 Finally, price controls operating in certain consumer markets serve
to hurt the supply of coal to those markets; there is no incentive to supply
them when other markets offer higher free market prices. A case in point is
the household sector and its lack of priority in receiving high quality
anthracite supplies. Anthracite forms a crucial part of the houselhold fuel
supply in that it is a smokeless (low volatile) fuel. Other specialized uses
for anthracite compete with the residential sector, particularly use of
anthracite as a feed in ammonia plants and in vertical shaft cement kilns.
Many of these users buy at higher free market prices, while traditional price
controls continue in the household sector. Anthracite is also used as a
general steam coal for power generation in parts of Shanxi province, where
production is surplus. Neither environmental policies nor price signals are
operating in a way which encourages a sufficient supply of good quality
anthracite to households.

The Structure of Coal Prices

2.33 Under the allocation system, adjustments for quality and location are
made by use of multipliers applied to reference prices. The effect is not
always appropriate from an economic standpoint. First of all, there is insuf-
ficient reliance on heat value as a pricing parameter (in favor of parameters
such as ash and volatiles content).15/ Consequently, high calorific value
coal can be underpriced. There are cases, for example, where low ash lignite
is overpriced relative to thermal coal with a higher heat value. Second, use
of standard multipliers may not reflect true costs. For instance, differences
in allocated prices frequently do not reflect the economic cost of transport.
Differentials for good quality steam coal are usually not high enough to jus-
tify investments in beneficiation. Furthermore, there is a natural distortion
caused by the use of multipliers because they automatically create higher

15/ Ash content is easier to determine than heat value and requires less
sophlisticated equilpment.
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margins for coal with higher reference prices, irrespective of the economlc
value of quality and locational differences. It is inevitable that such prob-
lems occur when an index of standard prices and multipliers are drawn up to
cover a range of coals across an entire country and where consumer require-
ments do not directly influence pricing decisions.

Elements of Coal Price Reform

2.34 A coal pricing study was completed in 1988189 as a collaborative
effort of the World Bank and the Development Research Institute of the State
Council. This study concluded that, in the long run, only market determina-
tion of prices would lead to a viable, efficient system of coal prices. The
study recognized, however, that to avoid excessive rent-seeking in the pres-
ence of production and transport bottlenecks, some controls would have to
remain for awhile. It recommended gradual deregulation of the state mine
sector and substantial increases in 'plan" prices in order to improve the
financial viability of state mines. In the context of this study, the Bank
recommended the following actionss

* gradual deregulation of the allocated coal market, ending the present
dual market over a specific time frame, for example five years;

* increases in allocated prices, over a two-year period, to about
80 percent of estimated long run marginal economic costs (LRMC) of
supply. Washed coking coal of export quality and certain blending
coking coals, however, would be priced with reference to border
prices;

* introduction of a generous range around reference prices for negoti-
ating quality and locational differentials;

* making managerial and organizational changes in the coal allocation
system to make it more flexible and responsive to user needs;

* in parallel, continuation of enterprise and fiscal reforms and expan-
ded investment in infrastructure to reduce transport constraints;

* institution of measures to offset the adverse financial impact of
price increases on major users, while still encouraging efficiency
adjustments;

* immediate use of economic prices for investment planning in the state
coal sector.

2.35 Setting Tarset Reference Prices. In the pricing study, LRMC and
average incremental costs (AIC) of production were calculated for select
centrally-controlled mines; costs of production were adjusted to account for
heat value, the principal measure of quality.161 The AIC methodology was
used in the current study to estimate minehead AICs (Shanxi province) for
1989--about Y 80-90/ton. Adjustments for calorific value and transport to

16/ For a definition of AIC, see Annex 1. Local mine data were
unavailable; therefore, it was not possible to calculate AICs for those
mines.
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major centers raise costs to roughly Y 100-150/ton.17/ If LRHCs or AICs for
standard coals (based on type and heat value) are used as target reference
prices in undertaking coal price reform, this would entail increases in
existing plan prices ranging from about 40-90 percent. Increases of this
magnitude would restore the financial viability of most state mines.

2.36 An interim price structure for washed coking and blending coals
should be established with reference to world coking coal prices. That price
structure should be implemented in parallel with changes to the steam coal
price structure to avoid distortions in the uses of both coals.

2.37 ImProving the Price Structure. Phasing out the dual pricing system
should not mean price homogenization, however. LRMC pricing is a useful guide
to desirable overall price levels, but it does not provide a foundation for
finer definition of coal prices. Coal is a very differentiated commodity.18/
And users will have varying requirements. Finer price adjustments should
eventually be determined by the market. As an interim measure, though, the
authorities ought to establish a generous range around standard reference
prices and, within that range, allow negotiations between suppliers and con-
sumers over quality differences (coal size, percent of fines, moisture con-
tent, ash content, sulfur content). In parallel, stricter environmental stan-
dards, greater enterprise accountability axd consumer education are needed to
spur clients to be more selective in the juality of coal they purchase.

2.38 Undertaking Parallel Reforms. successful implementation of price
reform will depend on parallel action in several areas. In the state mining
sector, it will requiret (i) enterprise reform to allow greater operating
autonomy and accountability for profitability and asset utilization; (ii) tax
reform to regularize fiscal transfers between mining enterprises and state and
provincial governments; (iii) hardening of lending terms to reflect a realis-
tic cost of capital; and (iv) expansion of opportunities for investment fund-
ing, including equity investment. During the transition period, steps should
be taken to develop and phase in procedures and legal forms for negotiating
supply contracts. State mining companies will need to expand and develop
their marketing functions further. At the same time, plans should be devel-
oped for restructuring or closing uneconomic mines.

2.39 In regard to the local mine sector, two steps are essential:
(i) increased regulation of local mines to improve mining and safety practices
and (ii) better availability of bank funding for investments to upgrade the
size and technology of local mines where feasible. These reforms will result
in better safety and closer correspondence between production costs in state
and local mines. They should also ultimately raise productivity.

2.40 Increasing Investment in Transport Infrastructure. Clearly, the
bottleneck of insufficient infrastructure should be given greater priority in

171 Prices will obviously vary depending on the cost of transportation.
But for various analyses in this study, an indicative price of
Y 150/ton for steam coal is generally used.

181 The coal from an individual deposit will have different characteristics
than that of a deposit even relatively close by.
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planning future investment expenditures.91 Opening up more routes and means
of transport will reduce the need to allocate transport. It will encourage
the development of more channels of trade and thus a broader, more flexible
coal market.

2.41 Managing the Impact on Users. The income transfers among industrial
sectors and provinces resulting from price reform will be significant,
although the recent widening of the free market makes the transition much
easier. Price reform will necessitate a recasting of fiscal transfers for
those enterprises and users still relying primarily on allocated coal. Agree-
ments signed under the contract responsibility system will have to be renego-
tiated, since they are heavily dependent on the current dual pricing system.
Those adjustments should be carefully designed, however, in order not to blunt
the potential efficiency incentives from price reform. Furthermore, prices of
coal to urban households should be raised to more reasonable levels, although
a selective system of subsidies might still be necessary.

Timing and Impact of Future Coal Price Reform

2.42 Plans to reform coal prices are still alive and actively debated
within the government. When further reform is undertaken, it will likely
focus on the gradual reduction of the gap between plan and market prices.
Price reform will be an essential part of any effective program to realize
further energy conservation over the next decade. It is worth noting, how-
ever, that even when all domestic coal is priced at its economic cost, coal
will continue to be the mainstay of the Chinese energy sector. At a unit cost
of Y 20-3O0Gcal, coal is half the cost of heavy fuel oil and one-fifth to one-
tenth the cost of electricity.

191 The ongoing coal transport study conducted by Chinese authorities and
the Bank should help in this regard.
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Table 2.8s RAW COAL OUTPUT AND TRADE DATA
(million metric tons)

Coal type 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Anthracite 182 185 192 203 218
Bituminous 658 677 703 741 793
Of which:
Coking coals 391 416 455 463 NA
Prime coking 83 82 93 102 NA
Fat coal 58 65 86 86 NA
Gas coal 152 162 173 172 NA
Lean coal 50 53 58 S8 NA

Lignite 32 32 33 36 43

Total Output 872 894 928 980 1.054

Total Exports 7.6 10.0 13.0 13.5 14.7
Total Imports 1.7 1.8 1.4 1.6 NA

Sources: M0E datal IEA Coal Information, 1989; and G. Doyle, Coal Supply
Prospects in the Asia/Pacific Region, 1989.

Table 2.9: COMPARATIVE DATA ON HARD COAL PRODUCTION IN OTHER COUNTRIES La
(million metric tons)

1980 1985 1989 2000
(projected)

United States 710.2 735.9 842 964
Soviet Union 492.9 494.4 606 630
Poland 193.1 191.6 187 170
India 114.0 154.2 212 459
So. Africa 115.1 169.8 190 205
Australia 72.4 117.5 148 205
United Kingdom 130.1 94.0 97 88
West Germany 94.5 88.8 75 70

La Excludes brown coal/lignite production, which is significant in several
countries.

Sources Data for 1980 and 1985 come from IRA, Coal Information 1989, Paris
1989; data for 1989 and projections come from UN Economic and Social
Council publication. No. Coal/WPl/R1l6, 1990.
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III - COAL-RELATED AIR POLLUTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

3.1 The environmental impact of coal use occurs at every stage in the
coal chain, beginning with mining activity and then continuing with coal prep-
aration, transportation and handling, processing, combustion and waste dis-
posal. At the mining stage, two important problems are mine safety, particu-
larly serious in the local mining sector, and extensive mine waste disposal.
Coal-related water pollution occurs both in mining regions and in dense urban
areas, caused by disposal of mining and washing waste, ash from combustion,
and benzene, phenols and other toxic organics produced when processing coal in
various industries.

3.2 This chapter focuses on the effects of coal combustion on air qual-
ity, particularly the concentrations of 'total suspended particles* (TSP) and
sulfur dioxide (S02) because of their potential impact on human health at the
local level. It describes the seriousness of very high ambient concentrations
of pollutants in many cities and emerging acid rain problems in some areas.
Finally, it discusses current environmental policy and management at national
and local levels.

A. Background on Airborne Pollution

Hajor Types of Coal-Related Emissions

3.3 'When coal is burned, various elements are released in the atmospheres
unburned carbon, sulfur and nitrogen oxides, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide,
traces of partially burned hydrocarbons and other trace elements. The inorga-
nic fraction of coal remains after combustion as ash; part of it escapes into
the air.

3.4 Total Suspended Particles. TSP consists of dust particles, metal and
hydrocarbon traces, and smoke. It is the most serious airborne pollutant in
China at the present time and the one presenting the greatest local health
risk. The amount of particulate emissions depends on the ash content of the
coal, the temperature of combustion, and design of the boiler or stove (which
affects the pressure of the flue gases). High particulate concentrations can
cause or contribute to chronic asthma and other respiratory problems. Health
damage is actually greatest from fine and ultrafine particulates (110 microns
and <2 microns respectively), because they are more easily absorbed into the
lining of the lungs. Ultrafines contain most of the toxic or carcinogenic
elements associated with coal combustion, such as H+ ions, trace metals and
organic compounds. Ironically, ultrafine particulates are the most difficult
to remove with existing pollution control equipment; this is a problem
worldvide.

3.5 S0, Emissions. Acid gases (oxides of sulfur and nitrogen) are
emitted during coal combustion. The extent of emissions depends on the sulfur
content of the coal. About 90-95 percent of the sulfur in the coal is oxi-
dized into sulfur dioxide (SO2) during combustion. Most of it goes up the
flue stack; only 5 percent of the sulfur is retained in the bottom ash as a
sulfate. Sulfur dioxide emissions are largely uncontrolled in China, apart
from some sulfur fixation in domestic briquettes. Sulfur (and NOx) emissions
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act synergistically with ultrafine particulates, forming acid aerosols (sul-
furic and nitric acid). Recent US studies link respiratory problems from air
pollution more directly to these acid aerosols. In addition, S02 emissions
also contribute to acid rain (discussed at para. 3.23).

3.6 NO, Emissions. Nitrogen oxides derive from nitrogen and oxygen from
the air during the combustion process. The higher the temperature of combus-
tion, the larger the quantity of NOx released. There are no specific measures
taken in China to control NOx emissions, but NOx is presently not a priority.
Indeed, stationary industrial sources are usually small contributors to total
NOx emissions.11 Motor vehicles are typically the largest contributors in
other countries. NOx emissions in China are expected to rise with increasing
motor vehicle use.

3.7 CO, Formation. Coal combustion releases roughly 25 percent more C02
than oil and 100 percent more CO2 than natural gas.21 According to the World
Resources Institute, CO2 emissions from energy use in China represented 10
percent of world industrial-related carbon dioxide emissions in 1985, up from
5 percent in 1965. Table 3.7 shows the contributions of different countries
to CO2 emissions from industrial sources (1982-85). It is important to note
that the United States, the Soviet Union and Western Europe are much larger
contributors (15-23 percent in 1985) to C02 problems. But C02 emissions from
China will continue to grow as coal consumption expands further.31

Sources and Magnitude of Emissions in China

3.8 Nationwide Estimates. Table 3.1 shows estimates of TSP, $02 and CO2
emissions from coal use generally in the country in 1985 and 1988. It pro-
vides only an indication of the order of magnitude of coal-related emissions.
In addition to the level of coal consumption, factors such as coal quality and
pollution control efficiencies affect emission levels, making it difficult to
make robust estimates nationwide. The 1988 estimates are based on an average
ash content of coal of 25 percent and an S02 content of 1.2 percent. Other
assumptions, regarding the extent and effectiveness of pollution control, are
outlined in the notes to the table. The chart shows the heaviest emissions
from industrial and electric power uses, the two largest consumers. Utility
boilers emit more particulates on a unit basis than industrial boilers do.4/

It Nox formation in furnaces is made worse, though, by having to use high
flame temperatures for flame stabilization when burning off-design
coals in power boilers. NOx could be minimized by matching coal
quality to boiler specifications.

2/ OECD, Coal: Environmental Issues and Remedies, 1983, p. 41.

31 The largest increments in projected world coal production over the next
10 years will likely come from China and India (see Chapter II, Table
2.9). In addition, the use of appliances relying on CFCs (e.g.,
refrigerators) is also increasing in China, creating a further impact
on ozone depletion.

4/ The boiler types are different.
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Table 3.1t ESTIMATED ANNUAL EMISSIONS FROM COAL USE
(million tons)

TSP SOp CO9
1985 1988 1985 1988 1988

Sourcest
Industrial boilers
& plants 7.7 9.3 6.3 9.7 300

Electric power boilers 7.0 8.0 3.5 5.7 153
Residential/Commercial 1.2 1.4 2.9 4.6 129
Railroads 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 15

Total Coal-Related
Emissions 16.9 19.7 13.2 20.5 597

Total Emissions 23 NA 15 NA NA

Notes 1985 data comes from: "Air Pollution Control and Energy Use in China,"
Wang Hanchen and Zhao Dianwu, Proceedings of the Chinese-American Sym-
posium on Ener y Markets and the Future of Energy Demand, Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory, U.C. Berkeley, November 1988.

Assumptions for 1988 estimates are the followingt

1. The estimates of particulates were developed by applying combustion emis.
sion factors to the quantities of coal consumed in each category. The
emission factors represent kg of emissions/ton of coal used. They are:
8.5A for utility boilers and 3.5A for industrial boilers/kilns. The term
'A' equals average ash content, which is assumed at 25 percent. The gross
emission levels were then adjusted to take into account the removal effi-
ciencies of pollution control equipment. Obviously, it was difficult to
make generalizations nationwide. The following rates of removal were
estimatedi utility boilers--85 percent; industrial boilers--75 percent;
heating boilers--60 percent.

2. TSP emissions for the residential/comercial sector in 1988 only include
estimates for heating boilers. Emissions from stoves depend on the type
of coal used, and insufficient data was available.

3. The S02 emission factor is 19S, where S equals 1.2 percent. It is
multiplied by the tons of coal consumed to derive total kilograms of
emissions.

4. The coking industry is not included in calculations of industry TSP and
802 emissions, as there was no information on emission factors. It is
included in C02 calculations, however.

5. 0O2 emissions are based on an average of 29 kg C/GJ, which reflects the
median values of carbon for typical ranks of coal in the Chinese coal
supply. The emissions are actually measured as the carbon weight (million
tons of carbon) in C02. This assumes complete combustion; in reality,
some of the carbon is actually released as CO, but CO is reactive and much
of it is likely to be converted to C02 in the atmosphere.
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But overall emissions from industrial boilers are higher because there are
many more of them; furthermore, because of their small size, the pollution
control equipment installed on them are usually less advanced and less effec-
tive. Estimates of 1988 emissions from residential coal use in Table 3.1 only
include those emissions from heating boilers as there was insufficient data on
the type of coal used in household stoves. Actually, small stoves, commonly
used for cooking and some heating, emit fewer particulates on a unit basis
than boilers do anyway, because the air velocity of combustion in stoves is
lower; essentially, the only particulates derive from the volatile content of
the coal, making the quality of coal very important (see Table 2, Annex 5,
Volume II).5/

3.9 Unit S02 emissions are the same whether coal is used in stoves or
boilers; the important factors in the level of S02 emissions are the sulfur
content of the coal and quantities of coal used. C02 formation similarly
depends on the carbon content of the coal and the quantity actually burned.

3.10 Varying Effects of Emissions. The impact of emissions varies. Ambi-
ent concentrations of emissions, those dispersed and suspended at ambient
level in the air people are breathing, represent the most serious local health
hazard. Therefore, low level emissions, such as those from small stoves, have
a greater local health impact than larger emissions dispersed at higher alti-
tudes. On the other hand, large emissions from sources with high stacks (such
as large utility boilers) eventually may lead to interregional problems such
as acid rain.

3.11 Source Emission Standards. Standards for various airborne emissions
have been developed in China for specific sources and industries (see Table 7,
Annex 2, Volume I1). Generally expressed in mass terms (kg/hour or kg/day),
emission limits become less strict as stack heights increase. This provides
an incentive to build higher stacks as a first order measure to reduce ambient
level concentrations of pollutants. In actual practice, the standards repre-
esent guidelines, and monitoring and enforcement vary. Particulate emissions
are probably the best monitored. Pollution charges are applied to some plant
emissions (particularly state plants), but again enforcement and the severity
of penalties vary (see para. 3.35).

B. Ambient Concentrations of Pollutants

3.12 Impact on Health. Ambient concentrations of pollutants are more com-
monly used as a measure of the potential effect on human health than are esti-
mates of total emissions. Typically, concentrations of TSP and S02 are mea-
sured (in micrograms or milligrams per cubic meter) by rather sophisticated
monitoring equipment located in different parts of a city. More recently, air
pollution experts are recommending the monitoring of fine particulates and
acid aerosols.6/ Ambient concentrations should be measured on a daily and
even hourly basis. An extreme concentration on a given day can have the most
severe health effects. Mortality incidents are most serious during short-term

5/ The impact on human health may be greater, however; see paras. 3.20 and
3.22.

6/ Acid aerosols are best measured by proxies such as sulfates and
nitrates. They are not yet measured in many OECD countries either.
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episodes of peak concentrations, as occurred in the London smog incident of
1952, when thousands of deaths in a short period of time were attributed to
extreme ambient concentrations of coal-related emissions in combination with a
weather inversion. Usually, premature death occurs for the very young, the
very old, and those already affected by respiratory diseases.

3.13 The effect of chronically high, prolonged exposures of particulates
and S02 is an above average incidence of respiratory diseases. Chronic bron-
chitis is the most common. But the direct relationship between individual
pollutants and the health impact is still not fully understood by health
researchers. Empirical evidence on dose-response relationships is still unre-
liable. Furthermore, some diseases, such as cancer, develop over a long
period of time and are influenced by other factors as well (e.g., smoking and
diet).

3.14 Factors Contributing to Ambient Concentrations. The extent and
height of emissions (from all sources--coal, vehicular and other) are, of
course, critical factors in the formation of ambient-level pollution. Other
important factors include background dust concentrations, meteorological con-
ditions and terrain. Background dust can be a major source of particulates in
China, making it difficult to evaluate the contribution of coal to ambient
concentrations.7/ On the other hand, the characteristics of dust can affect
the impact of other emissions. Interestingly enough, the alkaline soil of
northern China, and the dust it creates, tends to neutralize the acidity
caused by sulfur emissions (coal-related emissions in that region would gener-
ally be larger than in southern China because of the winter heating season).
In contrast, the lateritic soil of southern China does not have any neutraliz-
ing capability; sulfur emissions therefore may cause more serious acidity
problems, including formation of acid aerosols.

3.15 Weather conditions and topography also contribute to the severity of
ambient concentrations by trapping pollutants at ambient level. For instance,
air pollution in Chongqing (Sichuan province) is exacerbated by poor weather
and hilly terrain, which trap pollutants in heavily populated valleys.

Ambient Air Quality Standards in China

3.16 Ambient air quality standards in China are outlined at Table 1,
Annex 2 in Volume II. They represent goals or targete for different classes
of cities. The main elements are set forth below:

7/ In Beijing, for example, during the late winter and early spring,
ambient concentrations of TSP increase because of dust from
agricultural land nearby and the loess plains to the northwest.
Background dust is also a problem in other cities, such as Xian and
Taiyuan.
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Table 3.2s AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

Time period Class I Class II Class III
-- (pglm3 micrograms per cubic meter) --

TSP Daily average 150 300 500
Max. at any time 300 1,000 1,500

TSP (<10 microns)
Daily average 50 150 250
Max. at any time 150 500 700

S02 Annual average 20 60 100
Daily average 50 150 250
Max. at any time 150 500 700

Source: NEPA.

The range in standards represents a continuum from the ideal to a practical
target for some of the most polluted cities. They are defined as follows:

(a) Class I standards are the ideal. They are intended to apply to
nature conservation areas, resorts and historical areas.

(b) Class II standards establish threshold concentrations beyond which
chronic effects on humans and adverse effects on plants are likely to
occur. They are intended to apply to urban residential, commercial,
cultural or rural areas.

(c) Class III standards represent interim targets in areas already sub-
ject to heavy pollution. A number of cities exceed these targets.

3.17 To put these standards in context, TSP standards in the US fall
within the Class I and II range. Actually, the US now measures and tries to
control fine particulates (PM10). Daily average S02 standards in China appear
stricter than those in the US. Another appropriate comparison is with WHO
guidelines, which specify maximum ranges for both short term and long term
exposures.8/ Those standards are as followes

81 Short-term exposures are defined as not exceeding seven days in a year
--its 98th percentile standard.
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Table 3.3: WHO STANDARDS

TSP S02
- (pglm 3 ) -------

Short term exposure 150-230 100-150
Long term exposure 60-90 40-60

The comparison indicates that Class I and II standards are in the range of WHO
guidelines, but China's Class III standards represent unacceptable conditions
in terms of the WHO standards.

Measurements of Ambient Concentrations in Chinese Cities

3.18 Data on individual Chinese cities are presented in Annex 2 in Volume
II of this report. A summary for 1988 is shown below in Table 3.4. It should
be pointed out, though, that the type and reliability of monitoring equipment
and periods of measurement vary from one city to another, making the data
selective and not fully comparable. This also prevents comparisons from year
to year to identify trends.9/

Table 3.4: AMBIENT CONCENTRATIONS IN MAJOR CITIES, 1988

TSP (gg8m3) S02 (g&/m3)
Annual or quar- Maximam Annual or quar- Maximum

terly data /a reading terly data la reading

Beijing 321-504 965 73-249 566
Chongqing 620 710 300-400 NA
Guangzhou 118-325 640 7-143 342
Shanghai 192-360 854 13-115 238
Shenyang 304-598 1,546 78-213 623
Taiyuan 700-800 1,200-1,400 150-250 400-700
Xian 495-708 1,310 124-170 317

/a For those cities where there were data from more than one monitoring sta-
tion, a ran8e is given.

Sources WHO Global Environmental Monitoring System (GEMS) and data provided
by NEPA and various local EPB.

9/ Press reports state that there have been some reductions in air
pollution in the last year due to recent pollution control investments.
It is unclear how deep these reductions have been, however.
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3.19 These data show high concentrations of particulates and S02 both in
relation to China's Class I and Class II standards and WHO advised levels.
Ambient concentrations of particulates are high in all of the cities cited,
with Taiyuan (in the coal-producing province of Shanxi) and Xian representing
the extremes. There is more variation in S02 concentrations, with Chongqing
and Taiyuan having especially high levels. The high ambient concentrations in
most of these cities are among the highest in the world, as indicated by the
comparison with other countries (over the 1982-85 period) in Tables 3.5 and
3.6 at the end of this chapter.10/ These data in fact do not give the full
picture because they do not reflect concentrations of fine particulates and
acid aerosols.

Maior Sources of Coal-related Ambient-level Pollutants

3.20 Reducing ambient level pollution in the most cost effective way means
targeting the principal sources. But there is some confusion about which
sources are the most serious in individual cities. Low level sources of emis-
sions include small stoves for cooking and heating and the myriad of small
industrial and heating boilers. Their emissions are extensive and often
poorly controlled (see Annex 3 for data on individual cities). Many cities
cite industrial boiler emissions as their biggest problem. On the other hand,
higher ambient concentrations of pollutants (TSP, S02 and trace hydrocarbons)
are frequently measured in mornings and evenings, indicating other important
sources are cooking stoves and stoves used for heating.ll/ While unit
particulate emissions from stoves are lower than boilers, they are extensively
used indoors and on sidewalks outside dwellings at very low levels; even those
with flues vent emissions at street level. Older power stations near cities
are probably also significant emission sources. More severe ambient concen-
trations occur in winter, due to both increased use of coal for heating (in
small boilers and stoves) and weather patterns in winter which prevent dis-
persion of emissions from all sources.

3.21 The relative impact of different sources is best measured using air
quality computer models (of varying sophistication), which consider a range of
factorss monitoring data (measuring ambient concentrations and emlssion
levels) combined with spatial, temporal, topographical and meteorological
data. Known as Gaussian dispersion models, they are commonly used in many
countries to identify sources of ambient concentrations and to predict peak
concentrations or heavy smog days. Pinpointing the major sources helps cities

10, Delhi, India appears to have similarly high particulate concentrations;
Seoul, Korea shows high concentrations of sulfur dioxide. Information
on countries in Eastern Europe is now coming out indicating severe
ambient concentrations there, although the selective data in these
tables do not reflect the severity of the problems. It is interesting
to note in Table 3.5 the low levels of particulates in London, in
contrast to the severe problems it had 30 to 40 years ago. Most OECD
countries have reduced particulate emissions, although S02 emissions
are still high in a number of countries, including the US.

Ill Dian Wu Zhao and Bozen Sun, "Atmospheric Pollution from Coal Combustion
in China," Journal of the Air Pollution Control Association, Vol. 36,
No. 4 (April 1986), p. 371.
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to develop least cost approaches and investment strategies to reduce ambient
concentrations of particulates, S02 and other pollutants citywide.

Measurement of Indoor Air Pollution

3.22 A complicating factor in China, however, is the still extensive coal
combustion indoors--in household stoves. Indoor emissions of fine particu-
lates, trace hydrocarbons (BaP, for instance) and CO appear to be particularly
harmful to human health, based on various studies in developing countries.121
Unfortunately, measurements of ambient concentrations and Gaussian dispersion
models do not normally include data on indoor pollution; their results are
skewed towards outdoor sources. This has led some environmental authorities
to call for programs to monitor air quality and test the chemical composition
of pollutants indoors, where people spend much of their time. Such data could
then be integrated with the results of dispersion modeling.l31

C. Acid Precipitation

3.23 Acid precipitation causes local, regional and transboundary pollution
problems. Sulfur oxides and nitrogen oxides are emitted during coal burning
largely as S02 and N02. As the residence time of S02 and N02 in the atmos-
phere increases, these oxides combine with oxygen to form sulfate (SO4) and
nitrate (NO3) ions. In the presence of water vapor, acid rain and acid fog
can occur. The degree of acidification is measured by the pH value. Chinese
authorities use a pH value of <5.6 to indicate potential acid rain; a pH value
less than 4 indicates severe acidification. As mentioned above at para. 3.14,
the formation of acid rain depends not only on the amount of S02 released, but
also on the buffering capacity of the soil and naturally occurring dust par-
ticles in the air.

3.24 Acid precipitation is a problem on two levels. A localized acid fog
can occur as a result of emissions of sulfur oxides and nitrogen oxides, com-
bined with particulates, being trapped by local meteorological and topographi-

121 Refer to B. Chen, K. Smith et al., "Indoor Air Pollution in Developing
Countries,' World Health Statistics Quarterly; Geneva: WHO, 1990.
Evidence also comes from a WHO-sponsored study in Beijing which found
that indoor concentrations of emissions, particularly of Co, rise in
winter in some types of housing, suggesting the impact of stoves,
perhaps unvented or poorly vented. CO exposures were highest in medium
rise apartment buildings with no central heating, followed by
traditional low level houses. Source: Global Environmental Monitoring
System (GEMS), 'Human Exposure to Carbon Monoxide and Suspended
Particulate Matter in Beijing, PRC,' Geneva: WHO, 1985.

13/ Still at the research stage, this methodology is called 'total exposure
assessment.' Refer tot L.R. Smith, "Indoor Air Quality and the
Pollution Transition,* in H. Rasuga (ed.) Indoor Air Quality, Berlin$
Springer-Verlag, 1990, pp. 448-456.
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cal conditions.141 Acid rain and fog in certain areas of southwest China
(Sichuan and Guizhou) follow this pattern. The sulfur content of coal in
parts of this region is very high, and the combination of high sulfur emis-
sions, dust characteristics, topography and weather creates the acid fog,
causing serious health problems and affecting soils, vegetation, and water.
There are reports of serious episodic respiratory problems and a high inci-
dence of lung cancer in Chongqing, a major city in the region. In East China,
parts of Shanghai also suffer from acid rain, apparently because of the heavy
industrial base and nearby electric power plants. Shanghai has set up exclu-
sion zones in highly acid areas and is trying to relocate industry out of such
areas.

3.25 The other type of acid precipitation is high altitude acid mist,
which creates pollution problems often long distances from the source. This
occurs as a result of area-wide S02 and N02 emissions that reach the upper
atmosphere. Coal-burning industries with very tall stacks, such as electric
power stations, may contribute to high altitude acid mist. As stack heights
increase, the potential for high level accumulation of acid gases increases.
Such emissions are subject to long residence times in the atmosphere and may
be transported over long distances, eventually appearing as acid precipita-
tion. The long distance transfer of air pollutants is emerging as a problem
in some regions of China. Neighboring countries are also concerned about this
potential.

D. National Environmental Policy

Elements of Environmental Policy

3.26 Over the past 10 years, there has been notable progress in creating
the institutional structures for environmental management. China's Environ-
mental Protection Law was provisionally enacted by the State Council in 1979,
after a period of political openness and greater international contact which
fostered more open discussion about the seriousness and costs of environmental
problems.15/ The law was formally promulgated in 1989. An environmental
agency has been operating since the 1970s. In 1984, it formally became the
National Environmental Protection Agency (NEPA)--with a mandate to develop
national policies, draft laws and regulations, compile and analyze
environmental data, support research, and enforce regulations. NEPA now holds
ministerial ranking.

3.27 Provincial and municipal environmental protection bureaus (EPB) have
been established to monitor and collect data on environmental problems and to
Implement and enforce national regulations at the local level. In addition,
environmental divisions have been organized in the various line ministries to
tackle problems in specific industries; their jurisdiction is primarily over

14/ This type of condition apparently led to the acid fog which caused
thousands of deaths in London in late 1952.

15/ For an interesting overview of the evolution of environmental
institutions and regulations, see Lester Ross, Environmental Policy in
China, 1988, Bloomington, IN: University Press, particularly Chapter
IV on Pollution Control.
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the centrally-controlled state enterprises in primary industries such as coal
and steel. Municipal governments have taken a strong interest and often the
lead in pollution control investments through the planning and budgetary sys-
tem. Environmental plans were included in some municipal development plans
for the first time in late 1979 and the early 1980s.

3.28 In the past 10 years, regulations have been promulgated at the
national level, setting standards for both air and water quality.16/ Air
quality standards include guidelines for permissible emissions of TSP and S02
in different industries and targets for ambient concentrations (discussed at
paras. 3.11 and 3.16 respectively). Environmental impact assessments (EIA)
for new projects and major extensions have been instituted and are mandatory,
although the assessments vary in terms of quality. Most importantly, environ-
mental protection has been incorporated as an objective in recent five year
plans (beginning with the sixth FYP), and funds have been directed through the
planning system for pollution control investments (initially for new construc-
tion and later for expansion and renovation projects). In addition, early on,
some large enterprises were targeted for pollution clean-up programs, dictated
by the State Council, which underlined the central government's commitment.

3.29 Various EPB in larger cities have installed monitoring systems to
collect air quality data, although not always on a continuous basis.17/ They
have also implemented pollution charge systems, which fine enterprises for
emissions above allowable limits (the "polluter pays" principle), although
these programs require further strengthening and refinement to make them more
cost effective (see paras. 3.35 and 3.36). Most of the proceeds collected by
EPB (80 percent) are used to fund local pollution control investments. Muni-
cipal campaigns to install air pollution control equipment on new industrial
and heating boilers have been effective in various cities, although the extent
of coverage is difficult to gauge. And efforts are being made to relocate the
most polluting plants away from dense urban areas. At the same time, munici-
pal governments are undertaking or planning investments to improve the form
and type of energy used at the household level (see Chapter VII).

Problems in Environmental Management

3.30 Despite the achievements noted above and strong interest in environ-
mental mitigation by various groups at national and local levels, implementa-
tion and enforcement of standards have been patchy, and investments in pollu-
tion control remain inadequate. There are a number of contributing factorss

161 The provisional status of the regulations has been problematic,
however. It has facilitated timely issuance, but has tended to weaken
enforcement authority. Standards are presented at Annex 2 in Volume
II.

17/ Other communities probably still lack the equipment and training.
Continuous monitoring is needed in order to record the range of
pollutant concentrations, including extreme exposures, and to make
comparisons over time. Monitoring equipment is technically
sophisticated, and training to operate such equipment is essential.
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e insufficient resources committed to pollution abatement overall;

* competing demands and varying roles of local EPB;

• the lack of distinction between owners and regulators in a planned
economy, weakening the discipline of regulatory policies and the
ability to take legal remedies; and

* insufficient attention to cost effectiveness in developing regulatory
policies and investment strategies.

3.31 Overall Resources Devoted to Environmental Problems. Aggregate fund-
ing for all environmental investments is still well below 1 percent of GNP,
although it has increased from Y 2.3 billion in 1982 to Y 7.3 billion in 1989.181
Resources remain woefully inadequate compared with needs. One estimate by
Chinese authorities of the resources needed to solve China's environmental
problems by the year 2000 is Y 640 billion, or 4 percent of GNP (1989)
annually over the period. The cost of simply trying to prevent further dete-
rioration is estimated in the order of Y 260 billion.191

3.32 As a rough comparison, when Japan began its major initiatives for
pollution abatement in the 1970s, capital expenditures increased from about
1 percent of GNP in 1970 to 2 percent of GNP in 1975. The bulk of expendi-
tures were borne by local governments and private industry. Japan at that
time was wealthier than China is today; per capita GNP was over $4,000. In
many industrialized countries, capital expenditures for pollution control gen-
erally range between 1 and 2 percent of GNP. Japan's expenditures have now
come down below 2 percent.20/

3.33 Authority and Role of the EPB. The wide array of environmental prob-
lems, involving numerous disciplines, has swamped provincial and local EPB,
which are mandated to implement environmental policies. The focus of most EPB
has been on industrial pollution, primarily water pollution. Other actors at
the provincial and municipal level have frequently been more concerned with
pollution control in electric power and household sectors. The authority and
resources of EPB also vary. Some are very active, have considerable authority
at the local level, and work closely with provincial and municipal planning
commissions, which take the lead role in making decisions on investments and
budgetary allocations. Others tend to be more research oriented and have
little impact on local investment planning. The extent of collaboration with
NEPA at the national level also varies.

3.34 Owner ws. Regulator Roles. In a command economy, the owner is also
the regulator. This exacerbates the conflict, occurring in all countries,
between the pressures for continued industrial growth and employment, on the

18/ Representing 0.4 and 0.5 percent of GNP respectively.

19/ China Daily, 'Environmental Protection Urged," August 1989.

20/ For reference, see Environmental Policies in Japan, OECD, Paris, 1977;
and 'OECD Statistics on Member Countries," Supplement to OECD Observer,
1990.
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one hand, and environmental objectives, on the other. The enforcement of
environmental standards, related levies, and recommendations of E1As is ham-
pered because of the paternalistic industrial environment. In addition, indi-
vidual enterprises or industries have different fiscal and operating arrange-
ments, dictated at various levels of government; budgets tend to be soft but
incrementally negotiated. Individual investments often must be agreed and
implemented by various bureaus or agencies with jurisdiction over the follow-
ings industry, utilities, pricing, finance and housing. The existence of so
many agencies with individual or overlapping spheres of influence make it
difficult to conduct investment planning (for environmental control or other-
wise) or to assure the financial allocations needed. Obviously, the system
also affects enterprise autonomy and the ability of an enterprise to rational-
ize operations to be more competitive and profitable. The fact that so many
enterprises are financially weak in turn affects the ability to make required
environmental investments.

3.35 The Pollution Levy System. The present pollution charge system is
apparently widely applied to state enterprises (though not to many TVEs).
Unfortunately, though, it does not meet various efficiency criteria. First,
charges are usually applied to only the pollutant with the highest emissions;
thus, not all pollutants are covered. Second, there is no incentive to reduce
emissions below the standard. Third, the penalties may not be set high enough
in some cases; in other cases, fees appear to be negotiated. Some of the
larger industries simply pay the fee and continue to pollute; those who cannot
afford the charges often simply do not pay. The incentives within the plan-
ning system are usually still stronger in regard to meeting supply and employ-
ment objectives than making environmental investments. While there are some
legal remedies--polluting industries cam be brought before judicial hearings--
it sometimes comes down to the fact that enterprises do not have the budgetary
resources to pay for the necessary investments. There is pressure not to shut
down polluting industries because of the implications on the local economy and
labor situation.

3.36 About 80 percent of the revenue from the levy system is used by local
EPB to fund pollution control investments (through grants or low interest
loans). But, apparently, those firms paying the penalties can claim much of
the funds back for their own pollution control investments. Hence, there is
little discipline created by the system, and the funds raised are not neces-
sarily going to those investments which are most needed or cost effective.
This system of entitlements appears to be changing, however.

3.37 Insufficient Investment Allocations. According to guidelines estab-
lished by the central government, 5 to 7 percent of capital outlays on new
investment projects should be allocated to pollution control. In practice,
however, this target is not always met because of pressures to limit capital
costs or insufficient funds to complete pollution control investments. Only
an estimated 20 to 25 percent of the environmental investments by enterprises
are met through the pollution levy system. Remaining investment requirements
must be financed from cash flows and budgetary allocations or financed from
other sources. It is usually those enterprises with a healthy cash flow which
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are able to afford pollution control investments or to approach banks or the
local EPB.

3.38 Over and over again there are stories of insufficient investment
allocations to make needed pollution control investments. Decisions on tech-
nologies or the type of equipment used are often based on up-front costs,
rather than savings over time or cost effectiveness of the investment over its
life. The result can be poorly operating equipment and inadequate pollution
control.

3.39 Lack of Priorities. The present system of emission standards, envi-
ronmental enforcement and related planning at the municipal level does not
consider the specific impact on air quality and, indeed, on human health of
different emission sources, as well as the varying costs of different pollu-
tion abatement measures or the cost structures of individual polluters. Thus,
even if present standards were fully enforced and appropriate investments
made, they would not necessarily be the most cost effective method of reaching
target ambient concentrations of pollutants.

3.40 Relatedly, the analytical tools required to establish priorities are
not fully in place. While various local EPB conduct air quality monitoring,
the data are not gathered continuously. Nor are they always disseminated
widely or used in analyses contributing to policymaking. Gaussian dispersion
models (described in para. 3.21) are currently used for research; they have
not become common tools to identify the major sources of ambient concentra-
tions, as part of strategic planning to address municipal air pollution in
China.21/ Typically, municipal investment plans are established without
considering their cost effectiveness in individual circumstances.221
Investment planning tends to have an engineering/supply orientation and
continues to be based on administratively determined prices.

Developing Cost Effective Strategies to Address Air Pollution

3.41 Addressing with the serious air pollution problems in China requires
identifying priorities using available professional techniques, developing
targeted regulatory policies and then enforcing them, and assuring sufficient
funds to make the necessary investments. The government must also foster an
operating environment that makes it easier to move ahead on pollution prob-
lems. Continuing economic reforms at the national level will help to encour-
age better scale, greater efficiency and technical innovation, important not
only in reducing energy use but also in generating savings to afford future
pollution control investments. Fiscal arrangements and investment allocations
ought to change in order to improve the flow of resources to municipal govern-
ments and enterprises tackling extensive environmental problems. Introduction
of economic costing and cost-benefit analyses in investment decision-making

21/ The proposed Beijing Environmental Project which is under preparation
for World Bank financing will incorporate the use of such models.

221 An example is that municipal governments have embraced announced goals
by the central government to increase district heating and gas
supplies, without careful consideration of the cost effectiveness of
these investment options in each city. See Chapter VII also.
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would help to identify the most cost effective solutions. Finally, the cen-
tral government should take the lead in strengthening legal remedies at all
levels of government.

3.42 The problems of local air quality should be addressed at provincial
and municipal levels, where the incentives to reduce pollution are greatest
and where pollution control strategies are more easily developed and inte-
grated with economic development plans. Operating under serious resource
constraints, municipal governments must set priorities in tackling urban air
pollution and then develop policies and fund investments to tackle them spe-
cifically. For eAample, it may very well make sense to develop policies--such
as variable charges or direct restrictions--which target the worst offenders
or the most affected areas of cities. In the extreme, enforcement will some-
times mean shutting down the most polluting plants.231 A combination of
targeted regulatory policies, strongly enforced, incentive programs and suffi-
cient budgetary allocations to fund priority investments is likely to be the
most effective, affordable approach to environmental mitigation over the
medium term.24/

3.43 Municipal governments in major cities should begin, as soon as possi-
ble, to use air quality computer models to identify more systematically the
most important sources of ambient concentrations of pollutants (particularly
fine particulates).25/ Greater testing of indoor air pollution should also be
undertaken (in urban and rural areas). The information from these models and
date on the health impact of individual sources can then be used in cost
effectiveness analyses to identify least cost approaches over time to reduce
ambient concentrations and principal sources of harmful emissions. Such
analyses should be based on economic values, rather than financial or adminis-
trative prices, in order to reflect the true scarcity of inputs. While these
exercises take more than a year to complete, they are worth starting as early
as possible, in order to formulate medium to long term regulatory and inv'st-
ment strategies. Once completed, these strategies must be integrated into
economic development plans to assure budgetary cormitments. The entire exer-
cise takes the cooperation and coordination of various parties at the local
level and will involve some national actors as well (such as state coal sup-
pliers).261

231 The encouragement of a more flexible labor market would make it easier
to take such action.

24/ Innovative techniques being introduced in various OECD countries, such
as emissions trading (allowing firms to trade emission permits), are an
attempt to reduce the cost of meeting target emission levels (or target
ambient concentrations) and to encourage reductions beyond mandatory
levels. They represent alternative approaches which may be introduced
at a later stage.

251 Similar models are available for water pollution, which rely on data
beyond the jurisdiction of one municipality to model an entire river
basin.

26/ In the upcoming Beijing Environmental Project, a working committee has
been established at the municipal level, supported by a technical
working group, to break institutional bottlenecks.
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3.44 SPC and NEPA both should promote the introduction of such least cost
pollution control analyses in major cities as early as possible, then repli-
cating them in medium size cities. Developing the methodologies of cost-
benefit and cost effectiveness analysis will provide important tools for eval-
uating investment options. At the national level, they should fund generic
reviews of different investment options and technologies to provide greater
technology guidance based on economic criteria and consideration of broader
energy and industrial trade-offs nationwide. This will mean coordinating more
closely at the national level with MOE, MMEI, SSTC and other appropriate
institutions on issues of energy and technology development affecting oppor-
tunities for environmental mitigation.

Lonaer Term Issues

3.45 tManagement of Regional and Interregional Pollution Problems. Present
airborne emission standards permit discharge rates to increase with stack
height. This approach relies heavily on weather dispersion patterns and use
of available air space to meet target ambient concentrations. This is a rea-
sonable first step in trying to reduce the local health impact of pollution;
it is an approach used by many countries in the early stages of pollution
control. However, as many countries have discovered, problems of transboun-
dary or interregional pollution can develop over the longer term.27/
Interprovincial or interregional pollution problems are presently not being
covered adequately because of the understandable orientation of EPB along
provincial lines. Development of interregional air quality models must be
coordinated at the national level to understand better the extent of emerging
regional environmental problems, such as acid rain, and to take appropriate
measures over the medium to long term. This is the responsibility of NEPA.

3.46 Global Greenhouse Effect. NEPA is also in charge of developing
China's response to emerging global greenhouse effects. Further economic
reform and specific efforts to conserve coal/energy and raise efficiency of
use will make an important contribution. The critical question over the
longer term is whether the economy will be able to afford more costly invest-
ments o:: advanced technologies to conserve energy even more strictly. Fuel
diversification, as far as possible, must be a high priority. Greater oppor-
tunities for use of natural gas and hydropower would significantly reduce
energy-related C02 emissions. This argues for a much stronger commitment to
petroleum exploration and development and further hydropower development where
feasible. Both of these involve large capital commitments. Coordination
among SPC, NEPA and MOE on energy strategies and investments is essential, as
is cooperation with the international community on this far-reaching problem.

27/ Many western countries are just now confronting acid rain problems; the
fact that the externalities are often transboundary makes them more
difficult to address--witness the tensions between the US and Canada
and the UK and Scandinavian countries.
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Table 3.5 COMPARATIVE TSP CONCENTRATIONS, 1982-85 lIA
(pg/n3)

City Mean of daily values b Peak levels lc

Bangkok 198-243 386-741
Chicago 100 259
Delhi 291-453 831-1,062
Frankfurt 36 117
Jakarta 18-243 197-551
London 15-30 57-77
New York City 44-62 87-121
Rio de Janeiro 105-121 230
Tokyo 52 143
Warsaw 58-67 213-248
Wroclaw 63-91 218-374
Zagreb 120-133 315-352

China:
Beijing 268-462 632-1,307
Guangzhou 179-248 435-611
Shanghai 152-285 359-480
Shenyang 258-529 663-1,377
Xian 328-471 901-1,389

la Source: World Resources Institute, World Resources, 1988-89. Monitoring
data were submitted by national governments to the Global Environmental
Monitoring System (GEMS) maintained by WHO and the UN Environmental Pro-
gram. Emission levels can be affected by seasonal patterns in emissions
and meteorological conditions. As a result, annual means and 98th percen-
tiles are most meaningful if they include measurements taken during all
seasons of the year. Since the analysis did not always include seasonal
data, it should be treated with caution.

lb Ranges represent more than one monitoring station.

Ic The 98th percentile of daily values; it represents the level below which
fall 98 percent of daily measurements in a year and the threshold, above
which lies 2 percent of the measurements (seven days of the year). It
provides information on the most polluted days of the year. Ranges repre-
sent more than one monitoring station.
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Table 3.6: COMPARATIVE SULFUR DIOXIDE CONCENTRATIONS 1982-85 La
(pg m3)

City Mean of daily values Lb Peak levels c

Bangkok 18 48
Delhi 28-68 97-197
London 49 171
Frankfurt 59 230
Milan 108-166 406-798
New York City 65 116
Rio de Janeiro 86-100 279-383
Seoul 106-137 475
Tokyo 25-34 58-68
Warsaw 33-46 180-205
Wroclaw 38-52 161-199
Zagreb 64-95 176-262

China:
Beijing 29-228 101-625
Guangzhou 64-90 157-212
Shanghai 13-77 55-217
Shenyang 55-279 272-1,119
Xian 30-113 156-398

/a Source: World Resources Institute, World Resources, 1988-89. Monitoring
data were submitted by national governments to the Global Environmental
Monitoring System (GEMS) maintained by WHO and the UN Environmental Pro-
gram. Emission levels can be affected by seasonal patterns in emissions
and meteorological conditions. As a result, annual means and 98th percen-
tiles are most meaningful if they include measurements taken during all
seasons of the year. Since the analysis did not always include seasonal
data, it should be treated with caution.

lb Ranges represent more than one monitoring station.

c The 98th percentile of daily values; it represents the level below which
fall 98 percent of daily measurements in a year and the threshold above
which lie 2 percent of the measurements (seven days of the year). It
provides information on the most polluted days of the year. Ranges repre-
sent more than one monitoring station.
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Table 3.7t COMPARATIVE CARBON DIOXIDE EMISSIONS - INDUSTRIAL SOURCES
(Million metric tons of carbon In C02)

Country 1965 2 1985 2

China 131 5 508 10

United States 935 32 1,186 23

Western Europe 64,3 22 779 15

USSR 509 17 958 19

Japan 101 3 244 5

Developing countries
(excluding centrally
plalned economies) 251 9 818 16

OtLher 359 12 609 12

Total 2,929 100 5,102 100

Sources World Resources, 1988-89, World Resources Institute, 1988, Table 23,
p. 336.
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IV. IMPROVING THE COAL SUPPLY

4.1 Much of the effort to improve combustion efficiency has been user
oriented, trying to enhance the ability of boilers, furnaces or stoves to use
poor quality or off design coal, rather than trying to improve the coal supply
itself. Yet the first step in improved coal utilization is simply to match
coal quality to user requirements, enabling a boiler or furnace to achieve at
least its technical efficiency. Furthermore, a first-order measure in pollu-
tion control is to supply low ash, low sulfur coal to users. The bulk of
efforts for pollution control in (hina have been on the combustion side also.
This chapter considers the efficiency gains and environmental benefits from
making improvements in the coal supply--some quite inexpensive--and the insti-
tutional constraints inhibiting better practices. It discusses various mea-
sures for carbon recovery and examines the potential benefits and costs of
coal washing for both coking coal and thermal coal. Finally, it discusses
problems in the anthracite market in view of the special characteristics of
that coal and its desirability for household use on environmental grounds.

A. Problems of Coal Quality

The Coal Supply to Industrial and Utility Boilers

4.2 The steam coal supplied to many small industrial and heating boilers
is very poor--containing stones, high ash and a large proportion of fines.
Boiler operators accept whatever coal they receive and then cope with it as
best they can. They manually pick out the large rocks, frequently spray the
coal with water in order to reduce the loss of fines in the flue gas. and
handle the large volumes of bottom and fly ash collected from the boilers.
Stoker boilers are designed to feed coal mechanically on to a grate; they
require coarse, lump coal.1/ They cannot easily burn coal with a high per-
centage of fines. In doing so, carbon is lost and thermal efficiency reduced.
In most industrialized countries, sized or washed coal is used in conventional
industrial boilers (although coal is not as comnmonly used in industrial boil-
ers in such countries anymore).

4.3 On the other hand, high performance pulverized coal-fired (PCF) boil-
ers in large power plants by design do not use lump coal; the coal is ground
to roughly the fineness of a powder before burning. They easily consume coal
fines which are such a problem for industrial boilers. Coal quality is still
very important, though, as such boilers are designed for coal with a certain
ash content and thermal value. Matching coal to boiler requirements enhances
boiler performance and availability. Utility boiler operators in China often
complain about coal quality. The typical ash content of coal supplied to
utility boilers is 20-30 percent, compared to 10 percent in the US.2/ Not
surprisingly, an important cause of lower boiler availability is the combus-
tion problems (slagging and other ash-related problems) resulting from differ-

1/ The majority of industrial/heating boilers are chain/traveling grate or
reciprocating grate stoker boilers.

21 Although some centrally controlled power stations are favored with
better quality coal.
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ences in the ash content of coal supplied vs. that of boiler design. The cost
is foregone electric power generation.

The Coking Coal Supply

4.4 Problems with the quality of coking coal affect coke strength and the
resulting energy efficiency of steel industry production. The preferred ash
content of coking coal is 6-9 percent. in order to enhance coke strength.
Because of financial constraints which affect the choice of washing technol-
ogy, much of coking coal in China is washed to an ash content of only 11-12
percent. The moisture content is also high, due to insufficient drying. The
upshot is that several modern steel plants meet some of their coking coal
needs through higher quality imports. In addition, prime coking coal supplies
are being wasted because of insufficient or primitive washing facilities in
the local mine sector or diversion of some of this coal to small, beehive coke
ovens in mining areas, which are very wasteful of the coal and produce
inferior coke.

Coal Going to the Residential/Commercial Sector

4.5 The coal supplied to urban households seems dictated by what is
available locally. Although anthracite is preferred and is most common, vari-
ous other coals are used, including lignite (a low rank, often smokey coal).
Even where anthracite is supplied, it can be high in ash. Chinese authorities
promote the briquetting of high ash coal or anthracite fines before use in
stoves in order to reduce emissions. The currently favored "honeycomb" bri-
quettes do effectively reduce emissions, although they degrade easily and
still contribute to ash disposal problems. They are still not used in all
urban areas, however. Furthermore, informal coal use in rural areas is
increasing and depends on locally available coal, regardless of quality; a
campaign to promote briquettes (preferably anthracite based) is urgently
needed.3!

Problems of Ash Disposal

4.6 A growing residual problem from the use of high ash coals in house-
holds and industry, of increasing concern to municipalities, is ash disposal.
Availability of land for ash disposal is a serious problem in dense urban
areas such as East China. One major power plant is even planning a 20 km
pipeline to transport boiler ash to the nearest available site. Cities, such
as Beijing, complain about the buildup of urban waste, a large part of which
is coal ash. In addition, mixing of ash with municipal garbage restricts the
potential for composting and recycle of biodegradable materials. Indeed, if
ash disposal was costed at full economic cost, it might well change investment
priorities.

Factors Affecting the Coal Supply

4.7 There are various reasons for the lack of blending and beneficiation
practices, common in other countries. They arise from managerial, financial,
structural and regulatory problemss

3/ See Chapter VIZ.
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* the shortage of funds in the state coal sector for capital invest-
ments, continuing pressure to cut costs, and emphasis on expansion
rather than improvements in quality;

* lack of price or managerial incentives at various points in the min-
ing and coal supply chain to respond to client needs;

* the small scale of the local mine sector, making it difficult to
support screening andlor washing facilities;

* the willingness of some consumers to take whatever coal is available
in view of regional shortages; and

* environmental regulations which permit the combustion of high ash
coals.

B. Opportunities for Carbon Recovery

Benefits of Screening Coal

4.8 The existence of coal fines in the feed to stoker boilers leads to
poor carbon conversion and loss of carbon in the bottom ash and fly ash after
combustion. Overall carbon losses by industrial and heating boilers appear
large. A reasonable estimate is that 7-10 percent of the carbon in the fuel
is lost in the fly ash alone. If one assumes that at least half that amount
(3-5 percent) is unrecovered on a nationwide basis, that represents about
10-18 million tons of carbon per year at the current level of consumption.

4.9 Screening separates coal by size and often precedes the blending of
coals to meet the different size and quality requirements of users. Screening
coal to separate lump from fine coal is a very inexpensive way to improve the
quality of coal going to industrial and heating boilers. Capital costs of
screening in the United States are about $1.75-2.25 per annual ton of through-
put. In China, it is an estimated Y 8/ton. The percentage of coal screened
in China is only about 21 percent (1987 data), although a larger percentage of
coal from Shanxi province is screened.4/ Most industrial and heating boilers
are not beneficiaries of screened coal. If the percentage of fines could be
reduced by screening, both unburned carbon losses and total particulate emis-
sions from industrial and heating boilers would be reduced.

4.10 A simple economic analysis demonstrates the potential gains from
investments in screens.5/ It assumes an investment in the order of Y 24 mil-

4/ Most of the screening plants are operated by state mines. Local mine
production is usually unscreened unless it is sold to state mines
directly. After screening at state mines, the lump coal is often sold
to specialty markets, such as steam engines and the chemical industry
at a premium price. The raw fines (minus 13 mm) are sold to power
stations and, apparently, industrial boilers.

51 Refer to Annex 10 for the cashflow analysis and further assumptions.
Capital costs of screening facilities are estimated at Y 8/annual ton
of throughput capacity; operating costs are estimated at Y l.51ton.
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lion to screen 3 million tpa. The benefit stream assumes an annual recovery
of about 4 percent of the carbon content of the coal (valued at an economic
price of Y 150/ton). Table 4.1 below summarizes the results.

Table 4.1: BENEFITS OF SCREENING

Carbon Net present Internal rate
recovered value at 10 of return
(000 tpa) (Y million) (2)

(a) Base case (Y 1501ton) 75 19.9 23

(b) Higher capital &
operating costs (202) 75 10.4 16

(c) Allocated price of
coal (Y 60/ton) 75 (20.6) -

The rate of return from such an investment is a healthy 23 percent. Ironic-
ally, if one uses the allocated price of coal, the rate of return falls to
zero. This underlines the fact that coal held at allocated prices creates a
disincentive to making even relatively simple and inexpensive investments for
improving the coal supply and saving carbon.

4.11 Either at minemouth or at coal distribution centers in urban areas,
further investme...ts should be made in screening facilities, sending more sized
coal to industrial and heating boilers and much of the fines to large PCF
utility boilers (with burners designed for fine coal).6/ After screening,
different coals could be blended to achieve more differentiated products. It
would not be necessary or practical to provide stoker boilers with all lump
coal, just a blend with a much higher percentage of larger pieces.71 At the
same time, blending in some lump coal would ease the handling problems of coal
fines delivered to power stations for use in PCF boilers. Chinese authorities
complain that there is not enough sized coal to supply to industrial and heat-
ing boilers. A targeted strategy might, therefore, be necessary--for example,
sending the screened coal to smaller boilers in urban areas, those unlikely to
have carbon recycle equipment or good pollution control. In the future, if
low cost, small industrial circulating FBC boilers are manufactured, fines
could be diverted to them (see paras. 5.16 and 5.17).

4.12 Municipal coal companies might choose to invest in screening facili-
ties, if coal suppliers are slow in doing so. However, there are institu-

6/ Alternatively, the coal could be wet screened, producing a coal water
mixture (CWM) for use in specially designed boilers or burners in
existing stoker boilers.

7/ In any case, coal fines cannot be transported well; they would have to
be blended with some sized coal.
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tional constraints to overcome in screening coal in municipal areas--i.e.,
changes in coal supply arrangements. Large power stations usually receive
their coal directly from supplying mines; they would have to be encouraged to
screen coal on-site or nearby and ship part of the sized coal to industrial
users. In practice, it may not be easy to convince power stations to do this.
Pricing and other incentives would be needed to encourage them, for example
allowing power plants to sell the sized coal at market prices or arranging
trades of lump and fine coal that offer benefits to suppliers on either side
of the transaction. Pilot programs should be undertaken to try to overcome
potential institutional difficulties; they are a priority, in view of the
potential coal savings and environmental benefits to urban areas from screen-
ing investments.

Industrial Briquettes vs. Pelletization

4.13 Where it is impractical to divert the fines to utility boilers,
another approach would be to screen the coal at a central location and, using
the fines, prepare a mixture which could be formed and used in industrial
boilers. Various research groups in China have been experimenting with pro-
duction of industrial briquettes as a way to use coal fines in stoker boilers.81
Impeding the development of industrial briquettes has been the cost of
manufacture.9/ In addition, there are efficiency considerations. While
briquettes increase efficiency because fines are not lost, they also burn
slowly compared to raw coal because of their lower surface area. Heat release
rates are therefore reduced (perhaps making boiler modifications necessary).
A boiler operator needs to be able to extract the energy from his fuel quickly
as well as efficiently. Use of briquettes may result in boiler derating.

4.14 A cheaper way to achieve the same objective of higher combustion
efficiency and lower emissions would be to produce a briquette of much smaller
size than that produced under the present design being advocated in China.
After screening, coal fines could be mixed with a binder, then formed in a
pellet mill. A recommended approach would be to centralize feedstock prepara-
tion but to disperse the pelletization operation--similar to the approach used
in making briquettes for household use.10/

4.15 Small pellet mills could be installed upstream of larger boilers.
The estimated cost would be less than 3 percent of the total boiler cost of a

8/ Briquettes are used in two other applications in China: in household
stoves and in small-scale ammonia production. In both cases, the
briquettes are a way of using high ash anthracite, anthracite fines,
and sometimes other coals.

91 Involving a mild heat treatment process and inclusion of a rather
expensive binder. The first commercial briquetting plant is now being
built in Chongqing, Sichuan province.

10/ Annex 5 discusses briquetting and pelletization further.
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35 tph boiler.ll/ Pellets should cost about the same as briquettes made for
the household sector. In cases of smaller boilers, where the cost of a pellet
mill would not be justified, centralized pelletization might be considered,
although curing would be required to strengthen the pellets, adding to the
cost.

4.16 This suggestion represents a change in direction from what has been
long continuing research on industrial briquettes in China. The potential
differences in cost and efficiency between briquetting and pelletizing make it
worthwhile to investigate further the potential for pelletization--refining
cost estimates and testing the efficiency of use in boilers. The carbon sav-
ings would be similar to those of screening; hence the benefits should be
large. Here again, pilot programs should go forward as quickly as possible.

C. Coal Washing

4.17 Coal washing improves coal quality by separating ash, some sulfur and
other matter from the carbon content of the coal. It is a more technical and
expensive beneficiation process than that of screening.12/ A minority of the
coal produced in China is washed (19 percent), and most of that is coking
coal. Only 10 percent of thermal coal is washed. The percentage of washed
coal has remained about the same over the past decade.

Washing of Coking Coal

4.18 Coking coal has to be washed to reduce ash in order to produce strong
coke used in modern steelmaking. Prime coking coal is in short supply in
China. Yet the technology employed and utilization of some washeries are not
optimal, wasting coal or compromising quality. China currently possesses all
of the significant technology for coal preparation. But considerable improve-
ments in coal washing efficiency and the quality of resulting products could
be achieved by applying available technology in more productive ways. Perhaps
the biggest problem is that the choice of washing technology tends to be dic-
tated by capital cost rather than the higher quality (lower ash content and
lower moisture) of the final product.13/

4.19 Washing plants in China are typically very large (similar to Soviet
designs), and construction times tend to be extremely long. The country would
likely benefit from greater investment in more flexible, medium size plants
that can come onstream faster. There are significant potential savings

11/ Based on data from the UK. Total cost of a 35 tph traveling grate
boiler (including auxiliaries and installation) in China is about Y 2
million; hence a pellet mill would cost about Y 54,000 (based on
financial costs).

12/ The technologies involved are described in Annex 10.

13/ For example, the additional clean coal yield from using the right
technology (dense medium cyclones instead of simple jigging systems)
could be as high as 5 percent and the product would have lower ash.
Moisture could be reduced by investments in thermal drying.
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through retrofitting process configurations and equipment in existing large
washing plants, increasing capacities by up to 20 percent in some plants at an
estimated unit cost 40 percent lower than that of building new plants.
Improving the utilization of washing plants could also save prime coking coal,
which if not washed goes to lower value uses. State washing plants, tied to
state mines, often remain underutilized while coking coal produced nearby is
left unwashed. The rigid institutional structure prevents them from
processing coal from other mines to improve capacity utilization.

4.20 Finally, better funding is needed to improve the scale of very small
washeries found in the local mining sector and to expand washing of coking
coal in this sector. A recommended approach would be greater investment in
development of flexible medium size plants (600,000 - 1 million tpa) which
could draw supplies from a number of small mines in a given area. Access to
credit for such investments would be essential.

Rationale for Washing Steam Coal and Anthracite

4.21 For steam coal and anthracite, the decision to wash coal depends on
four main factors: the level of ash and sulfur and the washability character-
istics of the coal; the strictness of environmental standards; transportation
distances and costs; and combustion economics (quality requirements of consum-
ers). Environmental concerns are the prime motivation for washing. It is one
side of what has become a push-pull* strategy in the West for minimizing
coal-related air pollution--improving the supply of coal to the boiler as well
as making post-combustion investments in pollution control equipment. About
45 percent of steam coal in the United States is washed; washing is increasing
in the United States due to the depletion of higher quality reserves and more
stringent environmental regulations. Over 75 percent of coal is washed in
Europe because of more underground mines working deeper, thinner seams.14/

4.22 Ash and Sulfur Reduction. The principal advantage of coal cleaning
is reduced ash content. A relatively simple washery can reduce ash to about
15 percent. The finer the washing cycle, the greater the potential ash reduc-
tion (and, of course, the higher the cost).15I Even coal fines can be washed,
although it adds about 50 percent to the capital cost of the plant because of
the more sophisticated process involved.16/ Washing of fines helps to reduce
ultrafine emissions.

4.23 Washing also reduces some of the sulfur in the coal--the pyritic
sulfur (small particles of iron pyrite). But, generally, about half of the
sulfur is organic, forming one of various chemical compounds making up the

14/ Such conditions are similar to those in China.

151 There could be as many as three different washing circuits for a given
coal feed. The most simple involves a washery jig, based on separation
by specific gravity.

16/ Called froth flotation, the process involves particle surface
chemistry. This technology is available in China, although the extent
of use is unknown. Most thermal coal washing plants in the United
States wash the coal fines.
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coal, and cannot presently be removed by commercial processes. Sulfur reduc-
tion through conventional coal cleaning is, therefore, typically in the range
of 25-35 percent, although there are coals with pyritic sulfur as high as
80 percent and as low as 10 percent. The variability of coal washability
underlines the fact that an analysis of a specific feed coal must be under-
taken in order to evaluate the economics of a particular washing investment.

4.24 Table 6.5 in Chapter VI shows the important effect washing can have,
particularly in combination with particulate control equipment. For coal
going to small or older boilers, supplying washed coal would be a more cen-
tralized and practical approach than trying to retrofit many of those boilers
with more effective control equipment. It could also reduce some sulfur with-
out resorting to very expensive control technologies, which in any case would
be prohibitive for small to medium size industrial and heating boilers.

4.25 Boiler Benefits. Another advantage of coal cleaning is the reduction
of coal variability, thus helping to match coal quality with boiler design
parameters, improving the combustion efficiency of the boiler. It also
reduces ash-related operating problems, such as slagging, thus reducing or
preventing downtime and additional maintenance costs. The benefits to a power
boiler are particularly large because downtime means reduced electric power.171
A reduction in downtime of 2-4 percent at a 100 MW power plant in China,
valued at a shortage cost of Y 0.50/kWh, would yield economic benefits in the
order of Y 6-11 million per year.18/

4.26 Transport Benefits. Transport savings, when moving coal long dis-
tances, is an important factor in considering washing of high ash coal. The
energy content per ton of coal transported is increased by washing, assuming
the increase in moisture due to cleaning is not too great. In OECD countries,
coal with an ash content of 30 percent would not generally be transported
because of the high cost per unit of calorific value transported and the qual-
ity requirements of coal consumers. Exported coals are all washed, again

17/ Industrial boilers, for the most part, are not required to operate at
nearly so high capacity factors; thus there is more downtime for
maintenance. And they are somewhat more capable of continuing to
operate when supplied with poor quality coal, albeit with difficulty
and at reduced efficiency.

18/ The shortage cost is an economic cost, not an actual financial cost.
It reflects the cost of power shortages in terms of industrial output
foregone (or additional fixed costs entailed by the forced idling of
labor and industrial capacity). In addition, over the long term,
reduction of ash in the coal supply may extend utility boiler life.
These benefits are cited as significant by power plant managers (in the
United States, for example), but they are difficult to quantify because
of the interaction of other variables in boiler operation. Studies of
the benefits of coal washing on boiler performance are quite recent and
require broad data on the boiler population and life. The Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI) in the United States is conducting such
a study.
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because of transport savings and usually the stringent quality requirements of
importers (such as Japan).

4.27 Savings in Ash Disposal Costs. Disposal of bottom and fly ash has
already been identified as a difficult and expensive problem in densely popu-
lated areas. Reduction of ash by washing would save ash disposal costs in
urban areas; the benefits need to be better evaluated and costed but could be
large. While it was not possible to cost urban ash disposal in the context of
this study, it is an important area for follow-up and should be considered in
specific investment analyses.

Disadvantages of Washing

4.28 There are disadvantages to washing also.191 The costs are not incon-
sequential. Capital costs of washing are about Y 35-50 per annual ton of
capacity, about 4-6 times the capital cost of screening (at Y 8/ton).201 In
addition, calorific value is lost in the washing process; to compensate, more
coal (as much as 8 percent more) has to be mined to provide sufficient feed to
the washery. Washery plants must be designed to use a specific coal feed,
making them somewhat inflexible. Washing also adds moisture to the coal,
particularly when washing coal fines, which affects the calorific value per
ton of coal transported and in extreme cases can affect transportability
(although this is less likely with thermal coal than with coking coal).21/
Furthermore, washing plants can be a drain on water supplies and can contri-
bute to water pollution, if closed water circuitry investments are not made.221

4.29 Finally, the ash disposal problem does not go away. Washing trans-
forms an urban ash disposal problem into one of disposing of the washery
refuse at minemouth; the difference is that the waste is more centralized,
therefore potentially easier to handle, and presumably accumulates in an area
where the population density is less. However, mining areas too can suffer
from waste disposal problems (including sizable mining waste). The waste
material, a mixture of ash and some carbon, actually can be used--for example,
in small FBC boilers or in self-fired bricks. If "middlings" are produced
(low calorific value coal) in the washing process, they can be used at mine-

19/ In fact, washing seems to have developed a difficult reputation because
of the problems of existing coking coal washeries. Refer to Annex 11.

20/ Unit capital costs of washing thermal coal in the United States are in
the range of $4-8/ton of annual capacity.

21/ A way to minimize the negative effects of coal cleaning is to screen
the fines and clean only the coarse coal. Only the ash in the coarse
coal is reduced, but the energy losses, moisture addition and costs
will be significantly less by avoiding washing of fines. On the other
hand, washing coal fines could reduce fine and ultrafine emissions.

22/ The technology for closed water circuitry exists in China, but some
plants cut costs by not making such investments.
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mouth power stations, but then effective particulate control should be
installed. Middlings are more commonly produced in washing coking coal.

Economics of Steam Coal Washing

4.30 An illustrative analysis was undertaken to compare the cost of trans-
porting washed coal versus ROM coal from northern Shanxi province to a distant
consumer (1,800 km away). The volume transported is measured in terms of a
constant total calorific value to be delivered to the consumer over the life
of the washery plant. It is based on a volume of 3 million tpa of raw coal
with an ash content of 25 percent and sulfur content of 1.2 percent. The
'transport savings" are measured by a shortage cost which actually reflects
the combination of distance transported and the higher end value in the final
market (as reflected in the free market price).23/ Two cases are considered:
(a) all the washed coal (14 percent ash) going solely to industrial boilers;
and (b) two product streams from the washerys 27 percent of the clean coal
going to industrial boilers (10 percent ash) and 73 percent going to electric
power boilers (16.5 percent ash). The IRR and NPV of estimated cost and bene-
fit streams (discounted at 10 percent) over a 20-year plant life are summa-
rized in Table 4.2. Other assumptions and calculations are shown in Annex 10.

Table 4.2: RESULTS OF WASHING ANALYSIS

Annual
emmission

Dlff r n- Transport A h Sollr Soll-r
tial costs sevings disposal maint. aval I-

Scenario of washing (1,800 km) benefits benefits bility TSP SO0
(s) -- NPV in million yuen -- --- ('000 tonsy

(a) To Industrial/
hoating boilers 1S 195 211 12-2B 86.0 - 16-46 16.4

(b) To Industrial
and utility
boilore 26 195 211 10-19 47.4 116 21-28 16.4

Notes: AIC of ROM coal (c.v. 5,500) a Y 67.5/ton or Y 16.8/S1cal FOB mine Y 88/Meal err.
AIC of washed coal (c.v. 6,800) a Y 117/ton or Y 16.46/Mal FOB mine; Y S7./11cal err.
The differential costs of w*shing represent the difference In mining/washing costs
between ROM coal and wshed coal stated In terms of net present value.

4.31 The analysis indicates that, on the basis of average incremental
cost, washed coal costs about 34 percent more than raw coal on a volume basis
and 17 percent on a calorific value basis (FOB). The 'transport savings'
exceed the full differential cost of washing in this case, indicating signifi-
cant benefits from washing high ash coal moving from Shanxi to East China or
even further away. The breakeven distance is still high, however--about
1,650 km (before any other benefits); it is sensitive to the ash content of
the ROM coal. Where transport distances are lower, the other benefits of
clean coal become more critical. The rates of return shown here (16 percent

23/ The shortage cost used is 7.2 fenltkm. See Annex 10 for the
assumptions underlying this value.
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and 26 percent respectively) include transport benefits. Without the trans-
port benefits, the IRR is negative in case (a) and falls to 8 percent in case
(b). But the emission reductions are not valued in the IRR analysis, and they
of course are significant.

4.32 The Value of Emission Reductions. Particulate reductions in this
scenario are in the order of 20-35,000 tpa and S02 reductions of about
15,000 tpa. (This assumes a range for the effectiveness of particulate con-
trol equipment installed on the user boilerss see assumptions in Annex 10).
Valuing emission reductions is still fraught with problems in most countries
(because it is difficult to quantify the benefits). In practice, a cost
effectiveness analysis would be undertaken, comparing the costs of coal wash-
ing with other pollution control investments. Other benefits, such as trans-
port savings and net ash disposal costs, would also be factored in. In this
particular analysis, the transport benefits completely cover washing costs in
both cases (a) and (b). If, instead, the full costs of washing were assigned
solely to emission reductions, in this example the cost of such reductions
would be in the order Y 0.2-0.3/kg of TSP and S02 reduced.241

4.33 The actual unit cost of washing in a given case will depend on the
effectiveness of pollution control equipment already installed on the target
boilers and the ash content of the ROM coal. Another aspect to be considered
is that industrial and heating boilers generally contribute more to ambient
levels of pollutants than large utility boilers do. From the environmental
standpoint, therefore, the case is strongest for targeting washed coal to
small industrial and heating boilers (or small utility boilers) with poor
pollution control equipment operating in densely populated areas.

4.34 Other Benefits: Ash Removal, Lower Maintenance, Boiler Availability.
Other benefits are estimated roughly. The ash disposal and maintenance bene-
fits valued here are just indicative.25/ In conducting actual analyses,
Chinese authorities should quantify the costs of ash collection and disposal
in urban areas in China and compare them with minemouth disposal or use of
wastes. In the cases presented, the waste buildup at minemouth is significant
(650,000 tpa); this impact must be explicitly considered. Maintenance savings
from use of better coal also should be better defined for both industrial and
utility boilers, through actual testing. Finally, because of the shortage of
electric power, the benefits of reduced downtime and improved boiler perfor-
mance are potentially large for utility boilers, as indicated by the NPV of

24/ NPV of costs divided by total emission reductions. These costs would
have to be compared with other pollution control investment options.

25/ They are based on estimated costs per ton of ash disposal in the United
States and then adjusted downwards to reflect that they are net of
disposal costs at minemouth.
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Y 118 million indicated in this analysis.261 Again, this should be confirmed
by actual surveys and testing.

Expanding Coal Washing

4.35 More thermal coal washing should be undertaken, although washing
investments will not be the appropriate solution in every case. Environmental
authorities should begin immediately to work with the coal industry to evalu-
ate the benefits and costs of expanding washing capacity for both steam coal
and anthracite. Expanded investments in washing should be considered in both
centrally-controlled state mines and at the provincial level and below, in
areas where the coal quality and user needs suggest washing would be appro-
priate.

4.36 As a first step, the following measures should be taken: (a) analyze
the washability of coals and the costs of ash and sulfur reductions in differ-
ent regions to identify priority arease (b) estimate ash disposal costs both
in urban areas and minemouth; (c) start testing programs to understand better
the benefits to boilers of using cleaner coal; and (d) investigate ways to
improve the design and equipment used in domestic washeries. Particularly
important from an environmental standpoint is to evaluate the costs of fine
coal washing as a means of reducing emissions of fine and ultrafine particu-
lates in urban areas. Both Japan and the United States have industry-
sponsored research institutes which investigate the technical feasibility and
economics of coal washing and other technologies used in the electric power
industry. China needs such a research capability but with a broader mandate
to investigate the effects of clean coal going to industrial boilers as well
as utility boilers. Instituting such a facility should be a priority.

4.37 Institutional and pricing constraints must also be addressed. In
other countries, environmental regulations have forced coal users (usually
large power plants) to demand clean coal (stimulating the supply) and pay the
higher costs. The costs then have usually been passed on to consumers. Also,
transport costs penalize movements of high ash coal. In China, current insti-
tutional rigidities in supplying coal and the lack of pricing incentives in
the allocation of coal and transport create a difficult environment for pro-
moting coal washing. Municipal governments, in fact, have tended to ignore
the role of washing, while promoting more capital intensive investments to try
to reduce urban air pollution. Strong central and provincial government sup-
port for washing investments is, therefore, essential--providing incentives
and funding on the supply side and implementing stronger environmental regu-
lations on the user side to create the necessary motivation.

4.38 No doubt washing will raise the capital costs of the coal supply.
Assuming an increase in steam coal washing, from 48 million tons in 1987 to
160 million tons in 2000 (representing an estimated 22 percent of steam coal
supplies at that time), the capital requirements would be in the order of

261 This is based on a 2 percent increase in availability of client utility
boilers (about seven 100 MW units); the additional electricity is
valued at the economic shortage cost of Y 0.50/kWh for the first 10
years of plant operations.
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Y 5.7 billion, including price contingencies.271 This does not include the
additional mining costs or the costs of fine coal washing. Another Y 6-7 bil-
lion will be needed to expand washing capacity for coking coal.281 Therefore,
the benefits of washing have to be carefully evaluated and clearly understood
in order to raise support to make the necessary investments.

D. The Anthracite Market

Competins Needs

4.39 China produces over 200 million tons of anthracite, a proportion
which is high relative to most countries. The majority comes from Shanxi
province, but other production is scattered over the southern coalfields.
Anthracite is favored for household cooking because it is a low volatile,
"smokeless* coal. Other specialized uses for anthracite compete with house-
hold and commercial needs, including small and medium size ammonia and cement
plants.29/ Some anthracite (primarily anthracite fines) is even burned in
power plants. The industrial users often pay free market prices for sized
anthracite. The household market remains under the allocation system and
generally receives lower quality anthracite, anthracite fines (which is formed
into briquettes) or locally available bituminous coals.

4.40 Because of the need for good quality anthracite in the residential/
commercial sector, the anthracite market should be considered a unique market,
and the competing demands of users evaluated according to economic and envi-
ronmental criteria. Opportunities to rationalize the market through changes
in incentives and policies should be considered--for instance, new pricing and
regulatory policies in the household sector and a program to upgrade and
improve operating techniques in the ammonia industry, minimizing coal require-
ments.

Potential Role of Washed Anthracite in Households

4.41 There has been no investigation of the potential for using sized,
washed anthracite as a household fuel because of the additional cost of wash-
ing, the view that sized anthracite is in shortage, and the competing use of
sized anthracite in the ammonia industry. The advantage of using sized,
washed anthracite in households is that it would be a cleaner, higher calo-
rific value fuel and could be used in more versatile appliances (such as
cooker/water boilers), which (because of water heating) achieve higher effi-
ciencies than small stoves (up to 60 percent vs. less than 25 percent). In
terms of emissions per unit of useful heat, using washed anthracite could
reduce unit TSP emissions by as much as 20 percent compared to presently used
honeycomb briquettes (because of the former's lower ash and lack of a binder).30/

27/ Based on a 1989 capital cost of Y 35/ton.

28/ See Annex 11 for assumptions.

29/ Refer to para. 5.47 and Annex 9.

30/ This is based on a desk study using typical Chinese coals. See
Annex 5, para. 29.
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It should also reduce distribution and ash disposal costs. Considering
these factors, the use of washed, sized anthracite may not be significantly
more expensive than honeycomb briquettes. In addition, anthracite fines could
be washed and used as a feedstock for cured briquettes which offer lower emis-
sions and greater durability.311 Environmental and municipal authorities
should begin to investigate the benefits and costs of using washed anthracite
or cured briquettes using anthracite fines because of growing concern over
indoor air pollution and, therefore, the lmportance of improving the coal
supply to small household cooking and heating stoves. This is discussed
further in Chapter VII on household coal use.

311 Curing drives off the volatiles in the coal and improves durability.
In the UK, anthracite fines are washed, via froth flotation, to
4-5 percent ash and used as a feedstock for low and high-temperature
cured briquettes, which are then used in joint cookers/water heaters.
Anthracite is the principal coal allowed in th.e household sector in the
UK because of smokeless fuel requirements in that sector.
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V. IMPROVING COAL AND ENERGY USE IN INDUSTRY AND ELECTRIC POWER

5.1 Coal consumption in industry and electric power sectors represents
about 76 percent of total coal consumption--over 700 million tons of coal.
Clearly, measures to conserve coal and improve its use in these sectors are
essential in order to reduce the energy intensity of the economy and the rela-
ted environmental impact. Many of the technologies and solutions commonly
raised in China when discussing improved coal utilization are the "high techO
solutions (FBC, coal gasification, coal water slurry, CGCC and coal liquefac-
tion). While some of these technologies have a role to play, particularly in
the longer term, the potential gains from less technical, lower cost solutions
have not been fully exploited. These include: improving the coal supply;
assuring the operating efficiency and techni:el quality of conventional indus-
trial and utility boilers; upgrading domestic industrial equipment; and
rationalizing processes and energy use in existing industrial plants, large
and small. Measures have been taken in a number of these areas over the past
decade, but there is much further to go in deepening industrial efficiency.

5.2 This chapter focuses on opportunities to raise the thermal efficiency
of the large industrial and utility boiler population and to implement various
energy saving measures at the plant level, including fuel substitution to
utilize methane rich gas arising from industrial activities. Opportunities
for coal savings in major coal-using industries (steel, ammonia and building
materials) through modernization and upgrading are also discussed.

A. Improving the Efficiency of Industrial Boilers

Potential Savings from Improved Efficiency

5.3 More than 300,000 industrial boilers operate in the Chinese economy,
spanning many different industries; about 90 percent of them are coal-fired.
Coal consumption in industrial boilers and kilns--reaching over 350 million
tpa in 1987--has been growing at 4-5 percent per annum over the past decade.
The capacities of industrial boilers range from one ton of steam per hour
(stph) up to about 250 stph.1/ The majority of industrial boilers (82 per-
cent) are small units. The average efficiency is estimated at 55-60 percent
--low compared to 80 percent efficiency typical in OECD countries.2/ Larger
units, equal to or above 6 stph, usually have efficiencies of over 60 percent.
A profile of industrial boilers is presented in Table 5.1 and shows the
problems of size and efficiency.

11 About a fourth of industrial boilers are 'package' type; they are
completely fabricated in the shops and then connected at the operating
site.

21 The efficiencies of very small units can be as low as 40 percent.
Boilers of less than 1 stph have been dramatically reduced since the
early 1980s, however, when published data indicated about double the
present number.
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Table 5.ls BREAKDOVN OF INDUSTRIAL BOILERS BY CAPACITY
(1988 data)

Capacity (tph) <1 1-4 6-20 >35
Estimated number of boilers ('000) 51 195 48 6
2 of total 17 65 16 2

Estimated thermal efficiency (X) <50 50-60 60-70 60-70

Sources HMEI.

5.4 Improving the scale of boilers and raising their overall efficiency
to 70-80 percent could save 60-100 million tons of steam coal per annum at
present utilization rates. At an economic price of coal of Y 1S0/ton, the
annual savings would be Y 9-18 billion. Actually, the savings would translate
into production and transport capacity freed up to meet additional energy
demand as the economy grows. The potential impact would be very large,
although disaggregated among many users.

5.5 The low thermal efficiency of boilers is attributed to the following
causes:

* mismatch and poor quality of coal delivered to boilers;

* the small size of boilers, a reflection of industrial scale;

* poor operation and maintenance, including preventive maintenance;

* the varying quality of boilers, though perhaps meeting national stan-
dards;

* lack of specialized manufacturing equipment and tools suited to qual-
ity boiler manufacturing; and

* low quality of boiler accessorieslauxiliaries.

5.6 The life of industrial boilers is relatively short--10-15 years.3/
The costs of retrofitting small boilers with perhaps only half their life
remaining are probably prohibitive. To the extent that boilers are retired
when they should be, there will be opportunities to replace the existing
boiler population over the next 20 years. This underlines the importance of
improving the size and technical efficiency of the next generation of boilers
over the medium term.

5.7 But many boilers continue to be operated beyond their normal life.
While a campaign is conducted to phase out the most inefficient boilers and to
improve the technical efficiency of new ones, short term measures should go

31 In contrast, utility boilers cen operate for 30 years.
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forward also--improving the coal supplied to these boilers and training oper-
ators. A series of measures to increase boiler efficiency are outlined in
Table 5.2 and discussed below.

Table 5.2: MEASURES TO INCREASE BOILER EFFICIENCY

Measure Potential effect

1. Immediate (particularly in
densely populated areas)s

- Screen coal to separate Carbon savings and improved combustion
according to size and con- efficiency
sumer requirements

- Pelletize fines Carbon savings/better combustion
- Retrofit boilers with carbon Carbon savings and improved combustion
and char recycle equipment efficiency
and underbed feeding of coal

- improve operations/maintenance Higher operating efficiency
- Utilize boiler and fly ash Use of unburned carbon
by creating incentives for
sale and purchase

2. Medium Term:

- Expand thermal coal washing Better coal quality to match boiler
design; lower ash and sulfur content

- introduce standards for new Higher overall boiler efficiency
boilers

- Improve mass manufacturing Higher overall boiler efficiency
and introduce larger, more
efficient boilers

- Replace older, smaller boilers Higher overall boiler efficiency
- Improve existing bubbling Utilization of low rank coals and
bed FBC technology improved pollution control

- Develop industrial size Enhanced fuel flexibility
circulating FBC

Operating Improvements

5.8 There are reports that many boilers are operated below design stan-
dards, although it is difficult to gauge the extent of this problem, particu-
larly given the problems of the coal supply which operators must deal with.
Differences in boiler operator skills may result in variations of up to
15 percent in boiler efficiency. Adequate operator training in combustion
control techniques and maintenance is needed to promote good boiler operation,
but this is difficult to assure with so many small boilers operating through-
out industry and providing central heating.
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5.9 Municipal conservation centers, established in various cities over
the past 10 years, ought to be used as the focal point for renewed support and
implementation of operator training programs and efficiency counseling. Pro-
grams are needed which are specifically geared to small-scale plants and
should be supported by various institutions at the local level (including
municipal planning commissions).4/ But, most important are the incentives at
the plant level to assure good operating and maintenance practices.

Manufacturing Better Industrial Boilers

5.10 Because of the importance of improving the next generation of boiler
stock (and, indeed, pollution control equipment as well), improvements in
manufacturing capabilities should be given priority over the medium term.
MMEI and various regional engineering and research institutes, responsible for
development of industrial and utility boiler technology, are indeed aware of
the problems and seek to improve boiler efficiencies.5/ They recognize the
need for an integrated approach, from the analysis of coal types and combus-
tion testing to overall boiler design, including auxiliaries. Resource con-
straints, particularly lack of funds, restrict progress. Researchers indicate
that their laboratory and testing equipment is old and out of date; budget
constraints prevent substantial improvements.

5.11 Movement from the design and test stage to implementation at the mass
manufacturing level appears to be an even more critical problem.6/ New,
larger industrial boilers produced in China can reach thermal efficiencies of
75-80 percent, although this performance is test design rather than normal
operating performance.7/ Mass manufacturing standards are poor, and Chinese
studies indicate that about two-thirds of boilers fail to meet design specifi-
cations with respect to rated output and heat efficiency. The technical capa-
bilities to improve industrial boilers generally exist, but there are insuffi-
cient resources and incentives to introduce new designs, transform existing
manufacturing facilities, and upgrade manufacturing and testing equipment.

41 In Japan, for example, local governments in major cities have taken the
lead in preparing guidelines for combustion and air pollution control
in small-scale facilities and conducting training for workers handling
boilers.

5/ Staff of the following institutes were interviewed during the study:
MMEI staff, Shanghai Industrial Boiler Research Institute, Shanghai
Power Equipment Research Institute, Beijing Electrical Research
Institute, Harbin Power System Engineering and Research Institute,
China National Machinery Engineering Corporation and the China National
Electric Equipment Corporation.

6/ There are several hundred industrial boiler manufacturers.

7/ Test design is not usually replicated in mass manufacturing, as testing
conditions are controlled and optimal; greater instrumentation and
controls are fitted on test boilers than are ultimately available to
the mass market. But test performance indicates what is achievable, if
the incentives are there to improve manufacturing capabilities and to
install instrumentation.
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Given the importance of improving industrial use, boiler improvements should
be given much greater priority. Boiler standards should be raised and phased
in. More resources should go to testing and manufacturing equipment and
improvement of materials used and auxiliaries on boilers. Chinese authorities
indicate that they are interested in further joint manufacturing with foreign
partners in order to improve production methods and quality control; they
point out that the boiler 'body" could be produced in China. Such opportuni-
ties should be promoted vigorously because of the important technology trans-
fer, including managerial know-how and production efficiencies, which could
come from such arrangements.

5.12 Technical Improvements in Conventional Boilers. Usually the largest
single loss of energy is the heat in the combustion gases leaving the boiler.
Technical improvements to reduce losses are possible in the following areas:
better air control; air preheating and thermal insulation; and better boiler
control festures.8/ 'While improving air control is relatively cheap, install-
ing heat recovery equipment and improving the quality of materials used in the
manufacturing process can be expensive. Such improvements would raise the
cost of boilers. If the prices of boilers are administratively controlled,
there is no incentive on the manufacturing side to make technical improvements
that raise up-front costs (no matter what the value of later operating sav-
ings).

5.13 Lack of controls and instrumentation, both indicating and recording
devices, is another key problem, particularly for large industrial and utility
boilers. It is important to be able to control carefully and to have reliable
and accurate measurements of a number of material and energy variables.91
Such auxiliary instruments and related spare parts often require foreign
exchange. Domestic manufacturing industries are penalized under the existing
foreign exchange allocation system because they often do not generate enough
foreign exchange to pay for such imports. Utilizing and developing
electronics capabilities to build modern control systems for boilers (and
plants) is an important area for future innovation and commercialization.

5.14 Improvements to Handle the Use of Coal Fines. In addition to improv-
ing the coal supply by better screening and blending practices (as discussed
in Chapter IV), there are various boiler improvements which would improve com-
bustion of fines. Installing carbon recycle equipment is a priority because
It reduces the carbon lost in coal fines going up the flue stack. Carbon
recycle units represent a modest added investment and are also an essential

8I Energy losses are reduced hys (a) limiting excess combustion air;
(b) adding heat recovery tubes (called "economizers") to recycle the
heat into boiler feedwater and into the combustion air via air
preheaters; and (c) assuring the quality and proper insulation of
boiler casing to prevent air leaks.

9/ These include: fuel feed, stack gas and combustion gas temperatures,
gas passage pressure drop through heat exchanger sections in the boiler
(an indication of ash accumulations and of consequent poor heat
transfer), air flows and gas flows, steam temperatures and flows, and
excess air, measured by inexpensive C02 meters or oxygen meters.
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Table 5.3: COAL SAVINGS FROM BOILER REPLACEMENT
(for a capacity of 1 Mcal/hr)

Heat supply Gcal 2.00 4.00 6.00
Coal requirements ton 0.80 1.60 2.40
Coal savings (301) ton 0.24 0.48 0.72
- at Y 100lt Y 24.00 48.00 72.00
- at Y 150lt Y 36.00 72.00 108.00

The payback period for boiler replacement extends from 2 years (high coal
price, high utilization) to 12.5 years (low coal price, low utilization).
Boiler replacement has an economic rate of return of more than 10 percent if
annual savings in operating costs exceed Y 40 per Mcal/h of installed capa-
city. Coal use efficiency is the major source of reductions in operating
costs and the one considered in the table above; however, modern boilers also
offer opportunities for savings in other operating and maintenance outlays.

National Policies

5.19 Improving the next generation boiler stock is not simply a task for
MMEI, but should capture the attention of other agencies in the government
concerned about energy savings and pollution control. Creating better mana-
gerial incentives at the manufacturing level and encouraging competition
should foster a better environment for innovation and quality control. In
addition, relaxation of the foreign exchange allocation system and more access
to foreign exchange by the domestic machinery industry would facilitate needed
intermediate technical imports. Opportunities for technology transfer in all
forms should be promoted actively.

5.20 The impetus for better quality boilers must come from the demand side
as well. If energy prices and boiler standards are low, or plant managers are
not held responsible for operating costs or meeting pollution control stan-
dards, there are no incentives for buyers to pay more for more efficient,
higher performance boilers with good pollution control equipment. Further-
more, greater efficiency will come with use of larger size boilers in plants
of better scale.

B. Raising the Efficiency of Utility Boilers

Thermal Power Capacity

5.21 At end-1988, about 70,000 MM of thermal electric power capacity had
been installed. By year 2000, an additional 60,000-90,000 14W are planned,
although this target may be very difficult to meet because of the high invest-
ment requirements.l2l The average load factor for the entire power system is

121 Domestically manufactured utility boilers range from very small units
of only a few MW to units of 300 KW. Currently, 600 MM units are being
manufactured under license. The nine major manufacturers of utility
boilers have a production capacity of about 8,000 MW per year.
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74 percent, which is very high. Yet there continue to be acute shortages of
electricity in the eastern and southern parts of the country; these shortages
are sometimes exacerbated by lack of coal. Electricity for industry and resi-
dential buildings is systematically rationed in many cities.

Scale of Plants and Energy Efficiency

5.22 Raising coal use efficiency in the electric power sector depends on
how quickly capacity can be expanded by installing large, high verformance
boilers (300 MW and above) and by improving operating efficiency in existing
plants. The majority of power boilers in operation are in the 125-200 MW
range, but about 46 percent are under 100 MW. Average coal consumption is
430 gce/kWh (including plant utilities). Between 10-20 percent of electric
power capacity is comprised of very small power plants (<25 MW); unit coal
consumption in such plants is as much as 600 gce/kWh. In contrast, new 300 KW
plants in China consume less than 400 gce/kWh (380-390 gce/kWh). Consumption
in larger (600 MW) plants can be below 328 gce/kWh based on experience in
other countries.131 Average coal consumption should therefore come down as
new, larger units come onstream. In addition, improving the coal supply and
plant operations and maintenance should bring average consumption down in
existing plants.

5.23 Large units cannot be built at a very rapid pace. Continuing power
shortages therefore create incentives for enterprises, municipalities and
provinces to build smaller power plants to meet their needs. Reports are that
small scale power investment has increased dramatically (one estimate is by
40 percent) over the last five years, spurred by the growth in profitable
rural industries needing electric power to operate and therefore willing to
pay high prices.14/ Plants based on both coal and even diesel have been built.
They have been designed at a small enough scale to escape central government
review. The actual number of these plants is unknown, but they are very evi-
dent across the countryside and raise average energy consumption in the power
sector. While new construction of such plants was officially prohibited in
1989, there are still strong economic pressures to build them. This situation
makes it imperative to continue rapidly with electric power development based
on plants above 100 MW.15/

13/ Consumption in units at supercritical steam temperature and pressure,
not yet introduced in China, is well below that. New 600 MW plants-
reach conversion efficiencies of 36-37 percent in OECD countries.
Currently, conversion efficiency of Chinese boilers is 30 percent.

14/ In southern Jiangsu, a price of 70 fenlkWh is cited, which is about
seven times the official tariff. Electric power rights (based on
allocations) are also traded among firms. In a number of areas, large
state enterprises generate their own electricity but also sell to the
power grid; the 'free market, price of electricity is high enough to
make such practices attractive.

15/ Indeed, after 1992/93, all units planned in East China's main grid will
reportedly be 600 MW units.
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5.24 It is worth exploring ways to pool capital for larger scale power
development in interested provinces or regions in order to stop very small-
scale development. The investment approval system needs to allow more flexi-
bility in order to encourage better scale investments at the provincial level.
Actually, various "outside-plan' arrangements have already developed.
Regional or provincial power plants make arrangements to supply electricity to
rural industries which supply additional (market) coal to them or provide
capital for new power investments. Such informal arrangements occur in lieu
of more organized capital markets which could raise funding for additional
expansion.

5.25 If the modern power sector continues to grow at the fast rate which
has been achieved in recent years, by 1995 about half of the coal-fired gener-
ating capacity will be of recent vintage. If that expansion slows, however,
more small scale plants are likely to crop up. Coal consumption in the year
2000 could range from 420 to 490 million, depending on the extent of newly
installed modern capacity.l61 The potential savings therefore are in the
order of 70 million tons per annum; the opportunity value (at Y 150/ton) is
Y 10.5 billion annually.

5.26 The transition to better scale is also important because of the
reduced environmental impact. Older, smaller power plants are reported to be
serious local sources of pollution, but are kept operating because of the
urgent need for electric power. Larger modern plants, in addition to conserv-
ing coal, are likely to have better emission control equipment, and their flue
gas stacks are higher.

Other Developments in the Power Sector

5.27 Minemouth Power Generation. Greater minemouth power generation is
planned over the next ten years, particularly in association with new coal
mine development. This should conserve carbon by providing more opportunities
to utilize washery 'middlings" and waste.171 Middlings produced in washeries
in Shanxi are sometimes transported long distances because there are no uses
for the coal nearby; in view of their low energy value, long distance
transport would appear uneconomic. Further minemouth power generation could
reduce such practices. In addition, to the extent that grid interconnections
are needed anyway to increase power supply reliability, minemouth power could
be supplied to major consuming nodes, reducing the amount of coal transported.
However, this is not generally applicable for distances exceeding 500 km and
for very large energy transfers. In such cases, transporting coal may prove
cheaper than transmitting power, and a study optimizing energy flows would be
warranted.

16/ Coal consumption of utility boilers is based on projected installed
thermal power capacity of 130,000-160,000 KW (from a base of 70,000 MW
in 1988). The efficiency assumed is 420 gce/kWh at the lower bound of
capacity and 400 gcelkWh if the higher level of capacity is reached.
The calorific value of the coal is assumed to be 5,000 kcallkg.

17/ Minemouth power stations using middlings must be equipped with good
particulate control equipment, however.
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5.28 Role of Coal Water Slurry. Plans are being made to convert existing
oil-fired power boilers to coal-fired units by making investments in coal
water slurry (CWS).181 This approach does not appear to be economic. Few
boilers in the West have been converted to CWS because it substantially
derates boilers designed for oil (by 20-50 percent), involves significant
investment costs, and increases particulate emissions (which then must be con-
trolled). Careful consideration of overall costs should be made before going
ahead with such investments. CWS could be attractive under very specific
circumstances: using a very low ash product at reasonable cost.

5.29 CWS may be more promising as a transport option--to transport coal,
via a pipeline, to dedicated coal-fired utility boilers (rather than retro-
fitted oil-fired boilers). CWS pipelines require lower capital and are faster
to build than new railroads. On the other hand, they are not as flexible as
railways in terms of facilitating other economic activities and require
imported equipment. In view of the extent of dedicated rail capacity for
coal, the significance of flexibility may not be great, however. Feasibility
studies indicate satisfactory returns are possible in cases where large vol-
umes of CWS (5 million tons) are supplied by pipeline to dedicated coal-fired
utility boilers. The economics have to be evaluated carefully for a particu-
lar route and end use.

Electricity Savings Through End-Use Technology Changes

5.30 China has the opportunity to benefit from various innovations in
materials and technologies which offer electricity savings. Several key areas
are: lighting (e.g., compact fluorescent lamps), refrigerators and machinery
motors. In the West, for example, compact fluorescent lamps cost considerably
more than incandescent lighting, but they consume 75-85 percent less electri-
city and last four to five times longer than incandescent floodlamps (even
longer for bulbs).19/ Demand for refrigerators in China is growing; hence,
there is an opportunity to introduce efficient models. The efficiency of
machinery motors and turbines can be improved with introduction of advanced
technologies. Some of these technologies depend on having a well-developed
electronics industry and currently are expensive. Greater support for tech-
nology transfer and adaptation in these areas and in the related manufacturing
infrastructure could lead to faster introduction of more efficient end-use
designs and technologies. The electric power industry should be active in
encouraging greater end-use efficiency (through incentives); programs in
Europe and Japan have been successful in this regard. Of course, without a
rational price structure to start from, an incentive program may not work
effectively.

18/ CWS, also called coal water mixture (CWM), is produced by mixing finely
washed coal with chemical additives to stabilize it. It can be
transported by rail tanker cars or by specially designed pipelines.
See Annex 12.

191 See A. Fickett et al., lEfficient Use of Electricity," Scientific
American, September 1990, pp. 65-74.
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Rationalization of Electricity Tariffs

5.31 The average "official" price of electricity remains very low (a 1988
East China tariff study found rates to be 20-50 percent below the LRMC of sup-
ply). Since 1988, however, surcharges have been levied on industrial t3ers,
and new plants have been allowed to charge higher prices--60-100 percent above
"old electricity" prices. By 1995, new plants could represent about half of
total capacity, and tariffs, on average, may then exceed the average LRHC of
power generation. Already some large industries with high growth rates pay
prices, at the margin, higher than the LRMC of supply. The current structure
needs revamping, though, to alleviate distortions and to make retail charges
more transparent and directly related to use. There are actually five catego-
ries of tariffs: small industry, commerce, large industry, agriculture, bulk
sales and lighting. Lighting is metered separately for all consumers. Only
the industry and commerce categories feature a capacity charge. Tariffs do
not reflect increases in cost of service differentials for lower voltage
levels and consumption at peak hours. The lower the voltage, the larger the
subsidy. In each regional system, the LRMC should be calculated based on
sources of supply (thermal and hydro) and a plan formulated to rationalize
bulk purchase tariffs and tariffs for retail sales to final users.

C. Plant-Level Energy Rationalization

5.32 At the plant level, various measures offer high payoffs in energy
efficiencies. They include energy process design changes and use of indus-
trial waste heat and coal waste after combustion or processing. Impeding
these measures are several constraints: institutional barriers, making coop-
eration among enterprises difficult; lack of price incentives to encourage
cooperation among different entities or rationalization within a plant; insuf-
ficient operating control or management incentives to reduce operating costs;
and lack of training in some energy-saving techniques.

Enersy Audits

5.33 China has made significant progress in conducting energy audits of
large plants as part of conservation efforts over the past decade. Techniques
now used in OECD countries could also be applied. For example, various heat-
ing and cooling steps are often performed independently with suboptimal or no
energy recovery. A systematic diagnosis could identify the heat transfers
that bring process efficiency close to its theoretical maximum.20/ A typical
retrofit would include heat exchangers, pipes and redefinition of a few pro-
cess parameters. Energy audits based on such state-of-the-art methods would
probably be cost-effective for many large and medium size industrial installa-
tions in China: chemicals, agroprocessing, cement and refineries. Each plant
of substantial capacity also could benefit from having an "efficiency engi-
neer," whose job would be to monitor and suggest ways to improve operating and
energy efficiency on a day-to-day basis.

201 By dividing process units into two thermodynamically separate processes
and identifying heat transfers within. This is referred to as "PINCH"
technology. B. Limhoff and R. Smith, 'The Pinch Principle,"
Mechanical Engineering, February 1988.
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Cogeneration by Industrial Boilers

5.34 A number of industrial boilers produce high pressure steam which can
be used for power generation before it is utilized as process heat. It
involves retrofitting boilers with back pressure turbines and generators, the
output of which can displace or supplement power generation from the grid.
The efficiency of such combined heat and power generation typically exceeds
75 percent, and the power output exceeds 400 kWh per Gcal of heat. Even when
electric power is valued at the low tariff of 5.5 fenlkWh, this retrofit has a
financial rate of return above 10 percent. The savings on electric power
reduce the net cost of heat below that obtained before retrofitting. In an
environment of endemic power shortages. the economic benefits are even more
considerable: the value of the power generated in a single year should exceed
the incremental cost of retrofitting.

5.35 Efforts are being made in several areas to promote central steam/heat
generation and even cogeneration for groups of industries. This is being
promoted in southern Jiangsu and seems to have merit from an efficiency per-
spective (i.e. using more efficient technology and better O&M practices to
achieve operating efficiencies). Beijing is extending this concept to support
formation of private utilities, also providing central heating for residential
buildings.

Utilization of Coal Ash and Waste

5.36 Some parts of China have been active in utilizing boiler and fly ash
and washery by-products. But at the national level MOE estimates that only
about 25 percent of boiler ash is reused (up from 15 percent reported in the
early 19809). Utilization of boiler ash (both bottom ash and collected fly
ash) and coal washery wastes saves energy by using the carbon therein. Fly
ash can be used in manufacturing gypsum, an important building material in
strong demand in China, although quality factors have to be considered. It is
also used as a road filler. Both boiler ash and washery waste can be used in
producing self-fired bricks, saving energy and, by virtue of the self-firing
technique, reducing kiln emissions. Pluidized bed combustion (FBC) boilers
can also burn washery waste. In each application, however, the costs of
transport and utilization have to be weighed against the costs of ash dis-
posal.

5.37 Waste utilization can be problematic in any country, and various
countries have designed incentive programs to prompt use of coal ash. While
authorities in China encourage ash and waste recycling and have allowed mar-
kets to develop, there still are reports of price constraints and market con-
trols. Given the seriousness of the problem every effort should be made to
reduce market constraints at provincial and local levels; incentive programs,
carefully conceived, may be necessary in order to reduce institutional iner-
tia.
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D. Utilization of Methane Rich Gas From Industrial Sources

Medium Calorific Value Gas From Industrial Processes

5.38 In addition to steam generation, the industrial sector requires Sig-
nificant amounts of energy for direct process heat applications such as crude
oil heaters in oil refineries. These applications traditionally use premium
fuels such as oil or natural gas. Coal can be used for these applications via
technologies such as micronized coal, slagging combustion and circulating FBC.
Low-cost coal gasification, via small gas producers or cyclic water gas reac-
tors, is an effective way to use coal in place of gas or oil. Opportunities
for fuel substitution in two industries, refineries and steel plants, are
discussed below and should be investigated in individual cities.

5.39 Refineries. There are two sources of energy savings within refiner-
ies. First, substituting coal for oil in producing process heat in oil refin-
eries could increase the refined product yield by 5-10 percent with no
increase in the input of crude oil; given the shortage of oil products in
China, this would represent important savings. Second, gasifying coal and
substituting this relatively low value gas for methane rich fuel gases derived
from refining represents a very large potential source of low cost town gas.
The theoretical supply would be 8-12 percent of the crude oil: 80-120 x
1012 kcallyear or 18-27 billion m3/year. The potential supply is large, when
one considers that it is comparable to current natural gas production of
14 billion m3. The initial capital cost would be in the order of Y 150/Gcal,
compared with Y 380/Gcal for a modern coal gasification plant. Average incre-
mental costs would be about Y 40Gcal; gas prices, however, are generally held
at only Y 25tGcal. Low gas prices, therefore, make such investments unattrac-
tive. There are also institutional constraints, which are more easily over-
come if prices are right.21/

5.40 Integrated Steel Plants. Many municipalities are already using
medium calorific value gas produced in municipal coke ovens for industrial and
household use. Similarly, coke ovens at large integrated steel plants gener-
ate methane rich gas which is apparently often used in-plant because of the
large energy needs. Investments in gas producers using steam coal could
release the richer gas for higher value uses, such as town gas. The theore-
tical volume of gas produced in the coking industry is also large--67 x
1012 kcal/year.22/ Again, the AIC would be about Y 40/Gcal. Obviously, there
is no interest in making investments to free this gas at current prices.

Gas Utilization at the Coal Mining Stage

5.41 Coal seams are another source of methane rich gas. For mine safety
reasons, gas ventilation is a common practice in the mining industry world-
wide, but most of the gas is just wasted. Both mine ventilation and naturally

21! An example where price incentives have operated to draw out energy
supplies is the case of electric power. Various large state
enterprises generate their own electricity and sell excess power to the
local power grid at negotiated prices.

221 See Annex 8 for a further discussion.
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occurring gas seepage release methane to the atmosphere, wasting a potential
resource while contributing to ozone depletion in the atmosphere.23/ Coalbed
methane is now being exploited on a small scale in several countries, includ-
ing China.24/ Various techniques are used to drain the gas before or during
mining and then to utilize it at the mine or, if the methane content is high
enough, as pipeline quality gas.

5.42 Only about 250-300 million m3 per annum are presently utilized in
China--for household gas and some industry use in mining communities. Chinese
authorities have considered this a potential source of gas for a long time,
but lack of resources, low gas prices and probably some institutional inertia
(coal companies worldwide prefer to mine coal and balk at becoming gas compa-
nies) have deterred investments on a larger scale. Given China's extensive
and deep underground reserves, the potential could be large, although the
complexity of the geology and seam permeability are additional factors affect-
ing exploitation. The economics, of course, are site specific. Because of
the potential benefits of drilling drainage holes prior to mine development,
extensive coal seam gas evaluations should be undertaken on a timely basis in
major mining areas.

E. Plant Rationalization and Modernization in
Major Coal-Using Industries

5.43 Annex 9 discusses in greater detail the opportunities for saving coal
in four major coal-using industries: steel, ammonia, cement and brick-making
industries. These industries each represent different challenges. In steel-
making, a large coal consumer, there are savings achievable by improving coal
and other commodity inputs, investing further in modern plants and optimizing
operating techniques in existing large plants. In the ammonia industry,
upgrading some existing small plants offers energy savings of as much as
30 percent. Over the longer term, diversification to natural gas or gas from
modern coal gasification would have a big impact because of the much higher
efficiencies of gas as a feedstock. Modernization in the cement industry,
including better pollution control, promises both material and energy savings,
although transportation bottlenecks and proximity to the market will still be
factors in the optimal size of plants. In the brick-making industry, the key
is diffusion of known improved techniques within China as this is an industry
that is likely to remain dispersed and community-centered. Progress in build-
ing insulation, thus reducing brick thicknesses, could have an impact also.

Coal Use in the Steel Industry

5.44 Almost 100 million tons of coal are used in the steel industry,
including associated utilities. One avenue for potential savings is in
improving and rationalizing the coking coal supply, as discussed in Chapter
TV. Large savings are also possible by reducing the coke requirements per ton

231 Methane is a potent greenhouse gas, estimated to be 20 times stronger
than carbon dioxide on a weight basis over a 100 year period.

24/ Other countries utilizing mine gas to varying degrees are the United
States, Australia, the UK, Germany, and Poland.
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of steel produced in the blast furnace and increasing the ratio of finished
steel to iron.

5.45 Improved efficiency in the industry is usually measured by the coke
rate (kg of cokelton of pig iron). The average coke rate in China of 550 com-
pares well with those of various industrialized economies, although there is
still room for further improvement.251 An important operating measure by
which to reduce use of coke per ton of iron is to maximize the use of steam
coal injection (PCI) in the tuyeres of the blast furnace. This can reduce
metallurgical coal requirements by 20-30 percent. PCI is already used in some
plants in China, but could be expanded further. The lack of steel scrap (more
available in mature economies) also affects overall coal requirements per ton
of finished coal. Converting scrap requires one-fifth the energy of convert-
ing iron ore.26/ The central scrap collection system in China reportedly does
not work well, however; provincial hoarding (for use in local foundries) inhi-
bits the flow of useful steel scrap to the modern steel industry nationwide.

5.46 Over the medium to long term, continued modernization and development
of larger, well-integrated basic oxygen furnace (BOF) plants will substan-
tially raise efficiency by allowing the phasing out of remaining open hearth
furnaces and small foundries. Downstream, making investments in continuous
casting will reduce current raw steel to finished steel rates by over 10 per-
cent. In the longer term, there is the potential to leapfrog to a newer tech-
nology--direct reduction--using gas, either natural gas or gas produced via
modern coal gasification. It is a technology worth considering because of
shortages of prime coking coal and significant experience with older forms of
coal gasification in China.

The Ammonia Industry and Coal Use

5.47 The chemical industry consumes about 45 million tons of coal per
annum. The large number of small scale ammonia plants based on coal (anthra-
cite) in China are inefficient, as they use about 17.5 million kcal per ton of
ammonia, compared with 11 million kcal/ton via a modern coal gasification
plant and 8 million kcal/ton from a modern natural gas based plant. They also
produce an inferior product, ammonium bicarbonate. At the same time, these
plants put pressure on good quality anthracite supplies. An immediate prior-
ity is to upgrade the technology and improve operating efficiency of small and
medium size anthracite-based ammonia plants. At the same time, very small
plants (5,000 tpa) and the most inefficient and polluting plants in the
10,000-15,000 tpa range should be phased out. The more promising small plants
ought to be upgraded to a more economic size (30,000 tpa). More uniformity of
coal feed and improved briquetting techniques (using anthracite fines) could
also improve their operation.

25/ Coke rates vary: from 526 for someyplants in the US to 500 in Brazil
and below 500 for various European hd Korean plants. Flagship plants
in Japan have rates as low as 400-450.

26/ Ultimately, converting scrap could reduce coal requirements per ton of
finished steel by 20-50 percent.
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5.48 Natural gas is obviously the tost economic feedstock for the aummonia
industry. Ironically, some plants already using natural gas only operate at
60-70 percent capacity because of problems in obtaining natural gas, caused by
institutionti as well as technical problems: these problems should be
addressed on an urgent basis. Better energy utilization would also occur by
substituting coal or coal gas for utilities at such plants (representing one-
third of total energy use). Finally, greater diversification to natural gas
also means putting resources into faster development of known gas reserves and
a major commitment to exploration for additional petroleum resources. Modetn
coal gasification is another, longer term option which would offer energy
savings over present small scale plants, although initial capital costs are
high. Particularly attractive would be to install such plants in high sulfur
areas to produce both ammonia and sulfur (the latter also in short supply).

Cement and Brick Industries

5.49 In the past 10 years, the share of small scale plants has been grow-
ing, particularly in brick production, despite announced intentions to try to
improve scale and technology. Less coal is used in cement manufacture (about
28 million tons) compared with brick production (over 50 million tons), but
inefficient plant processes and poor pollution control equipment in cement
production lead not only to energy losses, but also material losses (as much
as 10 percent of cement dust is lost). And, on a plant by plant basis, they
appear to be heavier polluters (based on anecdotal evidence only). The major-
ity of cement plants use shaft kilns, which use anthracite, representing
another drain on anthracite supplies. Introduction of mechanical shaft kilnas
in smallet cement plants over the past 10 years has improved efficiency,
although it is not as good as that of the larger-scale dry process. Conver-
sion to dry process rotary cement kilns would offer over 30 percent reductions
in the average energy intensity of the industry, as well as produce a better
product. But transport constraints are likely to continue to restrain inroads
by the larger modern dry process rotary plants.

5.50 Opportunities for conservation in brick production should come from
simple introduction of better techniques known in China already, including
continuous (rather than batch) production, self-fired bricks, and investments
in building inrulation (reducing brick thicknesses).27/ A more concerted
strategy is needed to promote technology transfer within China. The t;ransi-
tion away from very small, sometimes primitive plants will be gradual, though;
many operate at the village level where it is difficult to change traditional
and convenient practices. From an environmental standpoint, better location
of such small-scale industry appears to be the most effective short-term way
to reduce the local health impact.

F. Incentives to Improve Energy Efficiency

5.51 This chapter discusses various measures to improve energy efficiency
in industry and electric power over the medium term. They are summarized in
Table 5.4. Implementing them depends on targeted programs as well as the

27/ Refer to Annex 7 on Building Insulation.
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right incentives operating in the economy. Industry by industry, opportuni-
ties to improve efficiency in large state plants and to upgrade smaller plants
should be identified and funds and technical assistance committed to making
those improvements. Investments alone will not be sustainable or sufficient
without positive, tangible incentives, however. Improvements in operating
discipline (via enterprise and price reforms) must go hand in hand with
upgrading programs and improvements in design and manufacturing. Changes in
the investment and foreign exchange allocation systems are needed to facili-
tate funding and technology transfer.

Table 5.4* SUGGESTED MEASURES TO IMPROVE ENERGY EFFICIENCY

* improved technical efficiency and quality in domestic
boilers and machinery

* better operating and maintenance practices

* improvements in commodity inputs

* use of coal ash and waste

* better utilization and energy recovery in large plants

* programs to identify and use methane rich gas from indus-
trial and mining activities, where economically feasible

* upgrading of small plants, where feasible, for example in
ammonia and building industries

* closure of the most wasteful and polluting plants

* continued modernization, particularly in electric power,
steel and cement industries

* better technology diffusion within the country

* fuel diversification, as far as feasible, especially in
the ammonia industry
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VI. AIR POLLUTION CONTROLs INDUSTRIAL AND UTILITY BOILERS

A. Background on Boiler Emissions

Particulates

6.1 The amount of boiler emissions depends on the ash content of the
coal, the combustion efficiency of the boiler, and the removal efficiency of
pollution control equipment. Table 6.1 below shows typical percentages for
stack emissions and bottom ash by boiler type. The stoker boilers used in
industry and for heating emit an estimated 25-45 percent of the ash through
the stack.11 The rest is collected as bottom ash.21 In larger, high
performance utility boilers (PCF boilers), the ash caught by flue gases is
much higher--80-8S percent--because of the fineness of the coal suspended in
the furnace. Also, the particle size of the ash is very fine.

Table 6.1. PERCENT SHIS1IONS BY BOILER TYPE

Boiler type 2 fly ash 2 bottom ash

Chain grate stokers 25-45 55-75
Spreader stokers (US) 65 35
PCF boilers la 80-85 15-20

La Pulverized coal-fired boilers, which use finely ground
coal. These are high-performance boilers typically
used in electric power plants.

6.2 While potential emissions are greater from electric power boilers,
usually large power stations have better pollution control equipment than that
of industrial boilers, and their flue gas stacks are higher (100-250 m),
reducing the impact on ambient air quality. Emissions from industrial and
heating boilers appear to be a bigger environmental problem in China because
of the large number of small boilers operating, their location in densely
populated areas, their low stacks (<35 m), and the less effective collection
equipment installed on them. To the extent that small thermal power stations
or older stations with inadequate controls are operating close to urban areas,
they too are significant contributors to ambient concentrations. Emissions of

1/ The proportion of ash entrained in the flue gas varies according to the
velocity of combustion gases, which varies by type of boiler. The
percentages cited here are based on US data concerning boiler
performance. Chinese authorities should require testing, in order to
establish the emission parameters of Chinese-manufactured boilers.

2/ Disposal of bottom ash and collected fly ash is also a problem. There
are stories of ash being dumped in rivers because of insufficient land
nearby to dispose of it.
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fly ash are often finer and disproportionately high in trace elements and
polyaromatic hydrocarbons, compared with ash caught in collection devices.31
Various measures to reduce TSP are needed. One is simply better combustion,
which was discussed in Chapter V. Another is improving the coal supply by
screening and/or washing coal, discussed in Chapter IV. This chapter dis-
cusses options for better post-combustion particulate control technology.

_ 2 Emissions

6.3 At the present time, no controls on sulfur are used in China.41 The
only way to limit S02 emissions without sophisticated control technology is to
use low sulfur coal or wash the coal to reduce some sulfur (depending on the
washability of the coal). The central government has, for some time, been
promoting the policy of providing low sulfur coal to urban users, particularly
households and electric power plants. It is uncertain how effective this
promotion has been, however, in view of common reliance on available local
coals, irrespective of quality. Low level sulfur dioxide emissions are grow-
ing with increased coal use, and combined with particulates, are a growing
health hazard. In addition, both regional and interregional acid rain prob-
lems are emerging in some areas, probably related to increasing thermal power
production.

B. Post-Combustion Particulate Control

6.4 All boilers need fly ash collection equipment to meet any acceptable
environmental standard. Over the past 10 years in China, campaigns to equip
new boilers with pollution equipment have been successful in many urban areas;
most new small industrial and heating boilers in major cities have simple
cyclone separators installed. But many boilers do not have very effective
control equipment, and operators are not always well-trained. Lack of suffi-
cient resources impede installation of good dust collectors on all existing
facilities. Furthermore, installing pollution control equipment on very small
coal-fired boilers is costly. Many older boilers continue to operate without
them.

6.5 The technology for particulate control is well known and standard on
coal and oil fired boilers in the industrialized world. Most of these tech-
nologies are also available in China, with the notable exception of fabric
filters (see para. 6.11). Chinese manufacturers can produce effective dust
removal systems for industrial boilers. They need to concentrate on improving
efficiencies, however. The levels of efficiency in China and in OECD coun-
tries for different particulate control equipment are compared in Table 6.2;
they indicate the potential for improvement. Each percentage point difference
in effectiveness has a big impact on the extent of particulate reductions
(refer to para. 6.28).

3/ As discussed in Chapter III, "ultrafine"t particulates are of special
concern.

4/ Except to the extent that lime is used as a binder and sulfur absorbent
in household briquettes. See Annex 5.
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Table C.2: ESTIMATED EFFICIENCY OF PARTICULATE CONTROL EQUIPMENT

China OECD countries

Basic Ash Control Eauipment
Dry cyclone 80-851 901
With water screen 85-902 95-97Z
Wet venturi cyclone 93-952 971

Advanced Ash Control Equipment
Electrostatic precipitators 95-982 > 991
Fabric filters -- >991

An important problem in developing more effective pollution control equipment
in China is the required pressure drop (which increases with effectiveness)
and the resulting increase in electric power or steam power consumption.
Increased electricity use makes emission reduction improvements more costly.
Minimizing pressure drop while still improving pollution control effectiveness
is a technical problem being addressed by boiler research institutes in China.

Basic Ash Collectors

6.6 Mechanical collectors include a range of control devices which use
gravity, inertial and dry impaction mechanisms. The cyclone is the most
widely used of the mechanical collectors and has a relatively low capital
cost. The collection efficiency of cyclones is limited to about 90 percent,
however, and the efficiency falls markedly for particles smaller than 5
microns.5/ They are more effective at controlling larger size particles.
Thus, as environmental standards become stricter, cyclones tend to be used as
pre-collectors rather than the primary emission control equipaent.61 Improved
particulate control in small industrial/heating boilers could be achieved by
the following two methods: (a) use of a mechanical collector, followed by a
water screen to achieve 95-97 percent efficiency; or preferably (b) a vet
venturi system, which claims 97 percent efficiency (in the United States).
The latter option appears not to be given much attention at the design level
(in favor of the former--a dry cyclone plus water screen) and are not gener-
ally in use. This gap should be further investigated.

6.7 The capital costs of standard particulate control equipment are shown
in Table 6.3 below (based on 1989 Chinese cost data). The table illustrates
the increasing capital cost of more effective pollution control equipment;

51 J. Klingspor and J. Vernon, Particulate Control for Coal Combustion,
Londons IPA Coal Research, February 1988, p. 19.

61 Cyclone separators can be used on larger boilers as a relatively
inexpensive device for reducing the overall particulate level and to
recirculate unburned carbon. This is the carbon recycle equipment
referred to in Chapter V.
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furthermore, the cast per unit particulate reduction usually increases with
removal effectiveness. It is ale" noteworthy that cyclones are the only
equipment listed for small boilers, which are the majority in China.

Table 6.3: CAPITAL COSTS OF TSP CONTROLS FOR INDUSTRIAL BOILERS

Boiler Dry Water Dry cyclone +
capacity cyclone screen water screen

(tph of steam) --------------------- (Y'OOO) ---------------------

4 50
10 80 - _
35 105 150 250
130 . 390 560 920
220 660 940 1,570

Source: MMEI, mid-1989.

Advanced Ash Control Equipment

6.8 Electrostatic precipitators (ESP) and fabric filters (also called bag
filters) are more advanced technologies which are capable of meeting stricter
emission standards on most large combustion sources, notably large utility
boilers. Experience in the West indicates that both ESP and bag filters can
achieve reductions in particulate emissions of 99.5 percent.

6.9 ESP. The ESP operates based on the resistivity of the ash which
depends on sulfur content and other factors related to ash composition. It
involves the transfer of an electric charge to suspended particles in a gas
stream, creating an electric field which attracts the particles to a collec-
tion plate. ESPs are more commonly used where there are less stringent emis-
sion standards. They are less expensive to install but may be difficult to
operate. Factors which affect operating performance include: characteristics
of the fly ash (particle size, sulfur content and thus dust resistivity);
current and voltage; and flue gas flow. ESPe are not usually considered suit-
able for small and medium sized boilers. A common cutoff point is 35 WV.71

6.10 There is scope for improvements in manufacturing and operation of
ESPs in China. The average efficiency of those ESPs is cited as 98 percent,
but in practice may be lower, perhaps because of poor operation. Operators do
not always have sufficient training. Improvements at the design and manufac-
turing stages should make it possible to achieve technical efficiencies of
over 99 percent, based on experience in OECD countries. The difference in
reduction of emissions is significant. But, again, unit capital costs rise as
efficiencies are increased.

7/ Although they still may not be the most competitive above this size.
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6.11 Fabric Filters. The main alternative to ESP is fabric filtration (in
what is called a baghouse). The baghouse is comprised of a series of compart-
ments with 150-400 tube-shaped fabric filters. The fabric collects the dust
as the flue gas passes through it. Collection efficiencies can be as high as
99.7-99.9 percent. With stricter emission control regulations, particularly
in cases where high resistivity ash affects ESP effectiveness, baghouse fil-
ters can be more efficient and economic. They are generally unaffected by
plant operating conditions and fuel properties. They also tend to be easier
to operate.

6.12 Two key characteristics of fabric filters have important applications
for China. First, they are more effective in screening ultrafines. All dust
separation methods have a somewhat reduced collection efficiency at particle
sizes approaching 1.0 micron. Bag filters offer better prospects for captur-
ing these minute particles. They have collection efficiencies of 99.9 percent
for particles as small as.0.5 microns and they will remove a substantial pro-
portion of the particles as small as 0.1 microns. Hence, use of bag filters
offers advantages for plants in populated areas. Second, bag filters offer
lower unit capital costs than ESP and can be installed on medium size indus-
trial boilers.

6.13 Cost Comparisons. ESPs retain a slight cost advantage over bag fil-
ters, except at smaller sizes and at the most stringent control levels. It is
difficult to generalize, however, because ESPs have trouble with some types of
coals, affecting operating costs. The capital costs of ESPs are reported to
be $20-40/kW in the United States; in China, the cost is cited as Y 33/kW.
Costs for ESPs in a plant using low sulfur coals are likely to be higher. The
capital cost of bag filters is of the same order of magnitude as the upper end
of the ESP range; operating costs are similar for both.8/ A key factor in
determining the cost of bag filters is bag life, which normally must be two
years to be competitive with ESP.

6.14 Total costs of particulate control are generally about 5-8 percent of
total plant capital and operating costs. The costs of retrofitting pollution
control equipment depends on site conditions but typically can be 1.3 to 2
times greater than investments at new installations.

6.15 Development of Fabric Filter Technolory in China. Fabric filters are
used only at small cement plants in China.9/ Large fabric filter installa-
tions, particularly for power stations and large cement plants, have not been
undertaken because of problems in commercializing the technology. Domestic-
ally produced fabric filters last only a year (compared with 3-5 years in OECD

8/ Key parameters for capital and operating costs of fabric filters are
flue gas flow and air to cloth ratio. The air to cloth ratio--the
total area of fabric in relation to the volume of gas passing through--
determines unit design, thus affecting capital cost. Flue gas pressure
drop determines the energy requirements of the fans, affecting both
capital and operating costs.

9/ They are used for dust control in grinding and other dust producing
operations in small cement plants, where temperature requirements are
less severe.
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countries).101 There are some locally produced polymer-coated fiberglass, but
the service life is unacceptable. Developing and commercializing modern
temperature and abrasion resistant fabric filter technology should be a
priority for environmental equipment manufacturing authorities in China in
order to introduce fabric filters as quickly as possible--because of their
potential to reduce ultrafine emissions and the fact that they can be
installed even on medium size boilers.

Particulate Control for Utility Boilers

6.16 The present strategy in China for particulate control in large power
boilers is to use electrostatic precipitators. ESPs are currently being
installed on new 200-300 MW units. The announced policy is to install ESPe on
new 100 MW units in the future. Older and smaller power stations in China are
generally fitted with cyclones and water screens. MOE authorities estimate
that 25 percent of total thermal capacity has relatively good pollution con-
trol equipment; for 75 percent of capacity, though, the efficiency is not
good. Stations built in the 1950s-1970s, in particular, do not have good
equipme44t and operate at low efficiency. Indeed, some very old stations are
kept operating because of the need for power, despite their being serious
contributors to urban pollution (both air and water pollution). In addition,
the proliferation of small power plants in some provinces lowers the threshold
of pollution control effectiveness in the power sector. Small plants cannot
support the cost of ESPs.

6.17 To the extent that new large scale plants begin to dominate the sec-
tor, pollution control will be improved. Such a trend could be further
enhanced by improved ESP performance and development of high performance
fabric filters. For older, smaller plants, greater attention should be given
to improving the coal supply (even washing coal to reduce ash) going to them.

C. Sulfur Removal: FGD and FBC

6.18 With regard to 802 removal, the present strategy for large utility
boilers is reliance on high stacks, although it is likely that growing prob-
lems of localized acid fog or acid rain in certain regions will put further
pressure on the government to consider investments in sulfur removal in the
future. Sulfur removal is more problematic for smaller boilers or coal stoves
because the available technologies are too expensive to install on small
units. Sulfur removal investments must take second priority to particulate
reductions. But in high sulfur regions select investments should probably go
forward over the medium-term.

10/ Fabric design is extremely important. Various fabrics are used in OECD
countries; the qualities required are a high temperature range and high
corrosion resistance at low cost. In the United States, woven
fiberglass, with an applied finish, accounts for more than 90 percent
of fabric filters. Sources Klingspor and Vernon, Sp. c., p. 28.
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Flue Gas lDestlfurization (FGD) ll/

6.19 AmonIg OEOC counitries, environmental conssiderations have led to regu-
latilons forcing electric power plants (the main users of coal) to make invest-
ment.9 In Ilue gas desulfurization units, principally limestone or wet lime
scrubbers, althoughi other teclnologies are now also available. Scrubbers
using limnestonie routinely achieve S02 removal efficiencies of 90 percent and
cau reach 95 percent. Scrubbers operating on llme can reach 99 percent $02
remiioval. 3crulibers also generate waste which requires creation of sludge
poods, raising Llhe cost. But olerating experience in OECD countries has led
to imtproved methods of waste management related to scrubbers. FGD yields a
by-ploduct, gypswaa, whlihi could be used 1n China as a building material.

6.20 FGO investments are expensuive, at about $150/kW itl the United States.
FGD equtiVment typically represents about 20 percent of the total cost of a
power plant, althouglh new, well-designed plants itn industrialized countries
can be as low as 15 percent of total plant costs. The cost of retrofitting
existing boilers Is significantly higher. Table 6.4 shows the capital costs
for differenit control technologies which provide perspective on the expense of
sulfur removalt

Table 6.4: COSTS OF PARTICULATE CONTROL
EQUIPMENT AND POD

Capital
cost (Y/kW)

Equipment
ESP 33.0/a
Dry cyclone 4.2
Water screen 6.1

Sulfur Dioxide Removal
FGD 705/b

la Based on Chinese costs. Costs would be Y 94-188/kW in
OECD countries (at the current dollar/yuan exchange
rate).

Lb Based on costs in the West, translated into yuan.

6.21 In China, where coal-fired thermal power plants cost 60 percent of
what they cost in the US, the cost of adding an imported FGD unit could repre-
sent about 30 percent or more of total plant costs. Therefore, cost is the

11/ While FGD is discussed here, there are actually various technologies
for sulfur removal. Aniother, for example, is a lime spray dryer, where
lime or limestone is injected into a PCF boiler. This process may be
somewhat less capital intensive, but operating experience is more
limited.
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biggest stLWublinig block to sulfur removal investments. Chinese authorities
are actively invesLigatinig all options; research and discussions with foreign
suppliets continue. But little inivestament has been plantned to date.12/ Since
fully cotaioteicial aud reliable sulfur removal technologies exist and are in
service at power stations in industrialized countries, over the next ten
years, Clilnese autlLorities should colsider licentsing or a joint venture to
acquire proveii conuttercial technuology, thus avoitlding the time-consuming and
expensive process of developing thie teclnology all over again. Since invest-
ment costs of an VGD system are only amodestly sensitive to thie Lmount of sul-
fur in the coal, r1GD would best be emplo:'id in those areas where there is high
sulfur coal.131

6.22 Sulfur Removal in Itndustrial and Heating Boilers. FGD and other
sulfur removal processes are just as applicable to stoker-fired boilers as to
t'CF boilers. Economically, however, unilt investment costs are too high for
use on small to medium size industrial boilers or to control sulfur emissions
from small stoves. This is a problem worldwide, but Chiina has manty more small
coal-ilred boilers and appliances than other countries have. In these cases,
as a first order measure, it is critical to assure the use of low sulfur coal
(naturally occurring or, where economically feasible, washed) or briquettes
witlh effective sulfur binders (the latter in household stoves).

Fluidized Bed Combustion (FBC) vs. Flue Gas Desulfurization (PGD)

6.23 FBC with limestone injection is another option for sulfur removal.
FBC has the ability to achieve moderate reductions in sulfur emissions through
limestone injection. The economics indicate FBC is better with low sulfur
fuels and itn achieving low percentage sulfur reductions.141 The driving force
behind recent FBC developmenit in OECD countries has been to fiud an alterna-
tive to flue gas desulfurization for electric power pilauts. Scale-up of FBC
technology continues, and it is expected that FBC boilers will be used commer-
c-ally in large scale electric power generation by the .id-1990s in the West.

6.24 It is worth noting, however, that the operating problems of FGD have
also beet largely overcome in recent years. And FGD has some advantages over
FEC which need to be cotnsidered. First the amount of limestone required for
FBC may be double or more the amount required for reducing S02 emissions by
use of a limestone wet scrubber. Second, FBC does not as easily offer by-
product recovery as FGD does (because various unstable waste materials are
mixed togetlher in FBC). The waste problems of FBC are still being resolved in
OECD countries. Comparing costs in the US, a PCF boiler with a scrubber,
where the gypsum by-product is used, presently costs slightly less than an FBC
boiler. Finally, remioval efficiencies presetntly differ. Sulfur removal by

12/ One FGD unit is planned for a power plant in Sichuan Province. Plans
for scrubbers are also being considered at plants near Shanghai.

l31 The cost of FGD is primarily tied to the volume of combustion gases
handled. The unit planmed in Sichuan is in an area of high sulfur
coal.

141 Information from D. Simbeck, SFA Pacific Inc., June 1989.
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rJ3 cafl reacli 95 percent; with FGD it can reacih 98-99 percenit. As removal
rates iucLease, cOsts go up, particularly for FBC.15/

6.25 For future sulfur conttrol in electric power production in China,
particularly in areas where there Is high sulfur, FGD offers more promise than
FC because of thle easier ability to extract a usable product--gypsum. The
longer term ni culhe for FBC in China may be to reduce SOx emissions in indus-
trial boilers (whilch cannot vupport the cost of FGD), if the solid waste prob-
leoute of thlis Lechlnology can be overcutme.

6.26 The considerations mentioned here indicate the need for a thorough
analysis of options prior to making investment decisions about sulfur removal
luvestulellts in the future. Various teclnologies are evolving, and China has
the optportunity to gain from the developmental experience of other countries
slice It will only slowly be able to afford sulfur control investments. This
argues for partllpation in techlology development, with various experienced
partners iti other countries, in order to acquire and adapt the most promising
tecliologies for use in Clhiina over the longer term.

D. Effects of Ituproved Particulate Control and Use of Washed Coal

6.27 Table 6.5 shiows projected coal use in industry and electric power
generatiotn in the year 2000 and the ramifications for particulate and S02
emissions. Using representative cases, the table shows the effects of
improved pollution control and coal washing. The magnitude of potential emis-
siones underlines the importance of improving the efficiency of particulate
conitrol and plantntitg for sulfur control investments in the future.

6.28 The table shows very dramatically the importance of increasing the
efficiency of particulate control equipment. As retoval efficiencies
increase, a larger, asymmetrical reduction in particulate emissions occurs.
Il the case of industrial boilers, going from 80 percent to 90 percent removal
efficiency achieves a 50 percent reduction in particulates; going from 90 to
95 percentt, achieves another 50 percent reduction. In utility boilers, going
from 95 percent to 99 percent yields an 80 percent reduction in particulates.
Therefore, increasing the efficacy of pollution control equipment offers large
benefits in terms of emission reductions. However, the costs of pollution
control equipment substantially increase also, as efficiencies are improved.
The issue of cost is a factor inhibiting the development of more effective
equipment. Also, for very small boilers, the costs of installing advanced
equipment are prohibitive.

6.29 The effects of coal washing (discussed in Chapter IV) on both parti-
culate and sulfur emissions are also shown in this representative case; the
scenario assumes a 45 percent reduction in ash and 25 percent reduction in
sulfur, The potential impact is substantial for high ash coals, in combina-
tiun with good pollution coutrol equipment. It should be noted, though, that
the unit cost of washing increases with the effectiveness of installed control
equipment. Environmental requirements are what drive the combination of using
washed coal and high efficiency collection equipment. Because of the health

15/ Ibid.
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dangers associated with ultrafine particulates, more emphasis should go to
wasliing coal fines, in order to have a greater impact on emissions most seri-
ously affectinig human health; this, of course, raises the cost of washing.

Table 6.5: EMISSION SCENARIOS - YEAR 2000
(million tons)

Coal TSP $02 Scenlarios
Consumption Scenarios Sulfur coutents
Scenarios Ash: 25X 1.22

Industrial bioilers Unwashed Washed Unwaslhed Washed
TSP - 802 removal rate 600 10.5 5.8 {

- 902 removal rate 5 S.3 2.9 ( 13.7 10.3
- 952 removal rate 2.6 1.4 {

Utility boilers Unwashed Washed Unwashed Washed
TSP - 902 removal rate 490 10.4 5.7 {

- 952 removal rate 5.2 2.9 t 11.2 8.4
- 992 reumoval rate 1.04 0.6 {

Assumw ttonst Industrial boilers
- Projected coal consumption is indicative only
- 352 of ash is caught in flue gas
- no controls for sulfur dioxide
- IoLrnula to calculate uncontrolled emissions:

TSPs tons coal * 3.5 * ash (252) - kg of TOP
S02t tons coal * 19 * sulfur content (1.2X) - kg of S02

- Uncoutoolled emissions are reduced by removal rate of pollu-
tion control equimnent (see table)

Utility boilers
- Projected coal consumption is indicative only
- 852 of ash is caught in flue gas
- no conitrols for sulfur dioxide
- Formula to calculate uncontrulled emissions:

TSPt tons coal * 8.5 * ash (25X) - kg TSP
SO** tons coal * 19 * sulfur content - kg S02

- Unco! .rolled emissiotns are reduced by removal rate of pollu-
tioni conitrol equipment (see table)

Assumed reductions due to coal waslhing
- A 45Z removal rate for TSP is asswumed; actual removal will
vary

- A 252 sulfur removal rate is assumed; actual removal will
vary with each coal type and could be lower or higher.

6.30 The optiom of washing provides flexibility in pollution control by
offering a potential solution for smaller, older boilers and in areas of high
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ash or highi sulfur coal. For example, washed coal could be supplied to exist-
iug boilers which have no or very ineffective pollution control; washing coal
is a more centralized form of investment thian trying to retrofit thousands of
boilers (with relatively sltort lives) with new pollution cointrol equipment.
Use of washed coal also makes sense in small industrial and heating boilers
whtere more advanced pollution control camnot be practically installed. Fur-
thermore, washing will help to reduce sulfur in some coals--representing a
first eflort iUt dealing wiLth the longer term problem of sulfur control.

E. Priorities in Pollution Control

6.31 Particulate Control. Effective particulate control is a question of
thie riglht itcentives (or peualties) to encourage good performasce; the comlt-
meni of resources; and access to a broad pollution conitrol industry. In
China, the emphasis to date has been to try to assure mintimum pollution con-
trol equipment on most new boilers through the planning system. This is a
good first effort. There are problems, tlhough, in terms of the effectiveness
or appropriateness of the equIpument installed. Lack of funds and weak
enforcement of staudards reduce the motivation to make investments in cost-
lier, but nmore effective pollution control systems.

6.32 Polluting enterprises slhould be able to choose among several types of
controls or combinations of investments to aclieve minlmum standards pre-
scribed by local regulations. At the present time, options in China are cur-
tailed, due to three factorst the suboptimal efficiency of domestically pro-
duced equipment; the lack of washed steam coal; and the unavailability of
fabric filter technology. Policies must be developed which encourage better
performance on both the demand and supply sides. Tihe following steps are
suggested:

* Put more emphtasis otn reducing concentrations of fine and ultrafine
particulates and providing funds for investments in equipment whieh
reduce them (whici may mean a combination of some form of particulate
control and use of washed coal).

* Raise the efficacy of existing domestically produced control equip-
ment by raising technical standards and committing the necessary
resources at the design and manufacturing stage.

* Encourage the conitinued rapid installation of ESPs on large utility
boilers.

e Support teclnology transfer and adaptation to develop and commercial-.
ize bag filter techiology for use on both utility and medium-size
industrial boilers.

* Expand invesLmentis in more steam coal washing, includinig washing of
coal fines, to broaden pollution control options particularly for
older, smaller boilers iu denisely populated areas.

* Devote more funds to operator trainlng for pollution control equip-
ment at the local level.
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6.33 Sulfur Control. A practical strategy for the medium term will be to
contitnue to promote use of low sulfur coal wvlerever possible, while concen-
tratitng ohi itnvestments to reduce particulatee. lthere sufficient sulfur
removal can be aclhieved by washitg coal, investments in coal washing should be
considered. In very high sulfur areas, a strategy for use of high sulfur coal
over the next 10 years should be developed, considerLng the costs and benefits
of various options. Ultimately, over the longer teLm, high sulfur coal should
go to users investing in control technologies or processes which can use the
coal--for example, utility boilers which can sulport FGD or similar technolo-
gies, or modern coal gasification plants to produce ammonia and sulfur (see
Chlapter V, para. 5.46, and Annex 8 for a discussion of the latter). A major
coumltmeunt of funds will be necessary to implement such a strategy.

6.34 Technology Development and Commercialization. Chinese boiler
research intstitutes are working on improvements in the technical capabilities
and eftectiveness of pollution control equipment. Stronger support at the
niational level is needed to provide resources and to encourage technology
transfer in all forms to spur technical innovation in the domestic industry.
The emphasis at this stage should be on adapting existing technologies, rather
than basic research. Problems at the manufacturing stage or in commercializa-
tion of available technologies should also be explicitly addressed, including,
oni the user side, enforcement of stronger environmental standards. Pollution
control should not be considered only a cost, however, but an opportunity to
develop a new industry with large growth potential. In this regard, it is
worth noting the successful experience of Japan in developing a strong indus-
try in pollution control technology, initially based on adapting foreign
techlology.
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VII. OPTIONS FOR URBAN HOUSEHOLDS

7.1 Tlis chapter provides background on energy and coal use in the urban
residential sector. It projects coal use to the year 2000 under two scenarios
for urban population growth to show the possible magnitude of coal consumption
by the end cf the decade. It discusses the various options available to muni-
cipal governments to improve coal use or to diversify fuels, drawing on the
detailed analyses in Annexes 3 through 8, and then suggests priorities for
energy conservation and pollution abatement in the household sector.l/

A. Background on Household Energy Consumption

Urban Household Energy

7.2 Urbanization has been increasing steadily in China, and this is
boosting residential energy consumptionl2/ There are three fuels used in
China's urban households.

(a) solid fuels (raw coal or coal-based briquettes);

(b) gas (natural gas, LPG and various forms of coal gas); and

(c) electricity (used unofficially for some cooking/heating).

Of these, solid fuels dominate energy consumption. Coal is used heavily for
both cooking and heating.

7.3 Limited supplies of gas are used for cooking in various cities--less
than 6 billion m3 in 1987--meeting an estimated 13 percent of urban household
cooking demand.3/ Supplies came from the following sources, based on calori-
fic values natural gas (32 percent); LPG (36 percent); coke oven gas (22 per-
cent); heavy oil-derived gas (9 percent); other sources (1 percent). In view
of environmental concerns and growing interest in cleaner, more convenient

1/ Annexes 3 through 8 provide information on individual cities and
analyses concernings briquettes; district heating; building
insulation; and options for use of gas (petroleum and coal based).
This chapter has also benefited from the analyses in Working Papers
Nos. 2 and 6 by the Energy Research Institute (SPC) and the
Environmental Strategy Research Center (NEPA) respectively.

21 It is difficult to confirm a reliable number for the present urban
population because of varying definitions of "urban'. In this study, a
base urban population of 300 million people in 1987 is assumed. There
are 381 officially classified cities and some 10,000 towns in the
country.

31 About 157 cities and some coal mining communities (the latter using
coal bed methane and producer gas) have gas distribution facilities.
The number of urban residents supplied with gas in 1987 was about 40
million, or 3 percent of the total population.
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fuels, municipal governments are trying to develop gas supplies for residents,
but their efforts are constrained by the insufficient supplies of natural gas
and LPG and low gas prices which deter prospective suppliers of all forms of
gas.

7.4 Present use of electricity is minor, but is growing rapidly.41 The
bulk of domestic electricity use is for lighting and appliances (the growing
number of refrigerators and TVs). Its use for cooking and heating is discour-
aged, except in a few cities near surplus hydropower sources. However, people
are buying and using electric rice cookers and various heating appliances
because they offer a clean and conv0ni0flt source of energy. The extent of use
is difficult to determine and probably small at the present time.51 But, with
rising incomes, demand is likely to grow. Eventually, household electricity
demand may create a variable load factor in a power system that is presently
characteriz-ad by a very flat load curve.

7.5 The command economy is still operating in the urban residential sec-
tor. Coal is administratively allocated (although additional purchases can
now be made on the free market), and supplies of gas and electricity are
largely controlled. This effectively holds consumption below potential
demand.

Rural Household Coal Consumption

7.6 This study focuses on urban household coal use, although growing
rural coal consumption is also an important concern.61 Traditionally, coal
has not been used in rural householdsl indeed, its use has been discouraged by
the central government. But, as a result of increasing farm incomes over the
past decade, numerous farm families are now purchasing raw coal at market
prices from local coal mines. Rural county authorities also arrange purchases
of coal supplies from outside the state allocation system.7/

7.7 There are advantages and disadvantages to this trend. On the one
hand, increased coal use may help to ease serious pressures on the local bio-
mass resource base, manifested by hillside degradation and the deterioration
of cultivated soils. And burning coal in small stoves can be more convenient,

4/ In 1985, 7,700 GWh were consumed in households, only 2.6 percent of
total power consumption. Consumption is expected rise to over
23,000 GWh by 1990, a growth rate of 25 percent or more.

S/ If a household exceeds limits on electric power usage, it pays rates
four to five times higher than regular unit electricity charges (where
metering allows measurement of consumption).

61 For an important micro study of rural energy use (at the county level)
in China, see R.P. Taylor, "County-level Rural Energy Assessments, A
Joint Study of ESMAP and Chinese Experts," report of the World Bank/
UNDP/Bilateral Aid Energy Management Assistance Programs, May 1989.

7/ Coal use in rural areas is also increasing because of the growth of
rural industry.
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less smokey and more efficient than burning biomass fuels (the efficiency of
coal stoves are about 20 percent, while that of stoves using biomass fuels are
only 10 percent). On the other hand, growing rural household coal use will
put additional pressure on domestic coal supplies and will have its own envi-
ronmental effectst high indoor CO and BaP emissions, increased low level par-
ticulate and sulfur emissions, and longer term implications for growing COz
emissions. So far, the central government has tended to ignore informal coal
use in rural households. In view of the large rural and semi-rural population
and growing rural coal use, the government must begin to address the issue.
The first step is to begin promoting use of coal briquettes (preferably based
on anthracite) rather than raw coal in cooking and heating stoves in rural
areas, in order to reduce local health effects. Efforts should also be made
to introduce more efficient stoves (also needed in the urban sector).

B. Coal Use in Urban Cookins and Heating

7.8 There is no official breakdown of coal use in urban cooking and heat-
ing. The estimate in Table 7.1 is based on 1988 consumption; it is indicative
only.8/ It is important to note the extent of consumption of raw coal or
briquettes directly burned in small stoves for cooking and heating--65 percent
of total coal use. The burning of raw coal in household stoves of various
kinds still appears to be common, with consumption estimated in the order of
50 million tons.

Table 7.1: ESTIMATED BREAKDOWN OF COAL USE, 1988

Coal
(million tons)

Cooking (using raw coal or briquettes) 48

Heating la
Stoves (using raw coalibriquettes) 30
Dispersed boilers 40
District heating 2

Total 120

/a Although it is convenient to treat cooking and heating
as separate activities, in many parts of China they
overlap during the heating season because small stoves
are often used for heating as well as cooking.

7.9 Use of Briquettes. Honeycomb briquettes (usually anthracite-based)
are promoted in major cities as a first order measure to reduce direct raw
coal burning. The central cities in northern and eastern China, organized
under long standing allocation systems, promote briquette use broadly and
effectively. However, many towns and outlying sections of large cities, in

8I Data on household energy are inadequate and imprecise.
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various stages of transitiotn to "urban" statuS, depend still on raw coal.
Cost lhas been a deterrent to briquette manufacture because briquettes are
heavily subsidized (subsidies are over Y 100/ton on an economic basis to keep
them in line with low allocated coal prices). It is also difficult to change
traditional tnractices. Most restaurants, for inistance, continue to burn coal
directly.9/ The slow penetration of briquettes is disappointing from an
enivironmeintal standpoint.10/

7.10 In additlon, liltuminous coal and even lignite are used in briquettes
in some cities because of local availability and difficulty in obtaining
anthracite. Top-lit, down-burning bituminous briquettes have been introduced
in Shenyatig as a less polluting way to use bituminous coal. Such briquettes
do not appear to be as effective as anthracite in reducing emissions, though,
and are often not used appropriately.111 Therefore, this study concludes that
they are utnlikely to be an acceptable alternative to anthracite. Another
approach, where bituminous coal must be used, may be to promote use of down-
burnitng stoves.

7.11 In burning coal or briquettes, most people use small stoves, which
have poor turndown capabilities and low efficiencies (c25 percent). An impor-
tant techuical improvement would be to improve turndown capabilities. Various
groups are trying to improve the types of stoves burning briquettes, and new
stoves have been developed. Some include water heating which raises overall
efliciency; during idling, tlte appliance heats water, thereby using energy
which would otherwise be wasted. But commercialization and promotion of new
applianices seem slow.

7.12 Forms of Heating. China is divided into three zoness (a) a heating
zone where formnal heatinig facilities are permitted; (b) a transition zone,
where coal allocations for use in stoves are increased in winter; and (c) a
nonuieating zone. In major cities within the heating zone over the past 10-15
years, there has been movement away from small stoves for heating to central
heating (usually by small boilers in individual buildings). The change
reflects a slhift in building type in the cities from low level housing to
medium/high rise apartment buildings. Presently, about 50-65 percent of heat-
ing is by central lheating from single building boilers; 30-45 percent is still
by coal stoves; and less than 10 percent is by district heating (DH).121
In the transition zone, many people use their cooking stoves to heat their
homes it winter; extra briquette allocations are provided itn the cities, and
people also buy coal on the free market.

9/ Briquettes do not give tLle intensity of heat that direct coal burning
does, which makes them uniattractive to restaurants.

101 Particulate emissions from burnlng raw bituminous coal may be as high
as 20-25 times that of briquettes made from anthracite. This estimate
of relative emissions is based on a desk study using typical coals and
qualities founid ln Chinia. lt is not based on actual testinig.

11/ These briquettes are discussed anid compared with anthracite-based
briquettes in Annex 5.

12/ DU systems are found in 70 cities in China, but most are not extensive.
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7.13 In China, domestic heating demand is far from saturated. Heating
standards are low, even unicomfortable, and few households have hot water for
bathing. As incomes rise, inevitably there will be pressure to increase com-
fort by more heating in dwellings. There will also be pressure to allow heat-
ing in areas whiich are currently outside the official heating zone. Already
these pressures are seen in the unofficial use of electrical appliances and
gas for heating. If this is not recognized and dealt with officially, there
could be more pressure on electricity use (and perhaps further rationing to
control tihe slLuation).

Thie Effect of Controlled Energy Prices

7.14 Household coal has beeu heavily subsidized for over 30 years. Iro-
nically, the low maudated prices inhiblit the supply of high quality coal to
the househiold sector. To keep costs down, municipal governments tend to rely
on locally available coal, oftentimes irrespective of its quality, either for
direct buriiing or in briquettes.131 Supplies of gas aro also hurt by the
disinicentive of low gas prices (refer to paras. 7.18-7.19).

7.15 In the case of central and district heating, houselhold heating
charges are not based on actual heat consumed, but rather on floor area. In
fact, meters are not usually installed in buildings to measure the heat sup-
ply. Building owners are usually the employers of residents, who are actually
charged ouly a nominal fee per month. This contributes to a situation where
little attention is paid to energy conservation habits or investments which
could conserve energy. Ultimately, though, the burden falls on the municipal
govertunents which must supply more energy for residential needs.

C. Investment Targets for the Year 2000

7.16 Feelinig the pressures of coal-related pollution, both central and
municipal governments are undertaking or planning investments to improve
energy use in households. The main elements of tnational policy in regard to
improved energy use in urban areas ares

* plromOtiWl of briquettes;

* sulpply of gas for couking; and

* investmeuts in district heating.

Tlxe primary measure taken to date is the promotion of coal briquettes (des-
cribed above at para. 7.9). The extent of gas use and district heating is
still quiLe limited.

7.17 Over the next ten years, the central government has set ambitious
targets for itnvestmetnts in gas and district heating. The burden of implemen-
tation and fuudiug is on municipal goverunenits, however, and there is no
expl1cit discussioni of the funding required to afford these investments.

13/ Refer to discussion in Annex 5.
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FuzLIlelrore, there appears to be no national strategy--neither specific poli-
cies snor llieeitlves created--to help municIpal governmenits afford the neces-
sary livestmenlts. Various cities are working to try to develop affordable
approaches to both town gas supply anid district heating. They are squeezed
between thie size of lnvestmitents desired and controlled household fuel prices
wlticlt already involve large munuicipal subsidies. Moreover, little attempt is
made to set priorities based ont what optionis miight be most cost effective in a
p)atliculaX tity.14/

Sitjmly of GRg

7.18 Thte cenitral government's target for the supply of gas to households
ls to cover 40-50 percent of thie population ill large and medium size cities by
tLle year 2000.151 Assumitng coverage of about 120 million people by 2000, this
will enitail three to fourfold increases in the supply of natural gas and coal
gas aud a 50 percent increase in LPG. There are several problems with these
targets. First, preseutly confirmed natural gas resources are insufficient to
meet a Jaige increase in town gas alonig with competing needs, such as fertili-
zer lproductionl, anothler high value use.161 Second, LPG supplies are dependent
on refinery capacity and oil production. A thlird and very serious problem is
Lthe low level of mtunicipal gas prices (Y 20-25/Gcal), wzhich already inhibits
efforts to draw available supplies to houselholds and makes it difficult to
stimulate large new investments in gas development.

Table 7.2* TOWN GAS SUPPLY PROJECTIONS la

-------1987------- -------2000-------
Calorific Calorific

Source Volume Lb Value Volume /b Value Z Increase
(1012) (1012)

Natural gas 1.2 10.4 5.7 51.5 400
LPG 1.0 11.6 1.5 17.0 47
CGoal gas 2.0 7.0 8.0 28.0 300
oil-based gas 0.8 2.8 0.9 3.1 12
Hiscellaueous NA 0.4 NA O.4

32.2 100.0 211

la These projections were constructed after conversations with various
Chintese authorities.

/b All volumes In billiona m3, except LPG which is in million tons.

14/ Refer to the discussion in Chapter III, paras. 3.39 and 3.40.

15/ Thte assumptions regarding population in the year 2000 have not been
explicitly stated in government pronouncements, though. Refer to Annex
8, Table 2.

16/ As mentioned in Chapter V, use of natural gas in large scale ammonia
protluction reduces energy consumption per ton of product by over one-
half, compared to traditional small scale gasification of coke or
antthracite.
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7.19 Most muwicIpal governaments are trying to use gas produced at municl-
pal cQke ovenis aned, to a lesser extent, smnall vertical retorts.17/ Household
use of coke ovent gas is subsidized by coke sales and sales of gas to industry
(as miiuchi as 50 lerceet) at higher prlces. Also, because they are under the
adminiiiistrative jurisdiction of the municipal goveLnment, other arrangements
can be negotlated, such as tax breaks or allocations of needed commodities.
Thte AIC of coke oven gas Is estimtatedi at Y 34/Gcal, making it a relatively low
cost souree of gas (although higher than existing prices). The constraint otn
coke oveni expansion over the miedium to long term will be the availability of
prime coking cual (also soughlt by the large integrated steel plants) and local
demtanid for coke.

7.20 Various munilcipal governmetnts are therefore looking for alternatives.
Sunie are lplanuilng investmenits in an old European technology for complete coal
gasificatlou, called two stage gasificationt. Its advantages are a low capital
cost atnd miinimal imtports of technology. It appears to have operating prob-
lems, however, and the estimated economic cost on a calorific value basis is
lhiglher than that of modern coal gasificationt. Advanced oxygen-blown coal
gasification, while a promising alternative if natural gas supplies are insuf-
ficietit, livolves large up-front capital costs anld imports of foreign technol-
ogy.18/ It is not affordable under existing gas prices. The average
incremenltal cost (ex-plant) of a modern coal gasification is Y 113/6cal, com-
pared with Y 148/Gcal for two stage gasifiers, based on the analysis in Annex
8. These sources are much more costly than coke oven gas.

7.21 At the same time, potentially large sources of gas are being ignored,
because of prlicng and lnstiatutional constraints. Methane rich gas produced
in coke ovens at integrated steel plants and in oil refineries, described in
Chlapter V, could be harnessed at less than half the capital cost of building
large coal gasification plants.19/ The AIC of this gas should be close to
that of coke oven gas. And tlhe theoretical supply (not all of which would be
available) is larger than projected increases for natural gas and coal gas by
2000. it mining areas, methane gas in coal seams also represents a potential
source of gas, otherwise wasted. These sources of gas should be exploited,
where technically feasible and economic, to help meet targets for town gas
coverage. They are likely to be more practical local sources of gas than
natural gas or modern coal gasification in the short to medium term.

11 Coke ovens produce coke, which is in high demand, providing substantial
revenues; high calorific value gas is a by-product. Vertical retorts
gasify low quality coke. For an analysis of costs, see Annex 8.

18/ Thte analysis at Annex 8 indicates that a modern oxygen-blown "moving
.bed" gasifier is a good candidate for town gas supplies, if natural gas
and coke oven gas are unavailable and the supply area is large enough
to support a large scale plant, permitting economies of scale.

19/ If gas Is supplied by modern gasification plants, average capital costs
would be In tlhe order of Y 380/Gcal. The cost of utilizing existing
industrial plant gases would be in the order of Y 100-lS/Gcal. This
is discussed in Anmex 8.
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iltUiearD ifM

7.22 Thte central government has also set ambitious targets for district
heatiug--1o cover 20-ZS percent of thte residential heating area in the offi.
cial hteating zone by 2000. This entails an increase in coverage of residen-
tial floor area from 80 millioni m2 in 1987 to 650 million m2 in 2000. The
capital Costs of tIhis expansion are estimated at Y 48.6 billion ($10.3 bil-
11in) in Like analysis at Annex 6.20/ The costs of district heating are
f uKmidable, and lindeed at the pace that investmients in DU are presently being
made, reachlng target coverage for the year 2000 seems unrealistic.

7.23 There are also several concerns in regard to district heatitng.
First, DII Is usually utost economic when the heat comes from cogeneration via
extractiont from boilers at nearby power plants (called DH/CHP). The economic
c(st of DHjC1P Is very high in China at the present time, however, because of
the electricity shortage in the country and tIe fact that heat extraction
derates utility boilers. Table 7.3 shows thie results of au economic analysis
described in Atnex 6. It compares tthe economic cost (average incremental cost
or AlC) of DH/GCIP with other central heating options. The economic cost of
JIl/CUIP is calculated by applying a shortage cost of Y 0.5/kWh to the lost
electric power over the first 10 years of CHP operation. Consequently, the
AIC of DB/CUP is 20-40 percent higher than other forms of central heating--
block heating and small boilers operating in individual buildings. Annex 6
also shows that thie financial rate of return on DH/CHP would be less than
5 percent, based on existing heat prices.

Table 7.3: COSTS OF CENTRAL HEATING OPTIONS

Dispersed Block DHi
Heating Boilers Heating CHP la

(Y/Gcal)

Using coal at Y 100/ton
Financial cost 94 85 89
Econumic cost 117 117 179

vslng coal at Y lSOIton
Economic cost 136 132 180

La For the econlomic analysis. the lost electricity due to derating is valued
at a shortage cost of Y 0.5/kwh for the first 10 years of an assumed
20-year life.

Source: Annex 6.

20/ Based on a unlt cost of Y 55/m2, which assumes that 50 percent is by
block heating and 50 percent is by DH/CHP; the cost of the latter does
uot include the cost of the power plant. See assumptions in Annex 6.
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7.24 Seconid, the energy efficiency of district heating systems in China is
low; isstufiltcient attentLioi Is given to modern designs and ancillary control
sysLems wi.iclh lmprove energy use and reduce operating costs. Finally, housing
Is usually tnot iusulated, and heat losses are large (particularly from poorly
des1gnted windows).Zl/ Thus, whent the heat supply is by PH/CHP, very expensive
lhenl is being wasted.

7.25 On the other hanid, Lhe environmiental benefits of DH/CHP are large
becattse coal-reiated emissions are substantially reduced in the area covered
by Ulf, due tot (a) the large decrease in coal consumption as heat from the
uit11ty I)oilet replaces that from coal-burning boilers; and (b) the usually
mole effective dust removal equipment on utility boilers compared with smaller
builets. This accountts foL the strong interest in DH/CHP within China.

7.26 The issue is whether or not DH/CUP is an affordable and least cost
solutLion to reducinig ambientt concentrations of pollutants in major cities,
particularly over the next ten years whien the country suffers from severe
power shortages.22/ Each city must consider the trade-offs of different
options for improved coal use and pollution control, in the context of analy-
ses which piitpoinit the principal sources of ambient concentrations of emis-
sbus andl rank investments by their cost effectiveness, based on economic
values whtichl capture energy shlortages. Such analyses must also consider over-
all energy and environmental trade-offs. For example, the coal savings from
DI/CHIP must be weighed against the coal savings--and reductions in air pollu-
tion--achieved by rapid development of more efficient large-scale electric
power p)lants, without the added investment and derating of DH (particularly
those not designed to optimize energy efficiency).

7.27 linvestments in cogenieration using industrial waste heat should go
forward, first, because of the low incremental costs of harnessing waste
energy (discussed in Chapter V, paras. 5.32 and 5.33). In areas where the
caplital Investment in a DH network can be justified, block heating would
appear to be a preferable form of DH in the medium-term because of lower eco-
nomic costs, although this would have to be confirmed in individual analyses.
Moureover, by using washed coal and installing effective pollution control
equilument ont new boilers, the entvironmental performance of individual building
aud block boilers could be improved. Modern DH/CHP appears to be an attrac-
tive longer term option, only after electricity shortages have eased in the
couttry.23/ Olpportutities for fuel switclhing (to gas for heating, for

21/ Refer to the discussions in Aumexes 6 and 7.

22/ It is important to keep in mind that absolute reductions in emissions
in a given area are less important than reducing overall ambient
concentrations throughout a city of those pollutants most harmful to
human uealth.

23/ Most of the Western European countries, which have invested in DH/CHP
to meet part of lheatlng tneeds, installed these systems in the 19705;
all were relatively well off. Japan has little district heating; South
Korea is just now planning DH investments. Poland's DH network is not
considered very efficient, and some of the investments made in the past
appear uneconomic in hindsight.
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example) should also be explored where gas distribution networks already
exists it is very costly to support two distribution networks, one for cooking
and one for heating.24/ In West European countries, gas-fired units normally
supply peak load in DH/CHP systems in any case.

Capital Costs of Planned Gas and DH Investments

7.28 No official estimates of the costs of planned DH and gas supply
programs are available. In this study, rough estimates were made to
understand the order of magnitude. Estimates for DH are cited at para. 7.22.
Estimates for gas exploitation and supply are more difficult because of the
uncertainty over sources. A rough estimate would suggest annual requirements
of Y 2 billion. Together with DH investments, annual expenditures could be in
the order of Y 5-7 billion. This represents 40-60 percent of the 1990 state
budget for expenditures on urban construction (Y 11.86 billion).251 Hence,
the resources required are formidable. Surprisingly, other potential measures
(discussed below) have not been given the same level of attention by municipal
governments.

Other Important Investment Options

7.29 Coal Supply Imarovements. Improving the quality of coal supplied to
the residential sector is a relatively low cost approach to reducing pollu-
tants at the household level. It means insisting on anthracite briquettes or
sized, washed anthracite in household stoves. Typical honeycomb briquettes,
used in various cities, appear to be a satisfactory smokeless fuel and a prac-
tical response to the need to utilize high ash anthracite or anthracite fines.
But they degrade easily and contribute to ash disposal problems. It, there-
fore, is appropriate to consider use of sized, low ash or washed anthracite or
cured briquettes, which might cut emissions further, would reduce ash disposal
costs, and could be used in more versatile, efficient appliances (e.g.,
cooker/water heaters). Such options are discussed in Chapter 4 (para. 4.41)
and in Annex 5. In addition, screening and washing steam coal going to boil-
ers (industrial and heating) in heavily populated areas would also reduce coal
fines and ash emissions considerably. These measures have been discussed in
Chapter 4 also.

7.30 Building Insulation. Second, introduction of modern building instal-
lations and better insulation are important means of conserving energy and
could minimize residential fuel requirements and therefore the costs to muni-
cipal governments. Heat losses in present buildings are large. Various com-
binations of investments, but particularly investments in better windows,
would have high returns and short payback periods, assuming energy costs are

24/ DH costs are usually three to five times higher than those of gas
distribution since the latter requires no insulation or condensate
return (involving two pipes). In addition, the energy density of gas
is significantly higher. Gas distribution networks are usually
optimized when supplying gas for both cooking and heating; on the other
hand, with the shortage of gas in China, use of gas for heating would
presumably decrease its availability for cooking in other households.

25/ China: Country Economic Hemorandum--Between Plan and Market, World
Bank, Report No. 8440-CIA, 1990, p. 151.
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properly valued.261 Investmtents to improve the design and manufacture of
wiutdows, for exa7tmple, cotuld lhave returns of over 30 percent. Incorporating
sucht clhanges adds to new housinig costs, lhowever, at a time when housing is
badly needed and buildinig materials are costly. As a result, although build-
lug insulation standards exist at the national level and in various cities,
there In resistance by construction companies and building owners to any
investieulns wlichl raise tLhe up-front costs.27/ At th:- same time, the heat
prieiup, system does not encourage awareness of thie cost of heat losses (see
platt. 7.15).

7.31 lnternatLonlal experience has showtn that because of the complexity and
timllitng of benefits accruinig from buildinig conservation measures, mnarket forces
are not fully effective In lpromoting investments in housing insulation. Vir-
tually all counitries lhave had to Institute mtandatory building regulations to
introdutce conservation measures into the hlousitng stock. In Chbia, mandatory
regulations for window design and building insulation should be phased in for
buildings witlh central heating and where coal stoves are not used (the latter
requirementl to avoid buildup of coal-related pollutants indoors). Heat
clharges should be based, as far as possible, on consumption and should begin
to incorporate cost recovery. In order to do so, meters will have to be
installed on all buildings and modern radiator systems installed in new hous-
lttg. Incentive programs and subsidies as well as information and technical

assistance programs should be introduced to encourage the appropriate invest-
mentts. In additiont, investment policies must stimulate the necessary manufac-
turing infrastructure, in order to assure production of desired windows,
meters, tliermiostatic valves, and insulation materials, etc.

D. Projections of llousehold Coal Use

7.32 Some simple projections have been run to show potential growth in
coal use ln tlhe lhousehold sector and the effect of meeting targets for gas and
IflI coverage. Thtey are Indicative only. There are several problems in trying
to do tlhese projections. First, thie lack of consistent data on household
energy consumption makes it difficult to make valid assumptions. Second,
estimates of the urban population and its growth rate are very tentative (a
range of 3-5 percent per annum is used). And, with a growing semi-urban popu-
lation, making a distinction between urban and rural coal use is somewhat
arbitrary. The principal assumptions and actual projections are at Annex 4.
The results of the projections are shown in Table 7.4.

7.33 Some important facts emerge from the above results, whiatever their
imlrecision. First, the alternatives to direct coal use in both heating and
cooking--gas and district heating--will remain quite a small proportion of
projected total consumption by the year 2000, even when optimistically assum-
lng that targets for gas and district heating coverage are reached. Second, a

26/ Improvements In household energy use are possible through the
followitng: better design and insulation of windows; improveJ
insulation of walls and roofs; and use of passive solar energy by
soutlhern orientation of windows with good solar transmission. The most
imj:ortant problem is window design and manufacture. Presently, single
glazed, steel frame wiudows are used, which are not tightly sealed and
allow large heat losses. Refer to Anunex 7.

27/ Simllar resistance has typically occurred in other countries as well.
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big factor in projected coal use is simtply tthe extent of population growth in
the cities. If urb1au or sewli-utJban household growth contlnues to be strong,
coal consumliption will almost double between 1988 and 2000. On the other hand,
if growtil of Lthe urblaU )t)Ptplat:ion sloWS, the penetration by gas and DH would
slow lowti the gvowth in ldirect collutullition of coal.

Tahle 7.4l a RWJECTED) DIR1C3T COAL USE IN URBAN HOUSEIIOLDS

1990 1995 2000

No. of UjbaIn fl4'USelds (Hiei1nds) 78-84 93-107 104-136

Coverage of Gas anld DH
Gas Coverage (2 of urban households) 16-17X 19-222 22-282
1)1 Coverage (Z of households in

Iteating zone) 7X 12-152 18-242

Pto,Icted Coal Use (million tons) La
1. Raw CoallBriquettes in Stoves

- Cooking primarily 54-59 58-72 63-90
- Heating 34-37 31-37 25-33

2. District Bleating 3.0 7.7 15.3
3. Dislpersed Boiler heating 43-47 59-72 67-96

Total (million tonlS) 134-146 156-189 170-234

La Coal toneage based on a calorific value of 5 million kcallton. Coal used
in coal gas and electricity production is not included here.

7.34 Third, the proposed gas expansion will not fully meet increasing
cooklng needs; some expansion of either raw coal or briquettes in small cook-
ing stoves is projected even under the low population case. In the high popu-
lation ease, the expansion is considerable--by 30 million tons from 1990 to
2000. On the other hatnd, the percent of households using coal stoves for
heating should decline during the 1990s because of the growth in housitng stock
heated by individual building boilers or district heating. The still heavy
use of coal in small stoves poses a major problem to the maintenance of urban
environmental standards. No pollution controls are possible on such stoves;
the only effective solution for environmental mitigation is fuel diversifica-
tioIi. This underliues tlhe need to assure, as a minimum, that supplies of
anthracite (for smokeless briquettes) or washed anthracite are available.

7.35 Fourth, there is likely to be a large increase in the number of small
boilers, even witlh the investments in DH. Therefore, there should be some
strategy for pollution control related to these small boilers. Finally, it is
well to keep in mind that urban household coal use is only part of the house-
hold energy picture. Rural or semi-urban coal use is growing; thus a better
view of overall coal use would have to involve an analysis of the rural sector
as well.
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E. Emission Control in Urban Households

7.36 No country in the world has tackled the problem of urban pollution
deriving from household coal use by applying a combustion control strategy at
the household level. The major thrust has always been a fuel shift, either to
oil or gas. Supplementary controls and regulations concerning use of smoke-
less solid fuels have been used, in the UK for instance, but only in conjunc-
tion with the supply of an alternative fuel (oil and later gas). China does
not have this luxury, but must at least begin to improve the coal being used
in urban areas.

7.37 The preservation of environmental quality in households, let alone
its improvement, is likely to be as much dependent on a proper supply of
anthracite as on any investment program in alternative sources of domestic
heating and cooking fuel because anthracite (briquetted or washed) can be used
in small stoves for cooking and heating. It is needed in those cities or
sections of cities which are not likely to benefit soon from gas supplies or
district heating schemes.

7.38 Suggested priorities for emissions control at the household level are
outlined at Table 7.5. Each major city, however, should undertake an air
quality modeling exercise to identify the most important sources of ambient
concentrations and to develop a least cost strategy to reduce ambient concen-
trations of pollutants. Municipal governments should consider investments in
coal gasification and district heating as two investment options, among vari-
ous options, which should be evaluated for their cost effectiveness. This
will help in setting priorities and developing affordable strategies. It may
also require breaking institutional barriers (in regard to the coal supply
system, for example) to take a more comprehensive approach to investments in
air pollution control in cities.

7.39 In the meantime, there are several elements which should constitute
an immediate strategy. They includes

* restricting the types and quality of coals used in stoves and small
boilers in urban areass

* as far as possible,phasing in mandatory use of anthracite briquettes
or sized, high quality (or washed) anthracite in households;

* raising household coal and gas prices in order to afford better qual-
ity fuels;

* investing in stoves with better turndown capabilities or offering
higher overall efficiencies (with a combination of cooking/water
heating capabilities);

* further utilizing available sources of gas, including coke oven gas
and plant gases in steel plants and refineries;
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* iI)mproving the heat charge system and building installations and insu-
latlio ill appropriate housings28I

* using industrial waste lheat for distLict heating, whtere feasible; and

* conducting houselhold euergy surveys for imlproved future energy plan-

itlng.

28/ Those withl central heatinlg and whlere no coal stoves are used.
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Table 7.5t A STRATEGY FOR EMISSIONS CONTROL IN HOUSEIIOLDS

lnowedlate PiloritZt Reduce particulate levels

1. Showt to Medlum Term Strategies

A. Generalt
- Contduct city-specific analyses of ambient concentratiions of pollu-

tafitts
- Phase in saokeless zones or restrictions otn types of coal used
- Strengtlhen environmiental enforcement in most cost effective areas
- Phase in maudatory standards for buildinig lnsulation for new lhousing

supplied by central or district heating
- In1stall meters ont existing hiousing, as far as possible
- Plan investmenits in coal washing
- Develop pricing policies which will provide incentives to meet envi-

ronmetntal goals
- Conduct energy surveys and incorporate results in environmental

strategies

B. In Cooking & Stove Reating:
- Improve coal supply--use low sulfur anthracite only in sized, bri-

qtuette or washed form
- Improve turndown capabilities of small stoves

- Develop more efficient appliances for use of anthracite
- Identify and fully hartness existing sources of gas (at steel mills,

refineries, etc.)
- Selectively expand coke ovenis whichi will also supply gas.

C. Iti Ileating,
- Improve coal suplply to boilers througl better coal quality matching,

coal screening anid coal washing
- Improve environmental (particulate) control equipment on new boilers
- Selectively invest in DH with priority given to usil1g itndustrial

waste heat.

II. Long Term Stratey

A. Generals
- Encourage better forms of coal use
- SuppoLt petroleum and natural gas exploration and development as

potential alternative fuels

B. ln Cooking:
- Slhift to gas (petroleum or coal-based), as far as possible, includ-

ing inve#tments In large scale coal gasification, as required

C. In Heating:
- Use of gas where supplies allow economitic coverage of cookilng and

lheating
- Hajor expansion of district heating/cogeneration, based on modern

designs, after electric piower situation has stabilized
- Installation of bag filters on smaller boilers, once technology is

developed
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VIII. SUGGESTED STRATEGIES FOR IMROVED
COAL UTILIZATION AND POLLUTION CONTROL

8.1 The quantities of coal required in the economy, the cost to the econ-
omy of increased energy production and transport, and the environmental pres-
sures of already heavy coal use underline the need for further efforts to
raise energy efficiency, conserve coal and take stronger pollution control
measures. But the measures needed or currently planned will be expensive.
This suggests that priorities must be better identified.

8.2 This study recommends a series of steps at national and local levels:

* coordinating energy and environmental policies and investment strate-
gies;

* getting the incentives right in the economy to encourage further
efficiency and productivity across numerous economic activities;

* setting priorities and developing cost effective regulatory and
investment strategies for pollution control, backed by budgetary com-
mitments to enable local governments and firms to address suffi-
ciently the most severe pollution problems;

* making additional funds available for improved utilization and
upgrading of plants and better energy recovery;

* supporting technical innovation, technology transfer and adaptation
to raise the quality of domestic equipment and processes and to pro-
vide opportunities for "leapfrogging" to more efficient technologies;

* directing more resources to developing opportunities for fuel diver-
sification.

At Attachment 1 are tables suggesting priorities for policy action and invest-
ment at national and local levels and in the various consuming sectors, in
regard to both conservation and pollution control. The principal suggestions
are summarized below.

A. National-Level Policies

Coordinating Strategies at the National Level

8.3 Various government agencies have been active in conservation and
environmental policy. Among them are SPC, MOE, NEPA, MMEI and SSTC. There is
scope for much closer cooperation, however, in developing public policies and
encouraging investments for conservation and pollution mitigation over the
next ten years. Particularly important areas are: encouraging better scale
of plants (e.g., to more efficient, flexible medium size plants); improving
the coal supply; improving the technical and operating efficiency of boilers
and associated pollution control equipment; and developing fuel alternatives.
Stronger collaboration would recognize the interdependency of environmental,
energy, and industrial policy.
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Getting the Incentives Right

8.4 Energy efficiency gains are often disaggregated over a range of
activities. It is usually easier to influence such activities through eco-
nomic forces rather than goverment directives and supply planning. The gov-
ernment should concentrate its efforts and resources on those areas where it
can be most effective, while encouraging market signals to do the rest. The
potential savings from further conservation are large and could help meet
other needs in the economy. At the same time, there are externalities which
are not addressed by price and market incentives and must be managed through
regulatory policies.

8.5 Energy Price Reforms. Energy prices are key signals in the economy.
Indeed, in various cases, allocated coal and gas prices have worked against
government objectives in regard to energy efficiency, pollution control and
fuel diversification. Allocated coal and gas prices should be raised to eco-
nomic levels according to a phased schedule to allow adjustments throughout
the economy. Bringing coal prices close to long run marginal costs would help
to encourage further efficiency and would reduce distortions created by the
existing dual market by putting consumers on a more equal footing. It would
have an impact on suppliers too--restoring the financial viability of many
state mines and their capacity to make investments to expand the coal supply
and improve coal quality. The structure of coal prices also needs adjustment
in order to encourage adequate prlce differentials for variations in calorific
value and quality. The structure and level of electric power tariffs should
be rationalized also, considering the cost of supply for each regional grid.
Finally, higher gas prices would better motivate domestic petroleum companies
and various industrial enterprises to make investments to supply available
gas. Raising gas prices is critical to achieving government targets for gas
supplies in the year 2000.

8.6 Household fuel prices should also be raised, in order to attract
better quality fuels to the residential sector, encourage efficiency of use,
and reduce the financial burden on municipal governments. The low share of
fuel in household expenditures indicates there is scope for raising fuel
prices without undue burden. Anecdotal evidence also indicates that house-
holds are willing to pay more for better quality fuels. Gas, in particular,
is in strong demand.

8.7 In tandem with price reforms, further efforts are needed to reform
related commodity allocation systems--to encourage greater flexibility and
responsiveness to user needs and to facilitate the flow of commodities to the
more efficient, productive users.

8.8 Other Unfinished Reforms. Continued enterprise and labor market
reforms, along with changes in fiscal arrangements, would encourage greater
industry responsiveness and needed adjustment mechanisms. Lack of accounta-
bilLty in larger enterprises underlies the problems of low operating disci-
pline and poor asset utilization. Industrial rationalization and pollution
control efforts at the local level are hampered by the inability to shut down
very inefficient plants or the worst polluters because of firm-level employ-
ment concerns, a result of the rigid labor market which continues to offer
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little mobility or mechanisms for adjustment. More flexibility is needed in
the investment allocation system in order to reduce the bias towards smaller
scale, suboptimal investments at the provincial level and below and against
upgrading investments. The overwhelming preoccupation with up-front costs,
because of low mandated prices and insufficient budgetary allocations, works
against a range of investments which could improve energy efficiency. Greater
flexibility in the foreign exchange allocation system would enhance opportuni-
ties for technical innovation and improved quality in the domestic machinery
industry.

B. Environmental Priorities and Policy

8.9 With increasing coal consumption--and increasing motor vehicle use, a
source of photochemical smog--air pollution problems in China are not going to
be solved in the next ten years, but authorities must prevent further deterio-
ration and try to reduce the very high levels of particulates, particularly
fine particulates and acid aerosols. Realistically, extensive large scale
investments in S02 removal are not affordable in the medium term, although
selective investments should go forward in areas relying on high sulfur coal
or where problems of acid fog or rain are becoming serious. Limiting coal-
related C02 emissions will depend on progress in regard to conservation,
introduction of efficiency improvements (managerial and technical), and fur-
ther opportunities for fuel diversification.

National-Level Responsibilities

8.10 Addressing these serious air pollution problems more aggressively
will require a stronger commitment to enforce regulations and to assure suffi-
cient funds are available to make priority investments in pollution abatement.
The central government must take the lead in strengthening enforcement and
legal remedies in regard to pollution control regulations. At the same time,
it must foster an operating environment that makes it feasible to address
pollution problems. This will mean changing fiscal arrangements and invest-
ment policies in order to improve the flow of resources to provincial and
municipal governments to tackle pollution. The level of expenditures on
pollution control at present is inadequate to the problems faced.

Identifying Priorities at Provincial and Municipal Levels

8.11 The drive to reduce local ambient concentrations of pollutants must
be spearheaded at provincial and municipal levels, where the incentives to
reduce pollution are greatest and where least cost pollution control strate-
gies are more easily developed and integrated with economic development plans.
To reduce the cost of pollution control, it is essential to identify the prin-
cipal sources of ambient concentrations in a particular city and those having
the greatest impact on health. Once that is done, investment strategies can
then be developed based on what is most cost effective in reducing those
sources. Furthermore, economic costing should be introduced into these cost
effectiveness analyses to assure that the scarcity value of different inputs
are considered. Right now, there is little or no attention paid to under-
standing what is likely to be most cost effective.
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8.12 As mentioned in Chapter III, some important questions are still
unclear in individual cities. For example, emissions from small indoor cook-
ing stoves may be more serious from the standpoint of the health impact than
those of industrial and heating boilers, despite the fact that emissions from
the former are lower overall. Differences in the impact of individual sources
could lead to different conclusions regarding investment priorities. SPC and
NEPA should promote use of air quality modeling and cost effectiveness analy-
ses in developing pollution control strategies in major cities as early as
possible, as these exercises take time to implement.

C. Recommended Measures in the Short to Medium Term

8.13 In the meantime, there is a sufficient basis to suggest some immedi-
ate measures which should have large payoffs in terms of efficiency and pollu-
tion abatement. These include:

phasing in stronger controls on the quality of coal going to various
users In dense urban areas and to urban and rural households; in par-
allel, making investments in coal preparation and blending facilities
to raise the quality of coal supplied to household stoves and indus-
trial boilers or furnaces;

* improving the supply of anthracite briquettes and sized, washed
anthracite to households; also improving the turndown capabilities of
small coal stoves and supporting the manufacture of more versatile,
efficient appliances;

* improving the operation and manufacture of industrial and utility
boilers and associated pollution control equipment;

* continuing with investments in large scale thermal and hydro power
development and in transport infrastructure;

* improving asset utilization and energy recovery in large plants and
upgrading and improving scale in small plants;

* utilizing available industrial energy (waste heat and gas);

* making investments in insulation and metering in the housing stock
and revamping the system for heat charges in supplying central heat-
ing;

* encouraging technical and managerial innovations in order to intro-
duce, more rapidly, new energy efficient technologies in areas rang-
ing from boiler technology to lighting and refrigeration; and

* improving air quality monitoring to include fine particulates and
acid aerosols (measured by proxies such as sulfates and nitrates) and
better evaluating the effects of indoor air pollution on health.
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CHINA

EFFICIENCY AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF COAL USE

Summary of Recommended Measures

Table 1: MACROECONOMIC AND NATIONAL POLICIES

Suggested measures Leading lnstitutlons

Industrial scat. * Provide funding to Improve scale (to medium-size SPC, Line Ministries,
untts) and upgrade plants Provincial and Municl-

* Revamp Investment approval system to reduce lncentlves pal Governments
to build small plants; allow more flexibility for
improving scale by local or regional pooling of
resources

* Phase out most backward plants
* Continue expansion of transport Infrastructure

Energy Pricing * Raise allocated coal prices to 80 percent of LRUC In SPC, MOE, NEPA, Provin-
two years cial and Municipal Oov-

• Phase out dual pricing system for coal over five ernaents
years, deregulating the market as transport con-
straints are eased

• Rationalize electric power tariffs
* Raise gas prices to provide Incentives to produc-
ers/suppliers

* Institute policies to Improve management and account- SPC, MOE, NEPA
Energy development ability In the state coal sector, and scale and safety
and management In local mines

* Improve coal and gas allocation system
* Develop regulations and policies to discourage use of
poor quality coals

* Continue exploration and development of oil and nat-
ural gas

• Investigate potential to purchase and utilize gas from
abroad

* Continue regional hydropower development
* Explore alternate sources of energy: solar thermal,
biomass, wind

Energy planning * Improve energy analyses nd forecasting; coordinate SPC, MOE, NEPA
with environmental planning

* Conduct gas utilization study to review the costs of
supplying different forms of gas (petroleum and coal
based) and to suggest priorities for use of gas

_________ _________ _________ ________ _________ _________ _________ ________ _________ _________ ________

Investment policy * Coordinate Investment policies relating to energy use SPC, SSTC, NEPA, MOE,
and Industrial/pollution control technology with envi- MMEI
ronmental goals and policies

* Introduce economic costing end use of cost-benefit
analyses to evaluate options and Identify priorities

* Revamp foreign exchange allocation system
______ _____ ______ _____ _____ ______ _____ _____ _..___ _____ _____ ______ _____ _____ ______ _____ _____
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Chtetbrn VII

Table 1: (cont'd)

Suggested measures Leading nietitutlons

Technology transfer * Encourage technology transfer and adaptation In the SPC, SSTC, MNEPA, ME,
for Improved coal following areas. For each, Identify constraints: MOE, various reserch
use final technology; intermediete technology; munagerial Instituteu and univer-

aspects; and quality control. Also, Identify beat sities
forms of technology transfer.

A. Sucgested Priorities

* More efficient household appliances using anthracite-
based briquettes or washed anthracite

* Coal washing technology
* P lletizing and briquetting technology
* Conventional boiler technology--to ralse scale and
thermal efficiency and improve quality control In
manufacturing

* More efficient end-use technologles, Including build-
Ing Insulation and lighting

* More effective particulate control and comerciallza-
tion of fabric filter technology

* Modern procees In steel, ammonia and cement produc-
tion

S. Other Measures (medium to long term)

- fOC technology--industrial scale MC
* District heating technology
* Modern oxygen-blown coal gasification for lndustrlal
and town gas use

* Direct reduction in steel Industry
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Tabl- 2: ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

Term measures Leading institutions

National Level

Setting national * Coordinate mong Institutions at the national level on NEPA, $PC SSTC MOE
objectives and energy, industrial and technology policies and invest- MMEIE Ministry ot
policy ment programs designed to help most environmental Construction Provtn-

objecti es cial and Municipal
* Cosponsor studies on tho anthracite supply and on gas Authorittie
supply and utilization

* Phase In regulatlons on the quality of coal supplied
to individual users

* Refine regulatory policies to make them more cost
effective and strengthen legal remedies

* Support sufficient funding at the municipal levol to
address pollution problems

* Sponsor regional lmpact studies for acid rain problems

Modeling and cost * Support energy surveys and analysis to complement
effectiveness environmental planning
analysis * Develop proe dures for economic costing and encourage

use of cost effectiveness analyses

Support to pro- * Provide technical guidance to provincial and municipal NEPA, SSTC, universi-
vincital and mun;- governments ties and rS9 arch
cipal EPB and * Support research on indoor air pollution Institutes
Planning Depart- * Support installation of monitoring equipment and
monte training of staff at provincial/local level

* Develop and train staff in technical and economic
analyses related to cost effectiveness analyses

* Facilitate dissemination of Ideas and successful
approaches through experionce sharing and staff
assignments In different locations

Provincial Level * Address province-wide problems, developing an overall NEPA + SPC Provincial
strategy for phased investments EPB * Provincial Plan-

* Assure continuous monitoring and evaluation at lower ning Departments
levels

* Implement training programs and conservation programs,
province-wide

* Work with municipal governments to Implement targeted
enforcement policies and Incentive programs

* Assist In funding and Implementation of washing
lnvestments at select local mines

Municipal Level * Assure continuous monitoring of data NEPA + SPC, Munteipal
* Conduct modeling exercises to gauge the most important EP9 and Planning
sources of pollution Office

* Conduct research on Indoor air pollution and Its
impact

* Identify priorities based on cost effectiveness analy-
ses and Impact on health

* Implement an enforcement strategy and Incentive pro-
gram based on priorities, In cooperation with provin-
cial and central governments
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Table 8: COAL SUPPLY IUPROVEMEI4TS

Short-medium term Medium to Need for
Coal type measures long term measures technology transfer

Steam Coal

Efficiency improve- * Improve matching of coal
ments supplied to user

requireents
* Create better market
signals for different
user requtrments

* Screen coal for size
* Pelletize fines for use Investigate p lletiztsion
in Industrial boilers technology abroad

Pollution control * Wash high ash, high * Further expend washing, Technotogy available In
sulfur coal where wash- including washing of China but TA needed to
ability permits fines Improve manufacturing

* Supply washed or low ash technology choice and
coal to small and older plant configuration
boilers with poor con-
trol equipment

Anthracite

Efficiency Improve- * Investigate use of * Expand use of cured bri- Investigate cured bri-
ments sized, washed anthrecite quettes or low ash or quetting techniques and

or cured briquettes In washed anthracite in use of washed anthracite
more efficient household efficient cookers/water abroad
appliances (cookers/ heaters
water heaters) Investigate appliance

* Review the anthracite options abroad
market to suggest ways
to reduce pressure from
Industrial users and to
enhance the supply of
good quality anthracite
to households

Pollution control * Promote use of anthra-
cite for household bri-
quettes In urban and
rural areas

Cokina Coal

Efficiency improve- * Improve utilization of * Continue improvements in Technical assistance to
ments large washeries technology and perfor- apply existing

* Expand use of dense mance technologies in more
medium cyclone and ther- productive ways
mal drying

* Build more medium size Technical assistance to
plants, with shorter Improve performance of
construction times, in domestic equipment
the state sector;
improve scale of local
mine washeries to more
economic sizes

Pollution control * Assure closed water
circuits

* Improve size of local
washeries
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Tabl- 4 INDUSTRIA VELECTRIC POWER SECTORS MEASURES FOR POILERS AND AT PLANT LEVEL

Short-medlum trerm U dlum to N ed *or
Sector me sures lons term messures technology transfer

Industrlal/Heeting
§;�l-rs

Efficiency Improve- PrTorttles
ments * Match coal to boller None (noed proper incen-

requtrements tives domewtically)
* Improve m nufacture of e Continu- tmprov ments In Vartous forms to Improve
conventtonnl botlers *cale *nd perform nc p rform nce *nd Installa-

tton of auxtitarles
* Instnil c rbon r cycle
equtpment on bollers

* Install char recycle nad
underbed feding of
ftnes

* A sur- op rator tratning
for boilors

* Improve performance of * Develop CF8C for tndus- Vartous forms to develop
bubbitnw b d F8C tetal bollers tndustetel CF3C

Pollutlon control * Ralse dficlency of * Exp nd lnstallatlon of Varlous forms
erticulate control fabetc ftiters
-qut sent

Large Industotal
Plants

Efftciency tmprove- * Rattonalize to tmprove T chntcal asstst nce
ments *n rgy recovery and

3sset uititzntlon
- Us Industotal waste * Install botter monitor- V rious forms
-eat for restdenttal tng and control systsms
*leatins
U80 methane rich Dlant * Introduc advanced tech-
-as 8 ntcal proeess s

Pollutton control * Install llutton con-
t , bPO,,
Fake waste control
tavestment

* Stto plxnts *v y from
populat d are s

________________________________________________________ ___________________________________ ______________

Electrtc Pow r

Efftetency tmprove- * Metch coal qual1ty to * Supply w*sh d coal Non
m nts boiler distgn

* Conttnu w1th large * InstJII *upercritical V*rious forms
*c le power development t mp r ture *nd pressur

untts
* DlcourFgr sm 11 *cale * Clo e older plants None
therm l inwstments

* Improve end-use technol- Vartous forms
ogtes e § lightin
refrigeratlon etc

Pollutton control * Improv- coal qualtty
* Improv efftcacy of ESP * Install fabrtc ftit rs technology tr nsfer or tA

to taprove perfora nce
* Stting of plants * Inve t tn *ulfur control V rtous fores
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Table 6: PRINCIPAL COAL USING INDUSTRIES

Short-medium term Medium to Neod for
easures long term measures technology transfer

steel

Efficiency Improve- * Conserve and Improve Technical assistance
ments coking coal supply

* Improve scrap Sllocation * Assure more avallability
system of scrap for use 1n

* Phase out old coking s
plants

* Operating priority:
injection of steam coal
In tuyeres

* Modernization: contin- * Introduce direct reduc- Verious forms
ued investment in BOF tion technology

* Improvements In Iron ore
supplyv ncniuu

* Invesiment In continuous Various forms
casting

Pollution control * Emphasize control at
sintering stage

* Improve waste water
treatment

Ammonia

Efficiency Improve- * Rationalization of
ments - xlstin plants; phasing

out most inefticlent/
wasteful

* Improve o rating/bri-
quenttng tehniques to
conserve coal

* Encourage plants based * Expand plants based on Various forms
on natural gas natural gas

* Consider modern coal Various forms
gasitication to provide
teed gas, where natural
gas unavailable and In
;igh sulfur areas

Pollution control * Plant boilers
* Wsote water treatment

Cement Industry

Efficiency improve- * Discontinue designs * Expand Investment In dry Capital purchses for dry
monto based on wet process and rotary kilns rotry kilns

promote dry rotary pro- * Phase out small sCale
cess t chnology plants

* Improve pollution con-
trol as * way to sav. rt of te

* Phse out pimitive
klIns

Pollution control * Siting of plants
* Improve particulate * Introduce Improved fab- Various forms for fabric
control ric filters filter technology

Brick-Making

Efficiency improve- * Promote technologies * Improve scale of plants Within China
mente such as continuous kilns

and self-fired bricks
* Improve operator train- * Phase out most primitive
Ing plants

Pollution control * Better operation to
reduce carbon loss

* Promote self-fired Within China
bricks

* Sitlng of plants
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Table e: HOUSEHOLD SECTOR

Short-medium term Medium to Need for
measures tong term measures technology transfer

In%estment planning * Develop energy projec- * Continue updating and Technical assistance
fot environmental tions based on more refinements to lnvest-
muigation household surveys and ment planning

tystematic analysis

* Continue to investigate Technical assistance
Indoor air pollution's
Impact

__.. - - -- - -- - -- -________ ________ _______ ________ ______-________ ________ _______ ________ _______ ________ _______

So Id fuel use * Phase out raw coal use
In stoves

* Promote honeycomb bri-
quettes using anthracite

* Improve turndown capa-
bilities of small stoves

* Investigate use of down-
burning stoves when use
of bituminous coal is
unavoidable

* Investigate use of * Use washed coal or cured Technical assistance to
washed anthracite or briquettes In more effi- develop Information on
cured briquettes cient appliances techniques abroad and

licensing/joint ventures

* Develop more versatile,
efficient appliances

Gas development * Improve gas prices to * Raise gas prices to
achieve at least finan- reflect economic value
cial recovery

: Investigate and harness * Expand use of gas, based Technical assistance
available gas resources on natural gas or coal

gasification

Heating Investments * Improve coal supply to * Supply better quality
small heating boilers coal to small boilers

* Invest In OH using
Industrial waste heat
wherever possible

* Consider other DH * Modernie and expand DH Technical assistance to
Investments, only after systems Improve designs
careful consideration of
priorities for pollution
control and cost effec-
tiveness; begin to mod-
ernize DH designs

* Invest in metering * Continue Investment In Technical assistance
devices and modern modern building instal-
double strlng radiator lations and building
systems In new housing insulation

* Revamp heat charge sys- * Assure economic cost
tem, based It on con- recovery for heat
sumption charges

* Institute mandatory
Drogram for building
tnsulat;on particularly
Improved window design
and manufacture


